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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation attempts to place the efforts 

toward American epic in the tradition of great national 

epics so as to aid the student and instructor in recognizing 

both the traditional possibility and unique contribution 

made by steady American contributions in the genre. Rather 

than being the arbitrary form often supposed, the epic is 

traced as an eclectic and flexible form from its Renais

sance and English forebears. What remains constant is the 

magnitude of the poetic vision, the eloquence of the 

language, the complexity of narrative structure, the 

environment which impinges on that structure, and the 

poet's epic motive. Part I traces these elements, and 

cites the earliest American efforts as combining emphases 

which will be found consistently to the present day: the • 

land and its promise expressed for a new American audience. 

Part II deals with the critical efforts to define 

the unique American contribution to epic. The watershed 

year of 1855 is examined as the culmination of one attempt 

to accommodate native materials to older forms, the Indian 

romance epic as typified by Longfellow. This is succeeded 

by the personal vernacular epic of Whitman, a demarcation 

between the indigenous and cosmopolitan approaches to epic 

which persists to the present. The accessibility of the 

V 
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vernacular epics, through their strong sense of place and 

through their linguistic identifications, makes them 

particularly valuable for an initial approach to epic 

study. The idiom and the vivid delineation of the American 

landscape are the two components which are paramount in 

each of the poems discussed. 

Part III argues for wider inclusion of the study of 

American epic poetry in the undergraduate curriculum. 

Because of its accessibility through place and idiom, its 

strong role model, and its centrality to the American 

experience, the American epic offers a counterbalance to 

the centrifugal tendency of much recent classroom litera

ture. In addition to discussion of the integrative function 

of the American epic, the reader response through inter

action is considered. Seven long poems are analyzed in 

terms of their accessibility through language and realistic 

scene to promote reader identification and response. In 

spite of the linguistic sophistication and narrative 

complexity of at least two of the poems, the vernacular 

and sense of place offer appreciation on at least an 

initial level to the undergraduate. The place of these 

poems in the long tradition of epic poetry is a factor too 

often overlooked in recent study. Their strong reiteration 

of basic American values, coupled with their level recogni

tion of dark strains in the American experience, gives a 

breadth of focus missing in much recent literature dealing 
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with narrower concerns. Far from being dismissed as 

second-rate efforts to match some ancient standard, the 

American attempts at epic composition deserve wider study 

as valuable contributions in their own right to our 

national literary heritage. 



PART I 

INTRODUCTION 

"Epic" is a term applied with increasing uncer

tainty to the modern long poem. Since at least the 

eighteenth century, what Hagin pinpoints as the "epic 

crisis" has become acute, the debate hinging on whether the 

epic genre even exists in contemporary manifestations. 

Additionally, disagreement over new definitional criteria, 

questions of prose infringement, and doubts over a modern 

culture*s receptivity have presented a confused picture. 

Yet even such critical furor, particularly regarding the 

attempts at an "American" epic, indicate a continuing 

interest in the genre. The plethora of American writers 

alone who have attempted the "Great American Epic" is 

startling; that their efforts in the form are persistent to 

this decade further indicates some literary void toward 

which the epic still inclines. Their "quest for the heroic 

ideal" still promotes, in Gross's view, a "desperate search 

for a unified sensibility common among Americans," a search 

"'"Peter Hagin, The Epic Hero and the Decline of Epic Poetry, 
Cooper Monographs on English and American Literature #8 
(Bern, 1964), 15. 

1 
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for that affirmative, unifying cultural impulse which has 

always been the province of epic.1 

To trace the roots of the American epic efforts is 

to recognize with Pearce "the attempt to write nothing less 

than an American epic. The regularity is of an intensity 

such as to indicate a virtual compulsion to make such a 

2 poem—which is to say, to create such a form." He further 

notes the futility of "trying to indicate precisely the 

limits" of the American achievement in the form—but does 

recognize the creation of an "autochthonous American epic," 

or a "genuinely American analogue of the traditional epic" 

(Pearce, HR, 362). To reject the American attempts out of 

hand as inferior or inadmissible components of the epic 

line is to disparage not only these fresh attempts but the 

flexibility of the epic itself. Rigid insistence that con

temporary attempts are doomed because they fail to partake 

of some earlier formalistic ideal negates a widespread and 

productive effort. A position which mediates between the 

older accomplishment but recognizes the validity of modern 

efforts seems more feasible. Thus Greene asserts that while 

"the legendary epic ideal was like a spirit that seized and 

rode great men," we need not quarrel over the exact 

i 
Theodore L. Gross, The Heroic Ideal m American Literature 
(New York: The Free Press, 1971),66. 

2 Roy Harvey Pearce, "Toward an American Epic." Hudson 
Review, 12:3 (Autumn 1959), 362. 
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"classifications of individual works within or without the 

genre." Instead, as he suggests, we should recognize the 

possibility that individual works "may participate in the 

mode to varying degrees.""'' 

Ingalls (who defines the "epic crisis" somewhat 

differently in terms of its timeless central concern, "the 

mutation from knowledge to wisdom"), is another advocate of 

such participation. In discussing the continuing develop

ment, she comments: "All epic poets share the same motive, 

an intent to narrate the routes to and within a trans

figuration from knowledge to wisdom. But each poet, as we 

move forward in time, seems also concerned not simply with 

'an epic* but with exploring what may seem to be more 

adequate possibilities in epic dramatization and epic 

2 denouement. " 

Coleman, too, urges a wider sense of the potential, 

of "the manifold possibilities of the epic form. " Rather 

than the traditional prescriptive "view of what an epic is 

and what epic and heroic verse mean and ought to mean," he 

advocates recognition of the epic's accommodation to new 

forms: 

"'"Thomas Greene, The Descent from Heaven: A Study in Epic 
Continuity (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1963), 9. 

2 Jeremy Ingalls, "The Epic Traditxonj a Commentary." 
Eastr-West Review, 1:1 (Spring 1964), 48. 
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In short, epics, in reflecting the age which 
engenders them, and in moving through age after 
age, grow with the world, and like the world 
change their form and character—while their 
spirit remains constant. So if we accept with
out question the epic status of the Faerie Queene, 
we must allow that a modern counterpart . . . 
would also qualify, along with any number of 
other long narratives and outspoken monologues on 
the general human condition which der-emphasize or 
even eliminate action altogether for a greater 
philosophical or sociological or psychological 
speculation and introspection. 

Kohring shares this view of generic expansion, 

citing Austin Warren's and Renee Wellek's definition that 

"several literary works form a genre if they have become 

an institution." He asserts, "The American epic has estab

lished itself as an institution whose functions are 

familiar to the American poet, whose devices he applies 

and whose structural framework he accepts as obligatory." 

Kohring concludes that "their connection with the epic 

tradition" has allowed the modern authors of long poems to 

"achieve for America what their spiritual forerunners 

2 accomplished for Homer's and Virgil's age." 

It is this purposive attempt to accommodate new 

materials to traditional forms which furnishes both the 

challenge and the rationale for the American development. 

To European authors, at least, the spatial and temporal 

"'"Arthur Coleman, Epic and Romance Criticism: A Checklist of 
Interpretations, 1940-72 (New York: Watermill Publishers, 
1973), iv. 

2 Klaus H. Kohring, "The American Epic." Southern Humani
ties Review, Vol. 5, #3 (Summer 1971), 278. 
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boundaries of this struggle were supposedly constrained by 

much earlier formalistic dicta. The early American 

authors, however, determinedly wrenched the old world epic 

components into new settings, and then forced these shapes 

to conform to new outlines, all the while believing them

selves immersed in the classic mode. What began as 

modest, if chauvinistic, attempts to celebrate in verse the 

"Rising Glory of America," as Freneau's 1772 effort was 

titled, was soon a burgeoning epic species, with some two 

dozen long poems produced in the ensuing century."'" Even 

the earliest efforts soon articulated, or at least 

intimated, a revolutionary preoccupation with native 

materials and geographical expanse. 

The framework of these long poems was ostensibly 

that of the classic models, reflecting in the late Colonial 

period the epic fervor of England and the continent. How

ever, the colonial poets added the celebration of a 

specifically American nature and landscape, coupled with an 

overweening optimism, and soon produced hybrid forms. 

These were almost invariably concerned with continental 

scope and a fervent sense of national destiny. This 

assurance inevitably demanded epic treatment as the only 

form worthy of such favored national promise. This 

^"Wilbur I>, Schramm, "Studies in the Longer Narrative Verse 
of America, 1775-1860," Diss., State University of Iowa, 
June, 1932, 2. 
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striving toward elevation is caught in John Trumbull's 1770 

"Essay on the Uses and Advantages of the Fine Arts," as he 

asserts that American authors will, 

. . . with lofty Milton vie; 
Or wake from nature's themes the moral song, 
And shine with Pope, with Thomson, and with Young. 
This land her Steele and Addison shall view, 
The former glories equal'd by the new; 
Some future Shakespeare charm the rising age, 
And hold in magic chains the listening stage; 
Another Watts shall string the heavenly lyre, 
And other muses other bards inspire 
(quoted by Schramm, Diss., 39). 

Given such, protestations of allegiance to their 

cultivated forbears, we must briefly examine the matrix of 

literary theory from which the early American efforts 

derive. With neo-classic influence still strong during 

this century, the doctrines of formalism were presumably 

paramount. However, ascertaining the degree of critical 

homogeneity even then is difficult, and becomes more so as 

epic theory is traced further back. Since this study is 

meant to be a resume of those factors which, most immediately 

influenced the critical climate nurturing the American 

efforts, it will not deal with some of the more peripheral 

influences on that particular climate. The whole subject of 

the historical development of epic continues to receive 

treatment from a host of twentieth<rcentury critics, several 

of whom will be cited later in connection with the develops 

ment of English theory. 



Tillyard*s comment that there is "no occasion to 

talk at length of the theory of the formal epic" justifies 

this omission, since such theory was only "nominally" of 

classic origin, and is really the product of the later 

Renaissance.1 The intervening nationalistic or folk epics 

had relatively little importance to the Renaissance critics 

their whole attention was upon bending classical theory to 

fit the Renaissance forms. "Their problem," as Swedenberg 

comments, "was obviously the inevitable one which arises 

2 when a new form is judged by established standards." 

This flurry of efforts arises in the decade between 

dePazzi's 1535 translation of Aristotle into Latin and the 

1548 critical edition of that work by Robertelli (Greene, 

17 9; Swedenberg, Theory, 7). Although Horace had been 

studied as well, it was Aristotle's Poetics which brought 

What Tillyard calls the "irruption into the critical 

consciousness of the age" (Tillyard, EEB, 222). For the 

next few decades the Italian critics and academies issued 

"*"E, M. W, Tillyard, The English Epic and Its Background 
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1954) , 181. 

2 H. T. Swedenberg, The Theory of the Epic in England 1650-
1800, University of California Publications m English, 
Vol. XV (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1944), 
11. 
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architectonic commentaries, setting the direction of the 

later French and English efforts. 

With an increased interest in the Poetics came a 
conviction that the two greatest literary forms 
are drama and epic. And despite Aristotle's 
preference for the drama, most of the Italian 
critics exalted the epic as the greatest of 
poetic productions. Accordingly, a great body 
of critical material about the epic came into 
being (Swedenberg, Theory, 8). 

This period of critical flux according to Tillyard 

"illustrates the happy diversity of Italian critical ideas 

before the rigidities of the neo-classic age" (Tillyard, 

EEB, 225). Yet most of the influential Italian critics 

soon grappled with problems which were to plague epic 

composition for the next few centuries: the choice of 

ancient or modern subject; the ascendance of the poetic 

imagination or historic truth; other various demands of 

unity and verisimilitude. Trissino, Minturno, Vida, 

Castelvetro, Tasso, and Scaliger were among those embroiled 

in attempts to fit classical strictures to emerging 

Renaissance conceptions of what epic should be. 

Thus began the early'—if uneasy—critical accommoda

tion to the genre of efforts as diverse as the Faerie 

Queene, Daniel's Civil Wars, and the Gerusalemme Liberata 

{Tillyard, EEB, 226). Tillyard concludes that the Italian 

critics "admitted a little more light and a little less 

"'"Many of the following points on Italian epic theory are 
derived from Greene, 104-183; Swedenberg, Theory, 8-13; and 
Tillyard, EEB, 222-r233. 
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gloom" than the later didactic pronouncements of northern 

critics were to do. Speaking of Tasso's Discorsi on 

poetry, Tillyard finds "no writing on the epic better" in 

its comments on diversity in unity, the conditioning of 

length by memory, and a moralism which "advances no crude 

didacticism," For the final test of such poetry is its 

duplication of "the divine act of creation," not the 

insistence on a moral (Tillyard, EEB, 232-233)."^ 

The genial inclusiveness of the later sixteenth-

century Italian epic was not to be echoed by the French 

critics of the succeeding century, however. While the 

Italian interpretations were not so directly influential 

upon later English theory as were the classic and 

seventeenth-century criticisms, they significantly affected 

those French efforts. The development of a "formalized 

doctrine , . . was to have a far-reaching importance in 

England in the late seventeenth century and throughout the . 

eighteenth," according to Swedenberg (Theory, 32). He 

notes, too, that whereas the Italians had certainly valued 

the didacticism of epic, "the French tended to emphasize 

this phase above all" (Swedenberg, Theory, 33). Greene 

comments that while the early seventeenth century produced 

few epic ventures in France, "as the classical spirit grew 

"*"See E, M. W. Tillyard, "The English Epic Tradition," 
Warton Lecture on English Poetry, Read (4 March 1936), 8-10 
for definition of Renaissance epic, as contrasted to classic 
or medieval. 
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stronger, as criticism gained self-consciousness, as the 

shadow of Aristotle lengthened," a deluge of epic composi

tion began. These were uniform in their "pompous, rigid, 

tediously correct style," and their "sterile invention" 

(Greene, 336-337). During this "fievre epique," Tillyard 

comments that French poets produced at least forty epic 

poems between 1650 and 1670, "all of them failures" 

(Tillyard, EEB, 457). 

With the founding of the French Academy in 1637 

came enshrinement of "nearly, if not all, of the rules 

that ultimately formed the neo-classic canon . . . las] 

stated or implied in the Italian critics of the Renais

sance" (Tillyard, EEB, 222). Earlier writers like 

DuBellay and Ronsard had indicated these directions 

(Swedenberg, Theory, 13-15). The latter's Franciade, 1572, 

was one of the earliest French efforts in the epic mode 

(Greene, 252). Their work was enlarged upon in the next 

decades because of the "general striving in France after 

simplicity, codification, the common aim, the universal 

principle of reason," notes Tillyard, of which "literary 

theory and in particular that of the epic was a part" 

(Tillyard, EEB, 453). While DuBartas and Fenelon were to 

have later influence upon English epic theory (Tillyard, 

EEB, 373) , the most prestigious pronouncements were 

Rapines Reflexions sur la Poetique d'Aristote (1674); 

Le Bossu's Traite de Poeroe epique (1675); and Dacier's 



translation of the Poetics (1693). These were the works 

embodying what Tillyard calls "the temper of mature neo-

classicism; the almost religious adoration of an abstrac

tion. The rules exist in a kind of heaven of Platonic 

essences, and the poet's aim is to exemplify them in his 

concrete work of art" (.Tillyard, EEB, 455). Le Bossu's 

succinct summary of prevailing theory would be transposed 

ostensibly almost whole into English criticism of the next 

century (Swedenberg, Theory, 16). In France, too, his 

definition was accepted "whole-heartedly" and refined only 

in minor detail (Swedenberg, Theory, 155). 

The epopea is a discourse invented by Art, to form 
the Manners by such instructions as are disguised 
under the Allegories of some one important Action, 
which, is related in Verse, after a probable, 
diverting and surprizing Manner. 

Thus did the didactic purpose, the narrative 

quality, the allegorical nature, the devised rather than 

historical fable, the elevated verse and the unified 

action each receive French neo-classic sanction. All the 

hallmarks of formal epic theory had been recognized, 

presumably only awaiting adoption by eighteenth-century 

English, theorists. 

"*"Le Bossu, Traite du poeme epique, Paris, 1693, pp. 9^10, 
Le Bossu arid Voltaire on the Epic, with introduction by 
Stuart Curran, translated by "W. J." (Gainesville: 
Scholar's Facsimiles and Reprints, 1970), 6. iHereafter 
cited as Facsimiles.] 
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If we envision this continental theory rolling like 

some enveloping cloud across the Channel, perhaps discus

sion of its actual density is due here. First, although we 

have held that the Renaissance instigated much later epic 

theory, this period was obviously not the sole source of 

post-classic epic composition. The whole cycle of 

European folk epic--covering roughly the six centuries 

from 600 to 1200'—was largely ignored by Renaissance con

centration on the Greek and Roman."'" Thus Beowulf, Roland, 

the Cid, and the Nibelungenlied were simply outside the 

later canon because of their oral, as opposed to literary 

emphasis; their anonymous and perhaps plural authorship; 

and the "clearer sense of national solidarity" which seems 

2 to have governed these heroic poems. The point is not the 

degree to which such exclusion is warranted, but rather the 

constricted focus of epic theory almost from its inception. 

In addition to generally refusing to treat these earlier 

nationalistic efforts as "epic," neo-classic theory was 

equally cavalier in its pronouncements on the Renaissance 

efforts. From 1317 when the Divine Comedy appeared until 

the 1667 publication of Paradise Lost, these and the 

intervening Orlando Furioso, Lusiads, Jersualem Delivered, 

^1 am using dates suggested by John Clark, A History of 
Epic Poetry, London, 1900 (rpt. New York: Haskell House, 
1964), xixrxx. 

2 Jan de Vries, Heroic Song and Heroic Legend (London: 
Oxford University Press, 1963), 266-268. 
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and the Faerie Queene were a source of constant critical 

perplexity.^" Furthermore, as noted, these earlier critics 

were perhaps more flexible—if only because their dicta 

were the first—than were their successors. Thus the 

serene assumption that continental neo*-classic doctrine 

was a comprehensive, culminating, and inviolate theory is 

questionable; even within its very limited province there 

was to be intense disagreement on its components. As we 

shall see, nowhere was that disagreement to flourish more 

robustly than in England. 

To discuss the development of English epic theory 

is to confront not only a different culture, but a different 

set of assumptions regarding literary theory. Unlike Italy 

and France, where epic had been a chief concern of the 

court, the Humanist literary movement was far more dis

persed. Cowley's Davideis, the first important neo

classical English epic, was published in 1656, but reached-

"no audience as variously accomplished as the court for 

2 which Spenser wrote," in Greenets view (Greene, 365). 

Competing aims of sacred and secular modes affected the 

audience for English epic, as well as most other literary 

efforts. In discussing the "unpropitiousness" of 

"'"Tillyard spends some pages discussing attempts of the 
Italian critics alone to reconcile just the Latin and 
Italian variants (Tillyard, EEB, 222-233). 

2 Greene discusses Cowley's imprint on Milton (Greene, 366-
373) , 
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mid-century England, whose "wind of prosaic rationalism" 

was "soon to wither epic poetry," Greene quotes Broadbent's 

observationjthat "Milton's genius was irrevocably bent on a 

divine epic which the public no longer wanted" (Greene, 

365). The emerging critical mood is further underscored by 

Sutherland's observation that the "intellectual climate of 

the age was not simply a shift to a more rationalistic out

look, but it was mainly that.""'" He cites the previous 

political upheavals and the religious excesses which led to 

the emerging conservatism in all areas: "It is easy to be 

impatient with such conservatism if we forget.the troubled 

age from which it emerged . , . . The bias of the times 

was therefore toward the established order, and against 

innovation, experiments, and any questioning of fundamental 

principles" (Sutherland, 34). The continental belief in 

epic efficacy was ready-made for English adoption. Thus 

from the "first half of the seventeenth century IwhenJ the 

nature of the English would-be epic poetry is fantastically 

mixed," Tillyard sees an "ever growing belief in the pre

eminence of Homer and Virgil, continually reinforcing the 

"*"James Sutherland, A Preface to Eighteenth Century Poetry 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1948; University Press ed., 
1950), 1, 

2 Cf. the situation had some earlier parallels in France, 
according to Tillyard. Citing the "new temper in France" 
in the early 1600's, he saysr "Out of the weariness and 
miseries of the wards of religion emerged a new desire for 
discipline and stability ..." (Tillyard, EEB, 453). 
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notions that the epic was the supreme form and that excel

lence in poetry could be reached only by the severest 

imitation of classical models" (Tillyard, EETRAD, 16-18). 

The 1667 intrusion of Paradise Lost into this 

gradual development has been regarded as boon, anomaly, or 

drawback, depending upon the critic. Tillyard sees it as a 

culmination which "resumes the essential medieval theme 

Ithe soul's pilgrimage] and combines it with Renaissance 

culture and exuberance, and with neo-classic compression of 

form. . , . After Milton the miraculous synthesis of 

medieval, Renaissance, and modern dissolves, and the 

emphasis falls, as before, on culture" (Tillyard, EETRAD, 

20-21). Hagin believes the work posed the dilemma which 

extends to modern epic, "the question how straight epic 

action could be represented by unheroic characters, and how 

individual and universal issues could be artistically 

reconciled in a hero of contemporary significance" - (Hagin, 

16). The ramifications for epic theory of Milton's inward 

universe were not to be fully realized, however, until this 

century. 

As Milton had originally planned an epic on King 

Arthur, Paradise Lost may represent the poet's own dilemma, 

given the period's shifting intellectual climate, 

. . . Sad task, yet argument 
Not less but more Heroic than the wrauth 
Of stern Achilles on his Foe pursued .... 
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If answerable style I can obtaine 
Of my Celestial Patroness, who deignes 
Her nightly visitation unimplor'd, 
And dictates to me slumbring, or inspires 
Easie my unpremeditated Verse: 
Since first this Subject for Heroic Song 
Pleas'd me long choosing, and beginning late 
Not sedulous by Nature to indite 
Warrs, hitherto the onely Argument 
Heroic deem'd .... 

Not that which justly gives Heroic name 
To Person or to Poem. Mee of these 
Nor skilled nor studious, higher Argument 
Remaines, sufficient of itself to raise ^ 
That name, unless an age too late .... 

Tillyard sees the choice as a retreat from the century's 

pressures: "The pagan fictions were exploded, the his

toricity of Arthur was questioned, but Scripture at.present 

was free from the probings of the critics, its truth was 

not impugned. Milton could find in the Bible both a varied 

mythology and an area of truth beyond the disintegrating 

processes set going by the scientists" (Tillyard, EEB, 461). 

Nevertheless, its genesis was of less critical concern 

than was its accommodation to an insistently classical 

theory of epic. Hagin discusses the "negligible influence" 

of the poem upon immediately ensuing theory in noting, "Far 

from appreciating the momentous difference in the approach 

to epic character in Paradise Lost, the classicists on the 

contrary went to great pains in ignoring in it what to them 

seemed unhomeric and unaristotelian, and in over-emphasizing 

^Paradise Lost, IX, 13-44, John Milton, Complete Poems and 
Mai or Prose, edited by Merritt Y. Hughes (.New York: Odyssey 
Press, 19571. 
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what could be made to conform to popular precept (Hagin, 

44). He later concludes, "The incompetence displayed by 

otherwise redoubtable men such as Dryden, Johnson and 

others . • . and a century of epic practice which appears 

doomed by Milton's precedent, shows clearly that for them 

Paradise Lost had been written well over a hundred years 

too early" (Hagin, 82). 

If Paradise Lost posed questions far ahead of its 

time, refusal to answer or even entertain them during this 

period should not seem surprising. The earlier practice 

of debarring errant poems from consideration as. "authentic" 

epics had begun with the folk and Renaissance epics, as we 

have seen. h typical comment was that made by Shenstone in 

discussing "many favorite piassages" in Spenser's epic as 

being "instances of a great and cultivated genius mis

applied" (Sutherland, 106). So, too, was Milton's larger 

problem ignored, • 

This was a time of formal constriction, or at least 

of consolidation. The climate of eighteenth-century 

criticism was generally inimical to experimentation. 

Johnson enunciated the prevailing view: "New sentiments and 

new images others may produce, but to attempt any further 

improvement of versification will be dangerous. Art and 

diligence have now done their best, and what shall be added 

will be the effort of tedious toil and needless curiosity" 

(.cited by Sutherland, 36) , 
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Safeguarding the epic tradition (at least as 

recently interpreted by the Renaissance) was supposedly the 

paramount literary task, and its basic tenets had not 

altered perceptibly since Le Bossu's formulation: 

It wanted to be heroic, it wanted to be active 
besides being reflective Ithus implying] ... an 
indisputable transcendental order; its morality 
was unequivocal, and it was represented by the 
political arid ethical life of a large community. 
The choric character [involvedj multitudes of 
people under the leadership of a great hero who 
represented not himself, but the moral, spiritual, 
and political beliefs of the poet's own age (Hagin, 
31) . 

Almost every succeeding (but not successful) effort in the 

genre ostensibly embodied these characteristics. 

Blackmore's Prince Arthur (1695), Wilkie's Epigoniad 

(1757), and Ogilvie's Britannia (1801), are only three 

representative efforts, spanning this period of apparent 

adherence to strict neo-classic doctrine. 

However, almost any other three works could be 

selected from this period to indicate that its epic theory 

and practice were far from consistent. These three 

examples alone differ widely: in Blackmore*s attempt to 

use a recognizable (if composite) national hero from 

relatively recent history, incorporating actual battles 

and progenitors, as did Camoens; in Wilkie's return to a 

neo^Virgilian cast and theater' with allegorical import; and 

in Ogilvie's creation of a woman protagonist. In short, 

Hagin comments that the belief of such authors in classical 
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rules is "in reality the belief in their own wilful 

interpretation of them . . . and it is again and again 

given up under the pressure of contemporary influences" 

(Hagin, 2 9), While the supremacy of the epic form was 

everywhere given lip service during this period, there was 

actually a situational flux, with unresolved ambiguities 

and constant attempts at redefinition. Hagin continues, 

If, on the surface, we get the impression of 
a petrified state of affairs, of a conformity of 
outlook and intention, it is certainly only the 
outward appearance .... In reality . . . neo
classical theory, and even more so neoclassical 
practice, are extremely controversial; there is a 
strong fermentation within self-imposed limits 
(Hagin, 29) . 

This anything<-buti-homogeneous attempt to adhere to 

selected epic models refines itself largely into a question 

of authority versus auctorial judgment. Thus when "W.J." 

translated Bossu into English in 1695, he blamed the 

"notorious neglect of following the Rules which Aristotle 

and Horace have prescrib'd" for the anemia of contemporary 

attempts (Facsimiles, 2). Yet one of these contemporary 

writers, Dayenant, had slightly earlier indicated his 

skepticism of authority per se in his preface to Gondibert 

(1650), Hobbes shared this reaction in his Answer to 

Davenant that year. Cowley, too, among the earlier authors 

had supported this position in his treatise on "Reason: The 
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Use of it in Divine Matters.Others, such as Rymer, 

Phillips, and Mulgrave advocated reason tempered with 

authority. But Swedenberg discerns a gradual development 

toward authority in the latter part of the century. "By 

the time of Dryden*s death, the familiar neo-classic theory 

that rules are founded on nature and that men of judgment 

accept them because they are reasonable was established" 

(Swedenberg, "Rules," 573). 

Yet individual practice continued to vary widely— 

witness Blackmore's prefatory remarks on his Prince Arthur 

(1695) extolling the "antient and heroick" figure, an 

emphasis which had become far less important by the time 

he wrote "An Essay on the Nature and Constitution of Epick 

Poetry" in 1716. By then he insisted, "Poets and critics 

should trust their reason and not rely solely upon 

authority" (Swedenberg, "Rules," 568, 576). That the 

situation was invariably more fluid than often supposed, 

especially by mid-r-century, is apparent from the widespread 

2 deviations of both writers and critics. At that juncture 

critics such as Thomas Warton were openly offering opinions 

which would have been heretical only a few decades previ

ously, "It is absurd to think of judging either Ariosto 

"*"H. T. Swedenberg, "Rules and English Critics of the Epic, 
1650-1800." Studies in Philology, 35 (1938), 567. 

2 See Hagin, 88-108, for interesting synopses of these 
variations in nine "testrun" epics of the century. 
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or Spenser by precepts which they did not attend to" 

(Observations on the Faerie Queen, 1762, cited by 

Swedenberg, "Rules," 582)."'' 

In sum, the expectation of unanimity regarding neo-

classic theory is misleading, at best. "A conclusion about 

English criticism of the epic before 1650 cannot safely be 

made," insists Swedenberg, "because there is not enough 

evidence to warrant a statement. All that can be said is 

that there seems to be a tendency toward the neo

classical point of view which was to develop later into a 

large body of critical opinion" (Swedenberg, Theory, 34). 

Yet he finds that if the later doctrinal enunciation was 

clearer, the support was not: 

No one of the critics of this period ever 
scouted wholeheartedly the theories of his age. 
Perhaps the Richardsons came nearest to doing so 
when they almost completely ignored the methods 
and ideas of established criticism, but even they 
used some of the principles of the past. It may 
be said, then, that most of the critics reiterated 
the established principles; but there were many, 
both major and minor, who did not hesitate to shift 
emphasis as they pleased or to discard some con
cept which they thought unimportant or false. 
Certainly if any further evidence were necessary 
to dispel the once popular notion of the Augustan 

Cf. Swedenberg's: "[In the flux the contemporary defenders] 
naturally could not accept ancient rules as the only correct 
interpretation of nature. Spenser and Milton, for instance, 
were so careless of some of the established theories that 
their works would probably suffer if judged solely by them. 
And therefore, critics like Hughes and Richardson were 
forced to side-step some of the old laws. Occasionally out-
right questioning of the value of rules IwasJ apparent" 
(Swedenberg, "Rules," 581). 
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age as a monotony of unanimity, the theory of the 
epic might well be used (Swedenberg, Theory, 84). 

This cursory description of English epic theory in 

the eighteenth century cannot be concluded without some 

mention of two towering figures, Dryden and Pope, both of 

whom were to influence early American efforts. Although 

Dryden apparently envisioned a patriotic epic of his own, 

celebrating either Arthur or the Black Prince, it was never 

drafted (Tillyard, EEB, 478). Instead, his criticism was 

to set the imprimatur on formal English theory for a 

century. His often-quoted insistence that the heroic poem 

was "undoubtedly the greatest work which the soul of man is 

capable to perform" is reiterated throughout his criticism.^" 

His "Dedication" to his translation of the Aeneid (1697) 

and his remarks on Renaissance and English critics and 

works, such as those in "Discourse Concerning the Original 

and Progress of Satire" (1693), are typical, Sigworth feels 

2 of his reasoned efforts. His criticism "points the 

direction we have all since followed" in discussing neo-

classic theory (Sigworth, 56). 

Pope, of course, gave obeisance to Dryden's views; 

but his period was already being buffeted by the iconoclasm 

^Oliver P. Sigworth, Criticism and Aesthetics 1660-^1800 
(San Francisco: Rinehart Press, 1971), 72. 

2 Tillyard gives a comprehensive account of Dryden's 
accomplishment regarding epic theory (Tillyard, EEB, 465*-
481) , 
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which was eventually to propel Pope defensively toward the 

mock-epic. Sutherland comments on Pope's motives for the 

Dunciad; 

Pope is genuinely concerned to maintain the 
threatened standards of polite literature- The 
constant insistence on the Rules must therefore 
be related in the early part of our period to 
a determination to consolidate gains recently 
made, to keep under cultivation territory re
claimed from the swamp, and later Iunder Johnsonj 
to a more purely conservative tendency to keep 
inviolate what had proved so successful in the 
experience of several literary generations 
(Sutherland, 42). 

Pope uneasily recognized many of the discrepancies which 

adherence to the classical forms would entail-—among them 

repetition of the Homeric epithet and a lack of the older 

grand style for which a "false sublime" was often sub^ 

stituted. He saw the pretensions of serious epic writers 

of the past now being distorted into bombasticism by recent 

authors: "The use of pompous expression for low actions or 

thoughts is the true sublime of Don Quixote. How far unfit 

it is for Epic Poetry, appears in its being the perfection 

of the Mock Epic" ("Postscript" to the Odyssey, cited by 

Greene, 415, n, 77). 

Clearly, Pope early saw that the emerging vogue for 

mock-epic indicated developing problems for the serious 

epic. His "Receipt to Make an Epic Poem" was the first 

instance of an English writer's ridiculing Le Bossu 

(Swedenberg, "Rules," 575). Therein Pope gave this advice 

concerning the machines: ". . . Since no epic poem can 
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possibly subsist without them, the wisest way is to reserve 

them for your greatest necessities. When you cannot 

extricate your Hero by any means, or yourself by your own 

wit, seek relief from Heaven, and the Gods will do your 

business very readily" (Greene, 417). Pope was not alone 

in disparaging contemporary writers of epic, and the mock-

heroic rose as a "literary phenomenon of real significance," 

according to Sutherland. He feels Pope's effort in 

burlesque produces relief from the insistently elevated 

tone of the epic, and "avoids what it cannot reduce to its 

own habitual order and proportion," avoiding the "opposite 

or discordant," and hence preserving the force of the classic 

original (Sutherland, 155) . 

Tillyard, however, says that the vogue of the imita

tion heroic "revealed a lack of confidence in the possi

bility of exploiting the mode itself in a straightforward 

way" (Tillyard, EEB, 495). This faltering of purpose 

partially may explain Pope's longt-avowed intention to write 

an epic, the Brutus. Never finished, it "would not, 

perhaps, have added much to his reputation,11 felt Warton 

(cited by Greene, 411). Pope's earlier "Preface" to his 

translation of the Iliad and his "Postscript" to the 

Odyssey reveal his own allegiance to the classical epic, 

but an allegiance "limited in certain respects by the con

fining preconceptions of its age," according to Greene 

(.414) . Yet Pope began wrestling with the problem of 
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attempting to "convey in modern epic poetry" the "growing 

complexity" of modern civilization sooner than most, notes 

Hagin (67-68). 

The self-*-imposed restriction of these two great 

intellects to translation and criticism of epic is indica

tive that keener minds sensed early those problems which 

were to become so troublesome by the next century. T.;ere 

is an irony-—and a real loss to English letters here. For 

while neither of these giants actually attempted an epic, 

a second-rater like Blackmore churned them out unremit

tingly, those productions "of a neoclassic Polonius, 

episodic, trite, wooden, and sententious in their dullness" 

(Greene, 411). 

Blackmore did not hesitate to plunge into criticism 

either, and a sampling of his and others' remarks at the 

beginning of the eighteenth century indicates just how 

fluid the situation had become. Thus Blackmore asserts: 

I have left out the Term Action and have added 
Enterprize or Suffering, for the Reasons alledg'd 
in th.e foregoing Dissertation; and I have said 
Illustrious Person, to leave the Definition free, 
and not restrain'd to a Hero; since no Reason, as 
I believe, can be assign'd why a Heroine may not 
be the Principal Person of an Epick, as well as a 
Tragick Poem, to which it is so nearly ally'd 
(.Essays Upon Several Subjects, I (1716) , 88-89, 
cited by Hagin, 158) . 

Richardson's comments on Milton also reveal this liberaliz

ing bent: 
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What if it were a Composition Intirely New, and 
not reducible under any Known Denomination? but 
'tis Properly and Strictly Heroic, and Such 
Milton intended it. . . . And 'tis not His Fault 
if there have been Those, who have not found a 
Hero, or Who he is (Explanatory Notes and Remarks 
on Milton's Paradise Lost, 1734, pp. cxlv-cxlvi, 
cited by Hagin, 159). 

Finally, at the other end of the spectrum, a reviewer for 

Gentleman's Magazine urged a return to didacticism un

alloyed: 

A thousand Dippers into Poetry, and some of 
its Professors too, have been misled by our 
Spencer's Fairy Queen, the English Translation 
of Orlando Furioso, and other Italian, French and 
Spanish Writers, of more Fancy than Judgment, to 
mistake for Epic Poems any Tale told in Verse, 
containing a long Series of Romantic Adventures, 
related of some Hero, who gives Name to the 
Composition; But, there are scarce two Things in 
Nature, which differ more widely than an Epic 
Poem, from these Historical Versifications. 

An Epic Poem is some noble and particular 
Instruction in Morality. . . . But, in the 
Management of this Story, and of all the Parts, 
which compose it, the Poet is never to have other 
View before him, but to strengthen, by the 
Persuasion and Authority of EXAMPLE, That one moral 
Lesson, which he is desirous to imprint on the Mind 
of his Readers ("Of Epic Poetry," Gentleman1s 
Magazine, V (1735), 357, cited by Hagin, 159-160) . 

Such critical divisiveness allowed not only the in

roads of the mock-epic, but wanderings into the by-paths 

of primitivistic criticism as well. Many of those motives 

which had led to renewed interest in the classics also led 

to the "rather astonishing beliefs" of the Scottish 
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primitivistic scholars of Edinburgh, according to Whitney."'" 

These interests included research in and idealization of 

the pagan world; a growing interest in all aspects of 

linguistic history, including the poetic; and belief in 

bardic history which presumably created epic as its primary 

function. All these interests were to appear in the 

American colonies, partially spurred by the influence of 

two foremost primitivistic scholars, Karnes and Blair. Lord 

Karnes* Elements of Criticism (1762) and Hugh Blair's 

Lectures on Rhetoric and Belles Lettres (1783) were 

assiduously studied by colonial scholars. Both of these 

men espoused the classical idea that poetry antedated prose, 

and that, in Blair's words, primitive poetry had always 

"the same enthusiasm and fire, the same wild and irregular, 

but animated composition, concise and glowing style" 

(Whitney, 357). Blair also held an unwavering belief in 

the superiority of the primitive poetic epic milieu; he 

insisted that since the earliest stage of civilization was 

''formed on nature, so, of course it is the most dis

interested and noble." Thus the early poets made up in 

spontaneous outpouring for any lack of structure or 

diction; ". . . the early bard arose and sung. ... He 

sung indeed in wild and disorderly strains; but they were 

"'"The discussion following is largely derived from Lois 
Whitney, "English Primitivistic Theories of Epic Origins." 
Modern Philology, 21 (1924), 337-378. 
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the native effusions of his heart" (Lectures, II, 318, 322-

323, cited by Whitney, 357). 

As we shall see presently, these primitivistic 

theories did have some small effect on the development of 

American epic. In the main, however, such criticism served 

largely to deflect further the focus of neo-classic theory. 

An example is Wood's ingenious refutation of the possi

bility of written Homeric epic, and the iconoclasm later in 

the century which "abolished Homer himself" in favor of 

multiple authorship."*" Tillyard asserts, "Once the partner

ship of Homer and Virgil as the two poets who had worthily 

realized the abstract idea of the epic was dissolved, the 

peculiar prestige of the epic could not but suffer a 

diminution" (Tillyard, EEB, 496) , 

The foregoing has attempted to outline generally 

the neoclassic epic position as it was understood in England 

and by the American colonists by-the latter part of the 

eighteenth century. By that time, the English epic was 

beset by difficulties both internal and external, in spite 

of the widespread avowal of the form's supremacy. From the 

first, as we have seen, the criticism had been highly 

selective, excluding much of the wide range of non-

classical heroic literature extending back nearly a 

millenium. These nationalistic and folk epics, however, 

"Stood, "Essay on the Original Genius and Writing of Homer" 
(1769), cited by Whitney, 364-368. 
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were to be of later interest to American writers. For 

those long poems that were admitted to the neoclassic epic 

canon, there was continuous disagreement over the requisite 

handling of elements such as the marvelous and the nature 

of the hero. If admission to the genre was arguable, the 

rules ostensibly governing the epic were even more contro

versial in their actual-—and varied-—applications. Finally, 

the force of the epic mode itself was being diluted by the 

rise of the mock-epic and the fashion for primitive epic, 

counterfeit or genuine. 

The credulity of certain critics of the Ossian 

poems is blamed by Sutherland not on "a genuine emotion 

Ibut on] * . . a spurious emotionalism, to a willing 

suspension of good sense and a significant preference for 

the undefined and imprecise, . . . Suggestion here has 

become more important than statement." Thus, "melancholy, 

which earlier in the century had been not much more than a 

fashionable disorder . . . here reached a sombre magnifi

cence that seemed to be its own justification ..." 

(Sutherland, 161). Whitney, too, remarks this lack of 

critical discrimination, noting that it may be asked of 

Blair "whether the discussion of primitive poetry and 

language in the Lectures . . . was devised to fit the 

Ossianic poems, or whether Ossian fitted it" (Whitney, 346). 

This unrestrained critical bent presaged the 

particular interpretations of "nature" and "sublimity" 
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which were soon to be emphasized by the romantic critics 

and incorporated into early American long poems. But is is 

important to remember, as Sigworth says, that the century's 

criticism was hardly "a smoothly flowing neoclassic river 

rudely interrupted about midcourse by the tumultuous rapids 

of romanticism," any more than earlier criticism had 

"wandered, stultified, in dry and cold deserts until 

rescued . . . with the warm, life-giving waters of 

romanticism" (Sigworth, xii-xiv). 

Yet neither was this particular moment in mid-

eighteenth century altogether propitious for the epic, in 

spite of the continued French and English interest."'" 

Besides incipient romanticism, critics have cited other 

pressures on the traditional form, such as those which 

reduced heroic narrative to the increasingly popular ballad 

form, "a stanzaic song with epic contents" (de Vries, 264). 

Clara Reeve had earlier insisted, "I am of the opinion that 

many of the fine old historical ballads are equally en^ 

2 titled to the name of Epic Poems." Dixon shares this 

view-^and a debt to primitivistic criticism—in saying, 

"'"See Clark, xix, on epic energy of eighteenth and nineteenth 
century continental epic, and cf. A. J. Hunt, The Epic in 
Nineteenth Century France (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
1941) . 

2 Reeve, The Progress of Romance (1785), 1930, I, 21 (cited 
by Swedenberg, Theory, 164). 



"The authentic epic, even in its finished and final form, 

is, in one sense, primitive poetry . . . . 

The strongest of these centrifugal forces pulling 

at the epic center was, however, the rising prose novel. 

Although there has been a tendency in this century to 

assert that the functions of the verse epic were largely 

absorbed by the prose form, this study disagrees with that 

view. Certainly the edges of the epic province became 

blurred as the century wore on. As Swedenberg remarks, 

"In the last half of the eighteenth century the scope of 

the epic was widened to include all forms of heroic 

narrative," so that "verse was rejected as a requirement 

. .. . and the new form, the novel, was characterized as 

epic" (Swedenberg, Theory, 156). 

The infringement of prose upon the epic form was 

obvious in Fenelon's Telemachus, a prose "epic" later 

studied by the early American writers. Its preface by 

Ramsay defended only "The Action, the Moral, and the 

Poesy" as requisite to epic, and said that the latter 

need only be a "Fable related by a Poet" (Ramsay, "A 

Discourse upon Epick Poetry" (1717), preface to The 

Adventures of Telemachus, the Son of Ulysses, cited by 

Swedenberg, Theory, 159) . In deviating by "failing to 

make verse a requirement," notes Swedenberg, Ramsay was 

^W. MacNeile Dixon, English Epic and Heroic Poetry, London, 
1912 (rpt. New York: Haskell House, 1964), 27. 
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"undoubtedly justifying the practice of Fenelon in this, 

but the great popularity of the Telemachus in England would 

suggest that English readers, if not the critics, were pre

pared to accept that epic without verse" (Swedenberg, 

Theory, 155). Predictably, Blackmore disagreed with 

Ramsay's argument, noting that "tho the Diction is pure and 

elegant, it is however entirely Prosaick, and not elevated 

above the familiar Didactick Stile; and therefore does not 

rise to the true Sublime requir'd in an Epick Writing" 

(Essays upon Several Subjects, I (1716), 88-89, cited by 

Swedenberg, Theory, 159). The enormously influential 

Kames took the more liberal view, disagreeing with 

Blackmore's and Voltaire's negative assessments of 

Telemachus as a prose epic: "They always take for granted, 

without the least foundation, that there must be some 

precise criterion to distinguish epic poetry from every 

other species of writing." He continues, "Literary 

compositions run into each other, precisely like colours: 

in their strong tints they are easily distinguished; but 

are susceptible of so much variety, and take on so many 

different forms, that we never can say where one species 

ends and another begins" (Elements of Criticism (1762), 

III, 218'-219n, cited by Swedenberg, Theory, 163) . 

From these increasingly tolerant definitions, it 

was just one step to inclusion of the prose of Fielding and 

Cervantes. The argument over whether the prose novel was a 
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subspecies or a true mutation of the epic form is inci

dental to this paper, for our contention is that the long 

poem was never entirely eclipsed by the new form—and has 

in fact shown a steady vitality in American letters 

through this century. Therefore, those who treat the 

narrow definition of European epic seem to offer a 

gratuitous obituary on the form. It is as though the 

Italian Renaissance had pronounced the epic exhausted after 

Dante or Tasso, or as if the English had announced all 

later theater inferior because it failed to continue pro

duction of Elizabethan tragedy. 

While the decline of the whole epic genre is being 

asserted, we also are assured that prose has cunningly 

usurped the function of poetry, that poets have somehow 

carelessly let the epic poem dwindle away. Epic is beset 

on all sides: there is the dilemma, that grows steadily 

more apparent after Milton, in regard to the declining 

status of the epic hero. There is the movement toward 

particularity in the novel (and the lyric) which militates 

against a basic tenet of epic, whose supporters "were never 

tired of repeating that it was the poet's duty to avoid the 

minute and particular and concentrate on the general" 

CSutherland, 23). And there is the beleaguered poetic form 

itself, with Tillyard flatly asserting that "in the 

eighteenth century the epic impulse left poetry for the 

novel" (Tillyard, EEB, 14). Vogler, however, refutes this 
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contention as "misleading," noting that "the novel has 

taken on something of the scope and function of the epic, 

but this has been a development within the history of the 

novel and must be described by analogies rather than com

parisons of formal structure.""'' And, in fact, Tillyard had 

somewhat qualified his observation by remarking, "the 

choric nature of the epic does not dictate any rigidly 

answering form" (Tillyard, EEB, 13). That this "choric 

nature" continues as a chief preoccupation of even con

temporary poets will be discussed in Part II of this study. 

Suffice it to say that notice of the demise of poetic epic 

is, like Mark Twain's comment on his own funeral, highly 

premature. One student of the genre has found other clo

sures at the end of other epic cycles, where "the great 

epic poems appear to be the end of an epic tradition" 

tde Vries, 250). Yet repeatedly, the epic impulse revives 

elsewhere<rt-its form perhaps modified, its spirit unaltered. 

The persistence of the epic attempt into our own century 

is one element largely ignored by both sides in what Hagin 

terms that "strange oscillation between anachronistic 

formalism and perplexed liberalism" which has plagued so 

much recent commentary on epic writing (Hagin, 25), 

Even in England, where the impending dissolution of 

alleged epic neoclassic precepts threatened nearly all its 

"'"Thomas A. Vogler, "Preludes to Vision: The Epic Venture in 
Blake, Wordsworth, Keats and Hart Crane," Diss., Yale, 1964, 
6: 
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generic elements, the production of serious epic continued 

almost unabated. Hagin, while not claiming his list is 

exhaustive, comments on ten English epic poems produced 

between 1695 and 1801 (Hagin, 88-109). Of these, George 

Cockings' War (1781) attempted an account of events of the 

Revolutionary War; his chronology was very similar to what 

Barlow's'later account of the same events would be, as seen 

through American eyes (Columbiad, Books V, VI). Hagin 

summarizes this continued interest by saying that fealty to 

the "rules" was, already by the eighteenth century, 

comprised of "innovations and amendments. . . . 'improve

ments on the ancients' . . . JwasJ the war-cry of the 

modern epic poet" (Hagin, 87). Clark's earlier (1900) 

list includes Voltaire's Henriade (1726); the Portuguese 

Henriqueida of de Menezes (1742); the German Messiah by 

Klopstock 1748-1773; and three nineteenth-century English 

poems "generally thought epic,These titles indicate the 

continuing competition between historical and classical 

subject which was to influence later American choices; for 

since Ercilla's Araucana and Camoens' LuSiades, the use of 

a recent historical protagonist had been steadily debated. 

Such concern, and the continued experimentation in the form 

Clark, xix-xx. The three later English listings are 
Southey's Roderick (1814), Tennyson's Idylls of the King 
(1859t-1885) , and Morris' Jason (1867). Wordsworth's 
Prelude is also often included as epic; see Vogler, 
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by English and continental authors, indicates something 

less than a sudden and complete demise of epic by mid-

eighteenth century. The viability of the European epic is 

traced elsewhere,"'" but the American interest was to become 

increasingly strong. 

Rather than agonizing over the norms of epic, we 

will be concerned with "poems where the epic struggle is 

the attempt to write an epic ... and the crucial effort 

is the need to maintain the hope that poetry can fulfill for 

modern society the function it Iearlier] served," in 

Vogler's words; he points out that we are more concerned 

"with poetry and with the poet writing than with 'subject' 

in the traditional sense" (Vogler, "Introduction"). Cook 

similarly decries the modern tendency to dichotomize epics 

as "oral vs. written," "primitive" against "secondary" or 

"conscious" against "unconscious." He insists, "We must, 

in shortf come to the poems, the epics themselves, and 

listen to their evocations of human destiny, watch their 

delineations of the human image. If we come with a 

terminology devised Iwith formative expectations] , . . we 

2 must only be disappointed." 

"*"See, for instance, Klaus H. Kohring, Die Formen des "long 
poem" in der modernen amerikanischen Literatur (Heidelberg: 
Carl Winter Universitatsverlag, 1967), 24-28 et passim. 

2 Albert Cook, The Classic Line; A Study in Epic Poetry 
(Bloomingdale: Indiana University Press, 1966), xiii. 
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And thus we do come to the first American attempts 

to write an epic poem. If there was a tendency in late 

eighteenth-century England to abandon epic poetry for the 

charms of romantic lyric, it is not reflected in the early 

American efforts. It was as if the epic stasis in England 

resulted in a transference of epic energy; there was no 

immediate break in the tradition. The first American 

efforts were simply determined imitations of their neo-

classic predecessors. In speaking of the earlier lack of 

"the originality, the force, the sense of assurance" which 

would characterize later American poetry, Williams cites 

"insistence by a few leaders on European models," and "the 

preoccupation of the republic with self-establishment and 

growth" as contributing to a "cultural adolescence" in 

American poetry,"'' He continues, 

We shall find, then, American theories of 
poetry in debt . . . not to any one corner of 
English literary life, as in the seventeenth 
century , . . but in broad outline to English 
poetry from John Milton to William Cowper. More
over, the protests against ancient idols were 
reenacted on a small scale; in this native verse 
were echoes of Johnson*s repudiation of the 
metaphysicals, of the distrust of "inspiration," 
of the preference for the general over the 
particular. Into the somewhat crude American 
temple moved the triple-headed god: Authority, 
Reason, and Taste (Williams, Beginnings, 43). 

Stanley T. Williams; The Beginnings of American Poetry 
(Uppsala University: Almquist & Wiksells Boktryckeri AB, 
The Gottesman Lectures, 1951), 7. 
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Those forces which purportedly induced a faltering 

epic certainty in England were largely absent from the 

colonial establishment. In fact, by the mid-eighteenth 

century, several currents were promoting increased assurance 

in serious American versification—which would lead 

inevitably to epic. The Horatian ideal of the blessed 

western islands had been blended easily with the ideal of 

the Hebrew struggles and migration by the Puritans. Their 

poetry drew constant parallels between the Hebrew and 

American wanderings in the wilderness, furnishing Dwight's 

metaphor for the first announced American epic."*" The 

decade of the sixties was particularly noteworthy for the 

rise of the vision poem, another element congenial to epic 

incorporation; the decade saw, as well, the coronation of 

George III and the publication of the Ossian Fragments, 

both events which were to have impact on the epic attempt 

of- American writers. 

Through this mid*-century period, at least, there 

was no impetus toward original form or theme by American 

poets. Silverman comments that "American verse not only 

diverged from English; it fell behind. The cultural lag 

*Cf. Leon Howard's comment, "The New England Habit of findu
ing biblical precedents for later actions was so deeply 
ingrained that the wanderings of the Israelites had a 
peculiar emotional appeal to the descendants of the early 
Puritans," Leon Howard, The Connecticut Wits (Chicago; 
University of Chicago Press, 1943), 87. [Hereafter cited 
as Wits.] 
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was a tangible phenomenon in America . . . Thus a 1758 

effort by James Sterling to accommodate Horatian ode to the 

New World experience ran: 

--As thro* thy pleasing lawns I stray'd; 
(While Virtue, like a blooming maid, 
Employ*d my tho'ts on all her charms) 

From neighboring groves, with threat'ning eyes, 
A Buffalo of monstrous size, 
Rushed sudden forth, nor gave my soul alarms! 
(.The American Magazine (Oct. 1758) , 642^643, cited 
by Silverman, Colonial Poetry, 332). 

This determined incorporation of native materials into 

prescribed forms would be a hallmark of the early epic 

attempts—-and would result in other equally jarring 

juxtapositions. But not until later in the century would 

there be any serious questioning of the ascendency of 

English poetic theory. "The basic rules of the game," 

comments Williams, were regarded by the early American 

poets "as really settled forever* The line ran straight 

from Aristotle, through Horace, Boileau and Dryden, to 

Pope" (Williams, Beginnings, 45). 

If the early American epic attempts were not 

produced exactly in a vacuum, they were at least relatively 

isolated from the forces eroding the English epic. As 

late as 17 87, Barlow was bemoaning the inability of American 

poets to find translations of even the Lusiades or the 

Araucana, although these had been available to English poets 

^"Kenneth Silverman (ed.), Colonial American Poetry (New 
York: Hafner Publishing Co., 1968), 6. iHereafter cited as 
Colonial Poetry.J 
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since Mickle's and Hayley's translations."'" American 

criticism, too, was largely immune from any newer infu

sions, relying as it did on Karnes' and Blair's estimates of 

epic. Blair's Lectures, for instance, went into some 75 

2 American editions between 1785 and 1854, In general, 

then, both the creative and critical American impulses in 

the Revolutionary period were directed toward the con

servative continuation of the traditional epic, at least 

as it was understood by these transplanted Englishmen. 

Williams points out, "Every natural literary impulse in 

those early decades . . . led the American blessed with any 

cultivation not toward the barbarous cultures of Huron or 

Iroquois but, of course, toward those of his forefathers. 

... So strong always are the recessive impulses of a 

3 transplanted culture." 

One other early tendency was discernible in American 

letters: a positive thirst for epic recoij§ition--the only 

form sufficiently sublime as a poetic accolade for the 

"*"Joel Barlow, Works. Vol. II: Poetry, edited by W. K. 
Bottorff and A~. L. Ford (Gainesville: Scholars* Facsimiles 
& Reprints, 1970), Note on Book II, Vision of Columbus, 168. 

2 Donald M. Foerster, The Fortunes of Epic Poetry: A Study 
in English, and American Criticism 1750^1950 (Catholic Univ. 
of America Press, 1962), 85. iHereafter cited as Fortunes J 

3 . Stanley T. Williams, "Cosmopolitanism in American Litera
ture before 1880," in Margaret Denny and W. H, Gilman 
(eds.), The American Writer and The European Tradition 
(Minneapolis: Univ. of Minnesota Press, 1950). [Hereafter 
cited as•"Cosmopolitanism."] 
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American colonization experience. Thus John Adam's April 

1785 letter to John Trumbull hoped for realization of a 

general poetic ambition of the period, "To see our young 

America in Possession of an Heroick Poem, equal to those 

the most esteemed in any Country" (cited by Williams, 

Beginnings, 44). Trumbull, one of the four "Connecticut 

Wits," never attempted the feat himself, but did encourage 

his compatriots through his criticism."'' Yet his encourage^ 

ment was toward imitation of the older models; like many of 

his contemporaries, Trumbull seems oblivious to any new 

forces which might be impinging upon American poetry. 

Williams comments that, although the eighteenths-century 

American poets "lived Iin] a world as different from that 

of Michael Wigglesworth as broad daylight is from dusk," 

their criticism "lacks even partial studies of the problem," 

and that only Trumbull's criticism "offers the semblance of 

carefully reasoned principles" (Williams, Beginnings, 

41t-42] . That reasoning held the epic to be the supreme 

poetic form. 

However, before Dwight was to attempt the first 

full-fledged American epic in 1785, there had been some 

"'"Alexander Cowie notes that few of Trumbull's theories were 
more than rehashes of traditional neoclassic principles. 
Alexander Cowie, "John Trumbull as a Critic of Poetry." 
New England Quarterly, 11 (1938) , 773--793. His early 
influence was undoubtedly exaggerated because of the dearth 
of other early American criticism. 
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nationalistic stirrings which were to influence the early 

epic efforts. Silverman speaks of "the Wilderness Zion" of 

New England pulpit oratory and the "Athens of Mankind" 

orientation of the middle colonies as the two prominent 

ideals of colonial verse; by 1750 a third, the expansionist 

Ideal of the "Imperial" theme had begun to echo (Silverman, 

Colonial Poetry, 419-420). Accentuated by the growing 

uneasiness over British domination, this new concern was 

hailed in Freneau and Brackenridge1s "The Rising Glory of 

America," delivered as a 1771 Princeton commencement 

address. This theme had been steadily preoccupying American, 

poets^the "ubiquitous Trumbull had recited a uProspect of 

the Future Glory of America" at his commencement the 

previous year; and both Barlow's "Poem Spoken at the Public 

Commencement'1 (1781) and Humphreys' "Glory of America" 

(1783) were to continue the trend (Silverman, Colonial 

Poetry, 422, n. 6), Cole notes, in fact, that there were 

to be more than eighty specific references to the theme in 

works published between 1775 and 1783."'' The tenor of the 

situation was expressed by the Royal American Magazine in 

February, 1774: "Britain is evidently past the zenith of 

her attainments in the arts and sciences; and her literary 

fame is upon the decline. ... It is reserved for this new 

"'"C. W, Cole, "The Beginnings of Literary Natimalism in 
America 1775-1800." Diss. George Washington University, 
1939, 89, n. 171. 
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world to produce those noble works of genius, to which past 

ages can afford nothing parallel" (quoted by Cole, 35). 

The "Rising Glory" theme itself was ready-made for 

incorporation into that commonplace of the epic, the 

visionary canto. The grandeur, the sweep, and the hubristic 

optimism were all congenial to the young American poets. 

Acasto's speech from Freneau's poem sets the mood: 

I see, I see 
A thousand kingdoms raised, cities and men 
Num'rous as sand upon the ocean shore; 
Th/ Ohio then shall glide by many a town 
Of note: and where the Missisippi stream 
By forests shaded now runs weeping on " 
Nations shall grow and states not less in fame 
Than Greece and Rome of old: we too shall boast 
Our Alexanders, Pompeys, heroes, kings 
That in the womb of time yet dormant lye 
Waiting the joyful hour for life and light. 
Oh snatch us hence, ye muses I 
(Rising Glory of America, cited by Silverman, 
Colonial Poetry, 438). 

Also apparent in this poem is the incorporation of various 

elements of the pastoral form, a tendency which would be 

steadily augmented in the early epic attempts. Pope him

self had seen the form as congenial to the New World 

experience, speaking of "American pastorals, or rather 

pastorals adapted to the manners of several of the ruder 

nations, as well as the Americans" (Sutherland, 124). 

Thus while the diction and structure of the early 

American attempts were rigidly imitative, there was also 

an attempted application of these older forms to newer 

concerns—usually with a predictably stilted result. 
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Williams discusses the tension inherent in the use of 

cosmopolitan European forms to transmit American themes; he 

feels that the native elements were slow to gain recogni

tion because of "the natural attraction of the old 

civilization for the new, the intensification of this in a 

transplanted literature, the gigantic cultural resources of 

Europe, and the romantic haze of far-away lands and bygone 

days" (Williams, "Cosmopolitanism," 52). 

Pope's influence, for instance, was immense. His 

works had been available in the colonies since 1725, but 

his influence perhaps reached its zenith in the twenty-

eight editions of the "Essay on Man" published here between 

1786 and 1800, with fifty-six more American editions 

appearing between 1800 and 1819.''" Furthermore, some six 

American editions of his translation of the Iliad appeared 

V between 1795 and 1825, with four editions of his Odyssey 

being published between 1813 and 1828, according to Sibley. 

In fact, Pope moved westward with the country; his works 

were available in Pittsburgh, by 1813, St} Louis in that 

same decade, and Cincinnati in 1828 (Sibley, 143, 7). 

Such popularity emphasizes Howard's point: 

American writers were not dealing with a public 
which had been jaded by a superabundance of heroic 
couplets lor] by a peculiar use of the florid style 
r . . nor, indeed, were many of them sufficiently 

1 Agnes M. Sibley, Alexander Pope's Prestige in America, 
1725^X835 (Columbia University: King's Crown Press, 1949), 
138-^139. 
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sure of their own poetic abilities to renounce 
the protective coloration of this conventional 
"family^language" las exemplified by Pope et al.J 

It is not surprising, therefore, to find a reviewer 

of the Connecticut Journal hailing John Trumbull's adapta

tions of English principles to American subjects as early 

as November 30, 1770: 

Immortal Pope, thy Son immortal see: 
He treads the steps that once were trod by thee 
(cited by Williams, Beginnings, 131, n. 87). 

Nor is it any more surprising to find Trumbull's 

friend, Timothy Dwight, using Pope's couplet as his 

epigraph for what he confidently announced as an epic 

poem, "the first of its kind which has been published in 

this country," entitled The Conquest of Canaan: 

Fired, at first sight, with what the Muse imparts, 
In fearless youth we tempt the height of arts. 

His prefatory remarks continue his humility topos: 

As the poem is uniformly friendly to delicacy 
and virtue, he [Dwight] hopes his countrymen will 
so far regard him with candour as not to impute 
it to him as a fault, that he has endeavored to 
please them, and has thrown in his mite, for the 
advancement of the refined arts, on this side of 
tlie Atlantic. 

"'"Leon Howard, "The American Revolt Against Pope." Studies 
in Philology, 49:1 (1952), 49. iHereafter cited as 
"Revolt. "J 

2 Timothy Dwight, The Conquest of Canaan: A Poem in Eleven 
Books (Hartford: Elisha Babcock, 1785), Title page. IA11 
references to this work are from this edition. Line 
citations will be given in the text.J 
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Yet his original conception, as Leon Howard remarks, had 

smacked of "an enormous self-confidence" which allowed him 

to plan an epic combining "all the good qualities of the 

two most popular modern epics—Milton's Paradise Lost and 

Fenelon's Adventures of Telemachus—and include some 

innovations of his own" (Howard, Wits, 87). Dwight's 

introductory remarks had, in fact, indicated he had "taken 

the liberty?1of altering "chronology, circumstance and 

character," and had aimed at manners which were "a medium • 

between absolute barbarianism and modern refinement." He 

also defended his use of "Rhyme, because he believed it 

would be more generally relished than blank verse, even 

among persons of taste." He hastened to justify his choice 

of "a subject in which his countrymen had no national 

interest" as not being the "result of inattention or 

ignorance." For, in spite of the poem's dedication to 

"His Excellency, George Washington, Esquire, Commander in 

chief of the American Armies, The Savior of his Country, 

The Supporter of Freedom, And the Benefactor of Mankind," 

Dwight insisted the poem was not an historical allegory. 

Instead, his biblical narrative of Joshua was to be 

universal, for "the Iliad and the Eneid [sicj were as 

agreeable to modern nations as to the Greeks and Romans," 

because the subjects were supreme in "exhibiting the 

agreeable, the novel, the moral, the pathetic and the 

sublime," His preface was concluded by noting that even 
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his diction was to be original, as "he has introduced some 

new words, and annexed to some old ones, a new signifi

cance" (Dwight, "Preface"). 

This cavalier treatment of his source led William 

Cowper to remark that "the liberties which the author has 

taken with the story" show that Dwight "has modelled the 

sacred narrative to his mind," so that a reader "who would 

learn by what steps the Israelites became possessed of the 

promised land, must still seek his information from the 

Bible."''' Cowper did find "much warmth of conception" in 

the work, however, and praised the "harmonious" numbers, 

which "indeed, imitate pretty closely those of Pope, and 

therefore cannot fail to be musical" (Cowper, 355). The 

most serious fault, in the eyes of Cowper and succeeding 

critics, was interpolation of Revolutionary War incidents 

into the ostensibly non-historical narrative. Cowper 

noted that Dwight "is young, and the chief blemish of his 

poem is one into which hardly any thing but youth could 

have betrayed him. A little mature consideration would 

have taught him that a subject nearly four thousand years 

old could not afford him a very fair opportunity for the 

celebration of his contemporaries" (Cowper, 356). 

"^William Cowper, Works, edited by Robert Southy, Vol. IV 
(London: H. G. Bohn, 1854), 355. 
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Dwight himself evidently had some misgivings on 

that account; notice his insertion in Book I after lines on 

the death of Hale: 

Thus, while fond Virtue wish'd in vain to save 
Hale, bright and generous, found a hapless grave 
. . . (I, 76-77). 

Xn a lengthy footnote to the stanza, Dwight commented: 

The comparisons of this kind were all written 
in the early stages of the late war, and annexed 
to the poem to indulge the author^s own emotions 
of regard to the persons named in them. As it 
was impossible to pay this little tribute of 
respect to all the deserving characters, who have 
fallen in defense of American liberty, the Author 
determined to desist, after the first attempt. 
The lines on Major Andre are an exception to the 
above remark, as are those on General Mercer 
(Book I, n. 76). 

The tendency proved well-nigh irresistible, evidently; here 

are three more examples from the "eleven dreadful books of 

conventional rhymed pentameters," as one critic dubbed 

them (cited by Howard, Wits, 92). 

From Book VI, the deaths of Wooster and Warren: 

On Ridgefield's hills, to shame, to virtue dead, 
Thus dastard bands the foe inglorious fled; 
When Wooster singly brav'd the deathful ground, 
Fir'd hosts in vain, and met the fatal wound 
(VI, 469-472). 

Thus, where sad Charlestown lifts her hills on 
highf 

Where once gay structures charm'd the morning sky, 
Ere Howe's barbarian hand in savage fire 
Wrapp'd the tall dome, and whelm'd the sacred spire, 
In life's fair prime, and new to war's alarms. 
Brave Warren sinks, in all the pride of arms 
(VI, 541r-546) . 
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And finally in Book VIII: 

Thus hung with wounds, a prey to savage steel, 
In Princeton's fields the gallant Mercer fell. 
When first his native realm her sons decreed, 
In slavery's chains, with want and woe to bleed, 
Check'd, through his bosom fond remembrance ran, 
The cause of freedom was the cause of man 
(VIII, 453-458). 

Cowper, predictably, found these intrusions 

irritating: 

We found our attention to the wars of Joshua 
not pleasantly interrupted by a tribute of respect 
paid to the memory of a Mr, Wooster, slain on 
Ridgefield Hills in America . . . and of a Mr. 
Mercer who shared a similar fate at Princeton. 
The author would plead, perhaps, his patriotism 
for his apology; but it is best to admit nothing 
that needs one (Cowper, 356). 

More congenial to the conventional epic structure 

was the inclusion of the obligatory vision scene in Book X. 

However, Dwight is the first to include a "Vision of 

America" in something besides the pastoral form. It 

includes the predictable assurance of the West as the 

blessed realm: Htfhere seas and skies, in blue-confusion 

blend,/So, there a mighty realm, by heaven design'd/The 

last retreat for poor, oppres'd mankind!" (X, 479-481). For 

the "Slavery on the eastern Continent" had "Blank.1 d all its 

views, and quench'd its living fires" (1, 534). Dwight's 

vision is precipitated, however, by Columbus, "a new Moses" 

who "lifts the daring wing/Through trackless seas, an 

unknown flight explores" (1, 506). The device of using a 

recent explorer had been tried by Camoens in the Lusiads, 
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an admittedly "commercial" poem; Dwight, too, is sensitive 

to the utilitarian aspects of exploration: 

Here spacious plains in solemn grandeur spread 
Here cloudy forests cast eternal shade 
Rich vallies wind; the sky tall mountains brave 
And inland seas for commerce spread the wave 
(X, 485-488). 

Furthermore, "Here, warm'd by happy suns, gay mines -unfold/ 

The useful iron, and the lasting gold" (X, 491-492). And, 

later, the commercial note again. 

Here Empire's last and brightest throne shall rise; 
And Peace and Right and Freedom, greet the Skies 
To morn's far realms her ships commercing -sail, 
Or lift their canvas to the evening gale; 
In wisdom's walks, her sons ambitious soar 
Tread starry fields and untried scenes explore 
(X, 555-560)• 

The maritime image is included even in the final millenial 

vision, when "Unnumber'd ships, like mist the morn exhales/ 

Stretch their dim canvas to the rushing gales" (1. 675-676), 

and we "Behold, ascending, cloud-like in the skies,/How 

their sails whiten! How their masts arise!" (1. 677-678). 

There is at least an embryonic tendency toward 

particularization of scene and image here which would 

become an increasingly pronounced feature of American epic 

poetry. While this bent toward New World localization 

will be explored more thoroughly in Part II of this study, 

it is discernible in these earliest efforts. Dwight even 

manages to incorporate a reference to South America, an 

1 
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area which was soon to preoccupy Barlow in his epic 

attempt. Dwight wrote, 

From the tall Andes bursts a blazing storm, 
O'er half Peru the floods tempestuous sweep, 
And rocks, and groves, and towns roll mingled 

to the deep (XI, 1088-1090). 

This generally conventional epic attempt has never

theless incorporated at least several indications of new 

directions for American long poems. The admittedly awkward 

use of contemporary historical figures was consistent with 

Dwight?s choice of Columbus as visionary source—a tech

nique that was to become a staple of later American narra^-

tive poets. The particularization of recent history was 

echoed in the localization of scene and image, both of them 

soon to become hallmarks of American epic attempts. And 

lastly, even the obligatory vision scene itself had 

particular application to the new continent's political 

system, unlike its more generalized counterparts in 

European epics. With the overweening assurance which was 

to characterize the early poets, Dwight thus asserts that 

as the East falters, 

In that dread hour, beneath auspicious skies, 
To nobler bliss yon western world shall rise. 
Unlike all former realms, by war that flood, 
And saw the guilty throne ascend in blood, 
Here union*d Choice shall form a rule divine; 
Here countless lands in one great system join; 
The sway of Law unbroke, unrivall'd grow, 
And bid her blessings every land o'erflow 
(X, 535-542). 
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The generally dismal reputation of this narrative 

as a poetic effort is beyond argument. Williams notes that 

the early Hartford authors, the so-called "Connecticut 

Wits"—Dwight, Trumbull, and Barlow especially—were 

talented conservatives who represented the best in 

"Federalist politics, Calvinistic religion, and Augustan 

literary traditions." These were "not really men o f  

letters; they were national figures using the weapon of 

verse for the practical purposes of religion, government, 

or politics" (Williams, Beginnings, 54-55). Only Barlow, 

as we shall see next, was able to move beyond this frame

work. The estimable Dwight, army chaplain and eventual 

president of Yale, produced an epic which was simply a 

precursor of what would become later strengths in American 

long poems. The many weaknesses of Conquest of Canaan 

generally may be ascribed to. his inability to moderate his 

didactic thrust with his poetic force*--a problem better 

poets than he have failed to solve. 

Joel Barlow, on the other hand, moderated the 

didacticism more resoundingly than did any of the other 

Wits. In 1785, he had produced a nine^-part poem, The 

Vision of Columbus, which echoed much of Dwight's teleo-

logical assurance, and even contained a fulsome compliment 

to that author: 

On glory's wing to raise the ravished soul, 
Beyond the bounds of earth's benighted pole, 
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For daring Dwight the Epic Muse sublime 
Hails her new empire on the western clime. 
Fired with the themes by seers seraphic sung, 
Heaven in his eye, and rapture on his tongue, 
His voice divine revives the promised land, 
The Heaven-taught Leader and the chosen band 
(Book VII, p, 211).X 

Unlike Dwight, Barlow was not confident enough to essay an 

epic in his early career. He had settled upon the figure 

of Columbus and a vision, but realized that the requisite 

sweep of epic "would have protracted the vision to such a 

degree as to render it disproportionate to the rest of the 

work," and to avoid this "absurdity" he "rejected the 

idea of a regular Epic form" ("Introduction," Vision, 

xxi). However, there are echoes of Dwight throughout 

the poem, especially in Book VI, where the Revolution 

is again rehearsed, and in Book VII. There a halting 

procession of Americans who have contributed to arts and 

sciences intrudes with the same faltering steps as Dwight's 

military heroes: "See on yon darkening height bold 

Franklin tread,/Heaven's awful thunders rolling o'er his 

head," then "See the sage Rittenhouse, with ardent eye, 

Lift the long tube and pierce the starry sky," and so on. 

While the effort was announced as a "philosophical" poem, 

it is, in Howard's opinion, "so thin in substance and fluid 

~*"The Vision of Columbus does not have line enumeration, so 
the book citation and pagination of the original will be 
given as above. Barlow, Works. 
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in style that the reader finds its philosophical content 

elusive to the point of obscurity" (Howard, Wits, 145). 

The Vision is important, nevertheless, because of 

its later genesis as the Columbiad. Furthermore, it marks 

some interesting points of epic theory as they were being 

interpreted in this country. Notice, for instance, that 

Barlow seems to have inserted some reference to Columbus' 

vision in even his minor poems."'" In his earlier Poem 

Spoken at the Public Commencement he had also used "the 

figure in a gloomy grove" which was "one of the dis

tinguishing marks of the patriotic-vision poem," notes 

Howard (.Wits, 142) . But in the Vision Barlow began to 

incorporate materials new to the American epic scene— 

suggestions of Camoens * Lusiades and Ercilla's Araucana. 

He had read Voltaire's Essay on Epic Poetry, which refuted 

Cervante's praise of Ercilla's work (Le Bossu and Voltaire, 

92^-102) . Voltaire observed that "the Poem is more wild 

than the Nations who are the Subject of it," but neverthe

less hailed the choice of new epic subject (Le Bossu and 

Voltaire, 101). Barlow evidently agreed with Voltaire that 

"'"From "On the Discoveries of Captain Lewis" 

Columbus I not so shall thy boundless domain 
Defraud thy brave sons of their rights; . . . 

Look down, sainted sage, from thy synod of Gods; 
See, inspired by thy venturous soul, 
Mackenzie roll northward his earth-draining floods . . . 

In Burton E. Stevenson, Poems of American History (Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin, 1908), 341. 



"an Epick Poem ought to be grounded upon Judgment, and 

embellish'd by Imagination; what belongs to good Sense, 

belongs to all the Nations of the world." And thus 

whether "the Scene lie upon the Indian Ocean, as in the 

Lusiades of Camoens; in the West-Indies, as in the 

Araucana of Alonzo of Ercilla; in Hell, in Heaven, out of 

the Limits of our Nature, as in Milton; the Poem will 

equally deserve the Name of Epick" (Le Bossu and Voltaire, 

40) . 

Barlow was sufficiently intrigued with both these 

poems to go to some trouble to obtain them in the Mickle 

and Hayley translations (Vision, Book II, n. p, 68). 

Referring to the Araucana as that "extraordinary and 

meritorious" poem, Barlow digressed in a fourteen-page 

dissertation on the "Genius and Institutions of Manco 

Capac," extolling the Inca empire as "the most surprizing 

exertion of human genius to be found in the history of 

mankind" (Vision, p. 91). Whatever violence such inter

polations did to the already tenuous unity of the Vision, 

it does mark one of the earliest attempts by an American 

author to incorporate the history of the conquests into 

his work. 

"'"This subject has long been a preoccupation of American 
writers, viz, Charles Brockden Brown*s 1801 arguments for 
"native matter in native fiction" in which he projected 
(but never wrote) epics on Columbus, Pizarro, and Cortez 
(Schramm, Diss,, 56-58). The continuing fascination is 
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The reception of the poem was generally favorable, 

if not overwhelming; the subscriptions by army personnel 

comprised "their greatest exhibition of patriotism since 

the siege at Yorktown" (Howard, Wits, 159). But whatever 

this earlier reception, the Vision is important only as a 

portent. It is to the Columbiad of the mature Barlow that 

we must turn for his real accomplishment. The intervening 

decade had seen the cosmopolitan Barlow serving his govern

ment abroad, traveling extensively, and conversing with 

European luminaries. His continued literary output in

cluded Advice to the Privileged Orders (1793), and the poem, 

exemplified in Macleish's Conquistador, which will be 
treated in the third part of this study. 

I am excluding as beyond the scope of this study 
both the secular and religious Spanish narratives of the 
era. Although Hojeda's La Christiada was written in Lima 
(1611), such works had no direct influence on American epic. 
Sr. Mary Corcoran has edited the La Christiada, and gives 
a catalogue of Spanish religious narrative poems, 1500-1700, 
some of which depict aspects of the Conquest. Sr» Mary 
Corcoran fed.), Hojeda, La Christiada (Washington, D.C.: 
Catholic University Press, 1935), 511-513. 

Ercilla's Araucana (1589) dealt with the Chilean 
conquest and seems to have been the only long Spanish 
narrative available in even Hayley*s partial translation 
(see above). Bernardo de Val Buena's La Grandeza Mexicana 
(1604), an epic written to commemorate the conquest of 
Cortez, was not available in English translation. Sydney 
Grant notes that neither author, as "el hombre del 
Renacimiento" was able "resistir la tentacxon de imitar a 
los clasicos y llevar a caba una historica versificada." 
And thus while Ercilla's poem does reflect conquest, 
"Ercilla pinta los horres, el heroismo, la conquista en 
medio de guerra," but Balbuenas* narrative "demuestra las 
riquezas y productos de la paz." Sydney Grant, "La 
Araucana y la Grandeza Mexicana; Dos reflejos Literarios 
de la paz espanolas en el Nuevo Mundo." M.A. thesis, Univ. 
of Mexico, 1951, 



The Conspiracy of Kings (1793); both prose and poetry 

embodied the "aggressively republican" philosophy and 

anticlericalism which his European sojurn fostered (Howard, 

Wits, 273-300 et passim). By 1795, when he had begun 

editing his papers, "he could hardly have been comfortable 

over letting his reputation as a philosophical poet rest 

upon a youthful work which paid high tribute to Louis XVI, 

took an orthodox view of human history, and was excessively 

cautious in dealing with even such 'new' ideas as those of 

the Scottish philosophers," notes Howard (Wits, 309). In 

short, the original Vision of Columbus was to be recast as 

the Columbiad. 

As Whitman was to do half a century later, Barlow 

insists that whatever the pleasure to be derived from the 

work, "the real object of the poem embraces a larger 

scope; it is to inculcate the love of rational liberty, 

and to discountenance the deleterious passion for violence 

and war ..." (Barlow, "Preface," xii), Arguing for 

incorporation of modern materials "rendered familiar in 

poetical language," he decries the "want of confidence in 

their own powers of description" which has induced modern 

poets to make "so little use of this kind of riches" 

CBarlow, xv). He aspires to the highest function of epic: 

My object is altogether of a moral and politi
cal nature. I wish to encourage and strengthen, 
in the rising generation, a sense of the importance 
of republican institutions; as being the great 
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foundation of public and private happiness. 

This is the moment in America to give such a 
direction to poetry, painting and the other fine 
arts, that true and useful ideas of glory may be 
implanted in the minds of men here, to take place 
of the false and destructive ones that have de
graded the species in other countries . . . 
(Barlow, xix). 

Almost from its introduction in this country, the 

incorporation of native materials, coupled with the 

determinedly democratic approach, mark two of the strongest 

trends in the American long poem. Whatever the violence 

done to poetic imagery in almost any random choice from 

these linesf there is still an engaging originality in 

Barlow's attempt to portray uniquely American images: "The 

semisavage sees his tribes retire,/Then follows thro the 

brush in full horse speed,/And gains the hilltop where the 

Hurons lead ..." (VI, 528-530). "Long trains of wheel'd 

artillery shade the shore,/Quench their blue matches and 

forget to roar" (VII, 743-744). "Where southern streams 

thro broad savannas bend/The rice-clad vales their verdant 

rounds extend;/Tobago's plant its leaf expanding yields,/ 

The maiz luxuriant clothes a thousand fields" (VIII, 484-

4 87). And as in the Vision, The Columbiad again traces the 

ascent and decline of the Indian kingdoms of the Americas 

(Books II and III) in preparation for the "rise and 

progress of more liberal principles" as brought to 
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fruition with the settlement of North America (Argument, 
• 

Book IV, p. 526). 

With Dwight, Barlow has been consigned to relative 

poetic obscurity on the evidence of such lines. Yet a 

mediating tendency is increasingly discernible among this 

century's critics, who are now able to take the longer 

view of American epic accomplishment. Williams, for 

instance, catalogues various shortpomings of the poem but 

asserts, 

Viewed in the light of Barlow*s life^ 
purposes, the ancient jokes on the size and 
rhetoric of the Columbiad lose their virtue. 
Imbedded in it is Barlow"s dream of the 
political and social destiny of man (Williams, 
Beginnings, 60]. 

Parrington agrees."^ Pearce, too, recognizes the many 

egreepwious weaknesses of the poem, "the dreary, insistent, 

intemperate, and homogenized descriptions of places, 

2 people and events." Yet he sees Barlow's final contnbu-^ 

tion as crucial: 

He is the only poet (or would-be poet) 
before Whitman who had enough conviction and 
ability to run the risks involved in striving 
to use traditional means and forms to break 
away from tradition itself. If his vision 
failed him, it was -not because he lacked the 
courage to be visionary, but rather because he 

V. L. Parrington, The Colonial Mind, 1620^1800. Vol. I, 
Main Currents in American' Thought (New York: Harcourt, 
Brace & World Harvest Books, 1927; rpt. 1954), 393, 395. 

2 Roy Harvey Pearce, The Continuity of American Poetry 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1961), 64. 
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lacked the talent (not to say the genius) to 
substantiate it. Failing in The Columbiad, he 
nonetheless established, or stumbled upon, the 
necessary conditions for the achievement of an 
authentic American epic (Pearce, Continuity, 69). 

With Barlow, the initial phase of American epic 

development may be said to close: those determined attempts 

to mold neo'-classic precepts of form to the new American 

experience. "Although their vision was not very clear," 

remarks Howard, the American poets "were looking forward 

toward the greater poetry of England and marking out some 

of the more exciting paths to be followed by their own 

countrymen" (Howard, Wits, 406). While a few turgid 

imitations were produced in the next decade, such as those 

of Richard Emmons and Thomas Genin, the new directions for 

the epic were unclear in this country, too. Genin, for 

example, urged eclecticism in epic materials, and preferred 

to blame conservatism, rather than his own limited grasp, 

for the weak reception of recent epic efforts. He decried 

the "rules, or opinions," which obtain "on subjects of 

recent date; . , . genuine poetry cannot be affected by 

dates, . , , Gold is not the less gold for its modern 

stamp. If the notoriety of modern facts prevent fabulous 

statements, no harm can result."'*' But he vitiates this 

sturdy plea by choosing to immemorialize not an American 

^Thomas Genin, The Napolead (St. Clairsville, [OhioJ: 
Horton J. Howard, 1833), viii~ix. [Subsequent references 
will be to this text.J 
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hero, but Napoleon in twelve trite cantos, "Thy part was 

well-perform'd; it now remains/To bear with patience what 

thou cans't not shun" (Canto 12, p. 340). 

There was, in fact, an increasingly defensive tone 

in the epic attempts of these first few decades of the 

nineteenth century. Said one such author defiantly, "I 

do not expect it is a great poem, I do not expect it will 

find favor with the rich, highly cultured minds of the 

East" (Schramm, Diss., 7) . The Atlantic Magazine of June, 

1824, suggested that there were "ancient legends and 

visionary prophecies ... in abundance and endless variety" 

just waiting for transformation into the American epic. 

Williams, in citing the article, notes, too, "Were there 

not the Revolution and the settling of the West? Possibly 

the fault [for not producing the great American epic] lay 

not in the past but in the poet himself, timid and 

englophile?" (Williams, Beginnings, 70). 

The one form of long poem which did continue to 

flourish, the Indian romance, included "some of the 

strangest and most remarkable works in American Literature" 

(Schramm, Diss,, 2). These generally represent a primi-

tivistic excursion from the central epic concern and will 

be dealt with in Part II of this study. There, Longfellow's 

work, which represents the culmination of this sub-species, 

will be treated in detail. 
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In sum, there was an increasing dissatisfaction and 

uncertainty regarding the attempts to produce a great 

national epic, although "even as poem after poem failed," 

the American public "continued to look forward to the next 

one" (Schramm, Diss., 7). But the serious poets found 

themselves steadily more perplexed. Henry Nash Smith 

describes their dilemma: 

American writers who actually tried ... to deal 
with American experience found that their 
materials could not be adapted to English literary 
tradition. This incongruity between form and 
content, between imported convention and native 
experience, is evident at every level of artistic 
endeavor . . . . 

If there was some faltering in the choice of 

direction, there was little in the belief that the epic 

quest must be continued. It was this conviction that the 

new world experience demanded epic treatment which con

tinued to haunt our writers. Their egregious poetic 

failures perhaps deserve further consideration on other 

grounds. Howard's concluding comment on the Hartford 

group might well apply to most of the early epic writers 

who had hoped to blaze new trails: 

They succeeded merely in marking the limits of a 
vista along which we can look back. But in doing 
so they may have achieved the most constant of 

1 Henry Nash Smith, "Origins of a Native American Literary 
Tradition," in The American Writer and the European 
Tradition, edited by Margaret Denny and William H. Gilman 
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1950), 65. 



all their desires—to do good for their country— 
by helping fix the sense of direction which their 
countrymen need more than any of their ideas and 
more than the aesthetic pleasure offered by any 
literature (Howard, Wits, 410). 

Only gradually did these efforts become more 

vigorous and original in their adaptation of the new 

American experience-—until Whitman burst the traditional 

mold, marking new directions for the epic in America. 



PART II 

CRITICISM OF THE AMERICAN EPIC 

The preceding essay has attempted to deal in 

relatively short space with the complicated history of the 

European epic and its implications for the later American 

development. This cursory treatment admittedly ignores 

various traditional aspects which are tangential to this 

study. Now, however,- an effort will be made to summarize 

three crucial factors: first, the changing effect of the 

American critical climate on the epic attempts; then the 

chief shaping characteristics of the tradition as they were 

translated to the newer American efforts; and finally the 

stipulative definitions which limit the choice of works for 

this study. That choice has been conditioned by the claim 

that the persistence of the epic attempt has been important 

to literary study. Certain aspects central to the American 

efforts will be analyzed as proving that the tradition 

still offers fruitful critical and pedagogical material. 

"'"Various histories which encompass half a century of 
recent epic scholarship have been previously cited. Albert 
Lord's Singer of Tales (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 
1960), a trenchant study of the viable oral epic tradition, 
typifies investigations of ancillary aspects. Exhaustive 
listings may be found in Coleman. 

64 
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The American Critical Climate 

We have indicated that the situation of epic poetry 

was actually far less defined both in America and Europe 

than is often supposed, and also that the American hope 

for a great national epic had been left largely unfulfilled 

by eighteenth-century efforts. Perhaps most important, 

while romanticism buffeted the continental efforts, the 

simple fact of geographical expansion made a unitary, 

coherent epic focus increasingly difficult for American 

writers. For an epic hero, our author "had either to adopt 

Christopher Columbus or dress Roger Williams for the occa

sion," or else, as we shall see later, "expend his 

nationalism on Indian romance" (Schramm, Diss,, 15). While 

Barlow's Columbiad spawned at least four more ostensibly 

epic "Columbiads" over the remainder of the century, the 

choice of a suitable epic protagonist plagued American 

poets, as it had the English. 

Dissatisfaction with the American attempts was 

fostered, too, by a change in critical perception, beginning 

in the early decades of the nineteenth century. Charvat 

asserts that before 1800, American critics "showed interest 

in past writers rather than contemporaries," in depending 

on the British lead. Yet only a decade later derivative 

traditional styles were eschewed: "Cowper was preferred to 

"'"Helen Loschky, "The 'Columbiad' Tradition: Joel Barlow and 
Others." Books at Brown, 21 (1967)., 197-206. 



Pope . . . and a reaction fhad] set in against . . . 

Barlow."''' By 1836 the American Quarterly Review was 

chiding the premier American poet, Bryant, for not having 

written an epic worthy of the new country's experience, 

adding that such efforts by American poets were "desultory 

and fugitive" (Charvat, 106). Bryant himself had earlier 

complained that no one "cares a fig" for the works of the 

serious American poet, since his countrymen were all 

2 "occupied with politics, railroads, and steamboats." Parke 

Godwin also recognized such rampant utilitarianism, saying 

that the pioneer who "has to provide by dint of the 

severest toil for the most immediate and pressing wants of 

his existence is not the man who constructs epics," for 

those "epics, and dramas and romances he finds in his work" 

(Foerster, "Revolt," 83). 

Furthermore, in these few intervening years the 

critical revolt against Pope and the classical tradition 

had gained momentum. By 1833, Wordsworth had become a 

dominating figure who had "vitalized American moralism into 

a creative and dynamic force" among critics (Charvat, 71, 

75). His optimistic energy challenged Pope's "Whatever is, 

"^William Charvat, Origins of American Critical Thought, 
1810-1835 (Philadelphia: Univ. of Pennsylvania Press, 1936), 
T. 
2 Cited by Donald M. Foerster, "Homer, Milton, and the 
American Revolt Against Epic Poetry: 1812-1860." Studies 
in Philology, 53 (January 1956), 83. iHereafter cited 
as "Revolt."J 
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is right." Instead, since reason had been applied with 

such success in the physical sciences, "men could learn to 

trust it in moral science and eventually achieve an age of 

reason which . . . fwouldj exist in the future, not, as 

Pope had believed, in the past" (Howard, "Revolt," 59). 

This ingenuous confidence was increasingly con

genial to the American outlook during these decades, whose 

ebullience was reflected in a literature of increasing 

national assurance. Older European orders were belittled; 

rigid forms were eschewed in favor of infinite promises of 

growth and attainment. 

This shift from a static to an organic conception 

of history was also echoed in critical approaches to poetry, 

including the epic. Inner nature, rather than external 

form, increasingly became the criterion for distinguishing 

the worth of the poetic effort. The capacity for change 

implied by this view thus encouraged the dissolution of 

generic distinctions begun previously. In addition, the 

more austere elements of the elevated epic tradition con

tradicted the new emphasis on accessible poetic emo

tionalism. The older emphasis on the exceptional epic 

hero was seen as alien to the egalitarianism of the new 

society. Hence an observation in 1839 that "the well-

ordered government, the quiet, moral, intelligent 

community . , . where one happy neighborhood represents 
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every other, offers nothing to the Epic or Tragic Muse" 

(Foerster, "Revolt," 83). 

Perhaps because the expectations had been higher, 

the alleged failure of the heroic poem here in America 

caused more discomfiture than in England. For almost half 

a century after the War of 1812, the epic was increasingly 

regarded as "tjjneworn" and "aristocratic." 

The American atmosphere was, then, unfavorable 
for the writing of epics, even though there was 
something epical about the history and supposed 
destiny of the nation, and it was unfavorable, 
to a degree that should not be underestimated, 
to the reputation of the heroic tradition as a 
whole, from Homer down to Milton CFoerster, 
"Revolt," 85). 

There were countervailing influences during the 

period, of course. The influence of Blair was "apparent 

in almost every periodical," and Campbell's Lectures on 

Poetry were "immensely popular in America" (Charvat, 33, 

45). But in spite of these defenders of the traditional 

epic, its reputation declined noticeably in the middle 

years of the century. 

Shaping Characteristics of the American Epic 

Given this growing critical ambiguity, some attempt 

must be made at definition before exploring the continuing 

American efforts—for the attempts persisted, if the 

prestige of the results waned. We have previously used 

"epic," "heroic," and "long narrative" almost inter*-

changeably. Without resorting to rigid norms, we must 
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characterize that impulse which has everywhere been 

recognized as "epic." If the pronouncements of a Le Bossu 

no longer suffice, what identifications will justify the 

term "epic" in American poetry? 

Earlier, this study noted the growing inclusive-

ness of nineteenth- and twentieth-century definitions of 

the epic. Rosalie Colie's comment on the expanding con

ception of genre or "kind" theory, and the inevitable 

"mixing" which has occurred is typical of critics who argue 

that "significant pieces of literature are worth much more 

than their kind, but they are what they are in part by 

their inevitable kind-ness.Thus we, too, may argue 

against rigid exclusionary principles as inhibiting 

identification, while recognizing certain qualities which 

are unmistakable manifestations of the traditional epic 

intent. Such delineation may seem nebulous, but there are 

certain attributes which belong only to this type of poetic 

effort. 

Contemporary scholars usually share both a dis

claimer of the older formalism, and some unanimity regarding 

the conditions of the attempt. They mention the "ampli

tude" or wexpansiveness" of the conception, and the 

"heroic capacity" or "humanistic identification" of the 

"'"Rosalie Colie, The Resources of Kind; Genre-Theory in the 
Renaissance (Berkeley: Univ. of California Press, 1973), 
13, 128. 
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hero with his society's aspirations. They agree that a 

larger structure is required to delineate the sweep of 

epic, whether the struggle represents that of a collective 

or that of an individual mind. That struggle proceeds in 

an epic environment delineated so that its temporal and 

spatial boundaries reflect historical significance, if not 

"a reporter's surface history." There is, finally, a 

"desire to express large themes" with "high seriousness" 

and "elevation," thus producing a corresponding sense in 

the reader.^" 

This continuing desire, a driving sort of vision 

which may become a relentless impulse, is in the last 

analysis the best argument for the persistence of epic. 

Thomas Greene speaks of the "legendary epic ideal" of the 

past which "seized and rode great men" (Greene, 9). Ker 

sees the epic impulse in more recent terms, as "a compul

sion" upon the poet, "requiring him to make the story again 

in his own way; not to interpret history, but to make a 

drama of his own, filled somehow with passion and strength 

of mind." Ker insists that "it does not matter in what 

particular form it may be represented," provided that the 

epic impulse is recognizable, allowing "the power of the 

1 All these attributes are discussed, at least m passing, 
by the previously cited authors, Greene, Fleming, Kay, and 
Ingalls, although I depart from each of their definitions 
in later pages. Greene, in particular, dealt with the 
traditional epic, but his remarks are applicable in most 
respects to the later American efforts. Greene, Chapter 2. 
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national glory ... to pass into his work."''" Finally, 

Ingalls sees the impulse as forcing contemporary epic poets 

to attempt an increasingly wide scope, even to the point of 

bewildering their audiences. "But since some poets have 

always had the stubbornly inconvenient habit of functioning 

not in the time-lag but at the growth-point of accruing 

human awareness," she remarks, "there are still likely to 

be epic poets who, without themselves having any intention 

of being either remote or esoteric, may still appear to be 

. . . much too 'far out' for audience comfort" (Ingalls, 

III, 305). 

These, then, are the shaping characteristics of 

epic: the magnitude of its vision; the eloquence of its 

language; the complexity of its narrative structure; an 

environment which impinges upon that structure; and, 

lastly, the poet's own irresistible determination toward 

such an undertaking—what Ingalls calls the "epic motive." 

This is the "dynamic of epic structure," involving the 

"intent to narrate dramatically, as pertinent upon a world 

stage and in a context of world history," the affirmative 

course of humanity toward "durable spiritual enlightenment" 

(.Ingalls, I, 44). 

Epic motive alone is too inclusive to distinguish 

this mode from others, such as the tragic, with whom it 

shares many characteristics. But epic makes an affirmative 

distinction beyond the province of tragedy; the action is 
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even more complex in its implications for the society 

which engenders it. Not only is hubristically isolated 

individualism a focus, but the larger "regenerative poten

tial in human nature," as well—a point that will be 

important to our selections later (Ingalls, I, 46). This 

intent leads to a didactic thrust in epic which is one of 

its hallmarks: unlike the pity and awe inspired by classi

cal tragedy, epic experience implies an affirmative whole

ness and integration of motive affecting the entire 

community, not just the noblest. This egalitarian compre

hensiveness has always distinguished epic composers, and 

has always determined their "quintessential image of 

spokesmen for their special social and historical period" 

(Coleman, iii). 

Our study has consistently argued that this compre

hensive view evolves with the society which engenders it. 

The character of the epic struggle has changed, as has the 

protagonist, but both display the manifold possibilities 

of the epic. However, there are strong demurs to this 

position; several, including Tillyard's, were alluded to 

in Part I, Another is that of C. M. Bowra, who argues for 

the strictest delineation of the modes, denying the possi

bility of evolution within a genre. He asserts that 

"heroic poetry is based on assumptions which cannot be 

abandoned without ruining its character." He feels that 

contemporary "epic" attempts abandon "what has for long 
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held its own as a philosophy of life" in favor of "other 

claims which appeal to other elements in the human heart.""'" 

Yet he does recognize the persistence of the heroic motive, 

saying that "Heroic poetry still exists in many parts of 

the world because it answers a real need of the human 

spirit" (Bowra, 3). Thus while refusing to admit the 

integrity of a wider definition of "heroic," Bowra does 

recognize the "imperceptible process by which a society 

changes its tastes and advances from the simple to the 

elaborate or from the communal to the personal" (Bowra, 

537). The focus of this study is on the motive, of course, 

rather than on shifting external form. 

The traditionally militant, active struggle of the 

epic hero, described in the most physical, concrete terms, 

surely does not adequately reflect the concerns of modern 

society. Instead of the traditional conflicts against fate 

or nature, the modern experience is oftener portrayed in 

2 subjective, personal terms. Coleman discusses this 

tendency of the "new epics" toward inwardization of the 

narrative: 

"*"C. M. Bowra, Heroic Poetry (London: Macmillan & Co., 
1952; rpt. 1961), 559-560. 

2 Erich Kahler's analysis of this tendency m the develop
ment of the novel indicates something of its scope. Erich 
Kahler, The Inward Turn of Narrative, Bollingen Series 
LXXXIII (Princeton: Princeton Univ. Press, 1973). 



Different from the Folk and Literary epics only in 
the privacy of its form and the abstraction of its 
"hero," the personal epics nevertheless seek to 
effect the quintessential epic voice and the epic 
cultural concerns. They achieve this through the 
instruments of the disembodied hero and the dis
jointed declarative which, appropriate to the 
common denominator characteristic of all epics, 
reflect the disjointed, depersonalized and 
declarative civilization which generates them 
(Coleman, iv). 

In America, the shift from the classically inspired 

epic to the personal epic occurred in the half century 

between Barlow's 1807 publication of the Columbiad and 

Whitman's 1855 publication of Song of Myself. It is a 

shift of surpassing importance to any discussion of 

American epic. For a century the debate has turned on 

whether continuing attempts are hopelessly inferior imita

tions of their classical models, or whether the past 

century's experiments are so extreme as to push them 

entirely outside the critical pale. The furor which has 

greeted efforts in either direction indicates that American 

interest in epic narrative is at least still lively. 

Definitions and Limitations 

In choosing particular works for this study, the 

problem has been to avoid rigid normative distinctions, 

while attempting to secure a coherent principle of selec

tion. The common distinctions between "folk," "literary," 

and "personal" seem no more germane than "classical" or 

"modern" for this paper. However, there has been a 
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persistent quality noticeable in even the very first 

American efforts. It dictates that the epic quest itself, 

no matter what its degree of subjectivity, be pursued in 

and against a realistic American landscape. Never, in 

previous epic poetry, had the epic environment proved so 

potent in determining the type of experience the poem would 

explore. This animating spirit of place may be called the 

indigenous tendency in American epic poetry, and it gives 

us a stipulative definition as well as a means of selec

tion. 

When applied to American epics, indigenousness 

displays two facets, one linguistic and one situational. 

Both are aspects of what may be called literally the 

common-place."'' This criterion develops from tendencies 

labelled much earlier as "formal" and "liberal." The 

formal accoutrements of epic—the exceptional heroic 

character, allegorical machinery, the unities—have been 

discussed previously. The "liberal" epics are those which 

even several centuries ago betrayed a less rigid bent: 

they were often unified by theme, instead of by hero; often 

1 This is the controlling idea of Williams' essay, 
"Cosmopolitanism in American literature Before 1880," cited 
earlier. However, he pursues the dichotomy between the 
native and the cosmopolitan tradition, seeing the flight of 
some "men of letters from the commonplace" as part of our 
cultural adolescence. See pp. 47-49. 
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used history instead of allegory for ethical instruction; 

1 and often had a patriotic intent. 

This sort of division characterized the early 

American efforts, where a distinction almost immediately 

occurred between the "classically dominated" and the 

"romantically primitive" (Schramm, Diss., 3, 81). Williams 

speaks of the levels between the "cosmopolitan" and the 

"commonplace" in the same manner (Williams, "Cosmopoli

tanism," 481. Kummings, too, distinguishes between a 

2 "cultivated tradition" and a "vernacular tradition." The 

legitimacy of this indigenous vernacular perspective is 

defensible for three reasons, in his view: 

It has advanced a democratic cultural ideal, an 
ideal potentially capable of supplanting the 
narrow theory of culture proposed by the culti
vated tradition. It has provided—from about 
the beginning of the nineteenth century to the 
present--a hearty and actual alternative to 
aristocratic American poetry. And it has assumed, 
since the late 1950"s, a dominant role in the aims 
and activities of contemporary poets (Kummings, 
166) . 

Particularly since Whitman, this outlook has 

militated against aristocratic, studious, religiously 

conditioned theories of poetry. The poet aims at the 

commonality of his subjects, not the exceptionality. If 

'''Lewis F. Ball, "The Background of the Minor English 
Renaissance Epics." English Literary History, 1 ( 1 9 3 4 ) ,  
88 .  

2 Donald D. Kummings, "The Vernacular Perspective in 
American Poetry." Diss. Indiana University, 1971, 38. 



some of his recent efforts are, as we shall see, lin

guistically sophisticated and make correspondingly 

rigorous demands upon the reader, there is not the 

deliberate literary allusiveness, often accompanied by 

obscurity which characterizes much of the century's formal 

poetry. The poets of the indigenous Whitman tradition 

intend to be accessible and affirmative. Their recent 

efforts in more rigorous linguistic modes refute the charge 

of simplicism hurled during this century by proponents of 

the formalistic ideal, but do not negate the egalitarian 

stance. 

The Vernacular Tendency in Poetic Diction 

A shift in prose diction had occurred earlier which 

was to hold great implications for later poetic diction, 

as well. Whether one ascribes the shift to a plainer 

prose style to a desire for increased "realism," as does 

Ian Watt, or to "utilitarianism," as does Robert Adolph, 

the emergence of a more direct, more taut phraseology is 

2 apparent by the end of the seventeenth century. Adolph 

"'"See Roy H. Pearce, Historicism Once More (Princeton: 
Princeton Univ. Press, 1969), 27, passim, for discussion of 
this development. 

2 Ian Watt, The Rise of the Novel (Berkeley: Univ. of 
California Press, 1957; rpt. 1971). See Chapter 1, 
"Realism and the Novel Form," pp. 9-34. See also Chapter 
6, "Some Notes on the New Prose of Utility," pp. 242-301 
in Robert Adolph's The Rise of Modern Prose Style 
(Cambridge: M.I.T. Press, 1968). Pp. 274 passim deal with 
Bunyan's accessible diction in the Christian epic. 
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speaks of "the general revival of the vernacular" which 

accompanied this developing plainer style; this was an 

important influence upon Puritan style—and, by extension, 

upon our Colonial letters (Adolph, 163). The preference 

for a more simple forensic style, in opposition to declama

tion in the grand style, was early apparent on our 

frontier, as public address, too, reflected the change: 

Well into the nineteenth century, the "classical 
traditions were being maintained," through the 
dominance of Whately, Blair, and Campbell as the 
chief reliance for college texts. While the 
classic elements of composition had long been 
integrated within the traditional . . . there was 
an unobtrusive schism occurring among American 
rhetoricians in the early decades of the century 
which would soon lead to a new emphasis ... .1 

This increasing emphasis upon more common diction 

in fiction, in prose, and in public address, inevitably 

affected poetic diction, as well. The uneasy accommodation 

of the formal, older style to new world materials has 

already been mentioned. Critical theory in the early 

nineteenth century had promoted "the rather mechanical 

handling of imagery," and the "unfortunate" codification 

of "static and unchanging" association theory which 

inevitably "kept poetry in its old channels and Idis-

couragedj new and original reactions," says Charvat; "the 

general rule of criticism in this period was that associa

tions must be general and universal" (.Charvat, 93) . Yet a 

"'"Lois W. Mervyn, "Frontier Rhetoric." Thesis, Washington 
State University, 1965, 56. 
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few voices, like that of Richard Henry Dana, Sr., were 

raised even in these early years to priase the new style: 

The ornamental terms are well-nigh used up, and 
the poet nowadays must trust almost solely to 
the happy combination of the simplest words. 
. . . But the simple terms of our language 
never can grow old. . . . Worldly indefinite-
ness is the vice of the age, and people read 
on, page after page, vaguely pleased with a 
certain flicker and show of things, without 
having seen one simple and clear image, or 
having one simple and clear thought. 

Another proponent of a "free poetic technique in 

American poetry" was J. G. Percival. His preface to his 

Prometheus, Part II anticipates Whitman's tone: "I do not 

like that poetry which bears the mark of the file and the 

burnisher. I like to see it in the full ebullition of 

feeling and fancy, foaming up with the spirit of life 

..." CCharvat, 100). 

All these tendencies came to fruition at mid-

century, in the diction of Whitman. What Mark Twain did 

for the native idiom in prose, Whitman did for poetry. Leo 

Marks asserts that with this new diction, "they fashioned 

2 a vernacular mode, or, if you will, a national style." 

1 Cited by Charvat, 96. See pp. 99-107 for discussion of 
the first stirrings of a "liberalizing principle" in the 
works of poets like Bryant and Percival in the century's 
first three decades. 

2 Leo Marx, "The Vernacular Tradition zn Amerzcan Litera
ture," in Studies in American Culture, edited by J. J. 
Kwiat and M. C. Turpie (Minneapolis: Univ. of Minnesota 
Press, 1960), 109-122, 
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Whitman's singular refusal to use the "shopworn literary 

language then still thought to be poetic in America," notes 

Marks, is astonishing. Through his use of vernacular 

diction, Whitman achieves an unparalleled accessibility and 

immediacy^ "Whitman's hero is the product of a new sort of 

culture, and appropriately enough, he speaks a new 

language" (Marks, 112). This poetic adaptation of 

indigenous speech patterns becomes a hallmark of later 

American attempts in epic verse. It also marks with 

finality the break between American and English heroic 

idiom; from now on, the epic would speak with an American 

tongue. 

The Vernacular Tendency in Place Description 

The other aspect which defines this indigenous 

tradition is the delineation of the land itself, the 

physical home of the culture. The American treatment of 

the epic environment is unique. In no other epic strain 

does the arch-image of a landscape permeate the visual 

description so completely to affect the basic thrust of the 

poetry. The significance of the visual, realistic environ

ment is a constant preoccupation of poets in this tradition. 

The immensity, the unlimited space of the new continent 

seems to provide the impetus for their efforts, while 

distinguishing their poetry from the often less scenically 

important or less realized epic environments of many 
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European narratives. Kummings' summarization of the 

native elements in American poetry, of that strain labeled 

the "Whitman tradition," is applicable to our definition 

of epic selection: 

Decidedly native, first of all, is the emphasis 
on palpable things, and on the local, the immedi
ate, the commonplace. Secondly, and closely 
allied with the preoccupation with things, there 
is the characteristic belief that "dumb objects" 
are capable of yielding a radiant spirituality, 
that the real, in other words, may be transmuted 
into the ideal (Kummings, 61). 

The emphasis upon a more localized, almost painterly 

natural description had been increasingly apparent at least 

since Pope's "Winsor Forest." These "place" poems often 

also contain patriotic elements celebrating peace and pro

moting visions of a golden age "which includes the emo

tional appeal of the 'noble savage,'" according to Bonamy 

Dobree.''" But the English efforts rarely hymned locale with 

the increasing fervor of the American poets as the century 

2 wore on. As the nationalistic impulse intruded on the 

literary theme, "the physical beauty, vastness, and general 

wealth of the country" became paramount (Cole, 74). The 

^"Bonamy Dobree, English Literature in the Early Eighteenth 
Century 1700-1740 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1959), 194-195, 

2 Two recent studies of this tendency include Eugene L. 
Huddleston's "Topographical Poetry in America 1783-1812." 
Diss., Michigan State Univ., 1965; and R. W. Lovett's "The 
Use of America for Setting and As Image in Eighteenth 
Century Fiction from the Restoration to the American 
Revolution." Diss. Emory University, 1969. 
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poetic impulse followed the heroic assessment of George 

Washington's 1783 Circular Letter which lauds American 

citizens "in the most enviable condition" as "proprietors 

of a vast tract of continent" who are "actors on a most 

conspicuous theater, which seems to be peculiarly desig

nated by Providence for the display of human greatness 

. . .11 (cited by Cole, 78}. 

To delineate the boundaries between localism, 

sectionalism, and regionalism in defining the impact of the 

environment upon our literature is beyond the scope of this 

work. The importance of the land in the efforts of this 

country's epic poets transcends such definition. The 

capaciousness of both scene and viewpoint, which was 

earlier cited as one of the epic's hallmarks, delivers such 

efforts from the narrower interpretation. Indeed, as 

Benjamin Spencer evaluates the work of regionalists, he 

finds that those most gifted "contended that sustenance for 

American letters can best be found in the values of a deep-

rooted and homogeneous culture," and that they "sought to 

renew organic ties not only with an area of the land but 

with the human values which had accrued upon it."''' Robert 

Penn Warren also applauds the integrative tendency of that 

regional literature which will "define and encourage a 

i 
Benjamin T. Spencer, "Regionalism in American Literature,11 
in Regionalism in America, edited by Merrill Jensen 
(Madison: Univ. of Wisconsin Press, 1965)., 249. 
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spirit that might develop a broader cultural integrity in 

local terms.""'" 

Thus the importance of the physical environment, 

which looms so large in the works we are about to consider, 

should not be interpreted as somehow constricting the epic 

vision to a smaller scene because the locale is explicit. 

In fact, the best regional writing has always surmounted 

its locality. Such literature is "not directed primarily 

toward either regional or national interpretation, but 

rather toward the universal insight" tSpencer, 246). 

These are the uses William Carlos Williams also sees for 

the land, for "from the shapes of men's lives imparted by 

the places where they have experience, good writing 

comes. . . . One has to learn what the meaning of the local 

is, for universal purposes. The local is the only thing 

2 that is universal." This underlying universal concern xs 

congenial and crucial to the epic attempts we will consider. 

Limitations 

This discussion of inclusions of various epic 

attempts requires a balancing comment on the exclusions, as 

well. The two authors whose works in this century lie most 

''"Robert Penn Warren, "Some Don'ts for Literary Regional-
ists." American Review, 8 tDecember 1936), 144. 

2 William Carlos Williams, A Novelette and Other Prose 
CToulon: TO Publishers, 1932), 117. 
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conspicuously outside our definition are Ezra Pound and 

T. S. Eliot. Their profound influence on modern poetry 

and their experiments in epic composition reveal a differ

ent cultural impetus. Pound's Guide to Kulchur CI938) and 

Eliot's Notes Toward the Definition of Culture (1949) are 

both consummate expressions of the enlightened, cultivated 

tradition. But in both their predeliction for values which 

they see as hopelessly eroded in the present century and 

in their cosmopolitan evocation of a world stage on which 

to enact their narratives, they represent a different 

poetic tradition from that of the native vernacular—the 

"Whitman tradition." 

Still another consideration excludes the efforts of 

poets like Sandburg, Frost, and Robinson, all of whom have 

written at least a major part of their work in the native 

tradition. In a jnore inclusive study, Ingalls speaks of 

the "cumulative epic narrative ... a body of poems 

assembled through many years" (Ingalls, II, 208). She 

traces an epic sequence in the works of such poets, 

labelling their total artistic production, which covers a 

lifetime, as "epic." However, this paper had earlier 

alluded to the strength of the epic impulse: the term was 

used in the sense of a focused, designed, and definable 

intent, governing a specific period of the poet's concentra

tion. While the argument for judging a poetic corpus may 

be strong, the choice of a single poem, representing the 
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poet's supreme artistic effort, seems more pertinent for 

this study. A poem such as Benet's Western Star would be 

omitted for this reason, as his projected western epic was 

never realized. 

Finally, there is a host of long poems set against 

a strong American environment which are also being excluded 

from this study—poems such as Robinson Jeffer's Tamar, 

Winfield Scott's Dark Sister, Donald Donaldson's The Tall 

Men, and Conrad Aiken's The Kid. In these poems, while 

there is the recognizable power of the landscape and the 

native poetic idiom, there is not the epic intent as we 

have defined it. The action of these poems partakes more 

of tragedy; their themes are neither affirmative nor 

recognizably regenerative. Aiken's shifting viewpoint in 

the "Kid" lacks a coherent vision, although the metaphor 

of a restless, ever Westward-moving America is supposed to 

furnish it. Even a quick comparison with his admittedly 

comic-epic gun-slinging counterpart in Edward Dorn's 

2 Slinger reveals a more integrated, affirmative epic spirit. 

Donaldson's work, too, betrays an uneasy shifting from 

contemporary to past time. The encompassing vision is not 

epic, but rather that of an ironic self who views a 

"^Conrad Aiken, The Kid (Edinburgh: John Lehmann, 1947) . 

2 Edward Dorn, Slinger (Los Angeles: Black Sparrow Press, 
1968; rpt., Wingbow Press, 19761. 



nevertheless entirely noble South. The work lacks the 

capability of self-examination, of the whole vision 

demanded by the epic. (Thus there is no mention of the 

thousands of deserters from "Price's Left Wing" in the "Sod 

of Battlefields" section; instead, there is only an un

remittingly heroic catalogue.)1 These works all lack, in 

short, the humanistic cultural impetus or visionary scope 

which are major requirements of epic. 

Importance of the American Epic to Literary Study 

As we examine individual works from the perspective 

of the native tradition, the accessibility and use of the 

commonplace in both subject and expression form a most 

useful approach for the teacher of literature. The strong 

didactic intent of such nationalistic poetry has been 

apparent since Barlow and Noah Webster exchanged letters 

on development of a "consistent, rational" language for 

America, whose progress would "lead to further extensions 

of ideas . . . and the advancement of our knowledge" 

(cited by Howard, Wits, 319-320). Never narrowly jingois

tic, the epic's early concern with transmission of a 

coherent, progressive view of American culture makes the 

American attempts particularly worthwhile for the 

i 
Their nvimbers were sufficient to populate whole camps of 
western gold-seekers. Mervyn, 67. Donald Davidson, 
Poems 1922-1961 (Minneapolis: Univ. of Minnesota Press, 
1966), 126-130. 
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instructor. Few modes can claim the epic's assertive his

torical consistency, and none has initiated its sweep. The 

only other contender, the novel, has shown a steady with

drawal from larger societal concerns into examination of 

individual psychology, albeit conditioned by the social 

milieu. It is primarily the epic poet who is still 

obsessed by the sense of historical possibility, seen in 

the broadest terms for his society. Thus he continues to 

offer promising material for study. 

Since the teacher hopes to foster such humanistic 

cultural development in the student—a point which will be 

developed in our final chapter-—the accessibility of the 

vernacular and the commonplace promote such identifica

tions. In addition to the admittedly didactic attempt to 

recognize the integrated humanistic thrust in epic litera

ture, the American epic also attempts to develop a sense 

of historical identity, of a place and purpose in the 

cultural continuum. The potential for modeling underlies 

these works, even though that aspect has been recently 

neglected in favor of more "relevant," if peripheral, 

literary models.^ While specific suggestions for studying 

the epic will be given in the third essay of this study, 

the underlying usefulness of the native tradition to 

teaching should be remembered. The consistency of the 

"Si. E. Kerr, Dinky Hocker Shoots Smack 1 (New York: Dell 
Publishing Co., 1972). 



effort, the accessibility of the form, and the identifica

tion with an environment worthy of modeling—these present 

effective approaches to the student of the American epic. 

At this point, the interests of the historian, the critic, 

and the teacher of literature coincide. 

1855-1900 Hiawatha and Song of Myself 

Hiawatha 

The year 1855 was a watershed year for American 

epic. It saw the culmination of one epic strain in the 

publication of Longfellow's Hiawatha, and the emergence of 

a new voice in Whitman's Song of Myself. Hiawatha, among 

the last and surely the best of the Indian romantic 

narratives, was built on a "well grounded tradition of 

1 which Longfellow must have been conscious," notes Schramm, 

He points to the romantic enthusiasm for the noble primi

tive which dominated the early decades of the nineteenth 

century, and the romanticized records contributed by 

enthusiasts such as Henry Schoolcraft, who realized the 

Indian world was on the wane. There was, too, the per

sistent quest for a national epic, and the choice of the 

romanticized Indian protagonist soon produced a flourishing 

sub-species of epic—almost two dozen long poems between 

1 Wilbur Schramm, "Hiawatha and Its Predecessors." 
Philological Quarterly, 11 (October 1932), 321. IHereafter 
cited as "Predecessors. "3 
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1790 and 1855, when "the full force of romantic enthusiasm 

for the natural man broke upon America" (Schramm, 

"Predecessors," 321-323). They were, in Schramm's opinion 

"mostly inferior" but "very sincere" (Schramm, "Predeces

sors," 337) . 

Several of these works anticipated Longfellow's 

treatment: Schoolcraft's Alhalla (1843) was laid in the 

Lake Superior region, recounted creation myths, and used 

trochaic tetrameter. A. B. Street's Frontenac (1849) not 

only cited the chief, Hiawatha, but sang of his departure 

in measures almost identical to Longfellow's (Schramm, 

"Predecessors," 337). Others had earlier devised the 

formula Longfellow was to follow: a noble Indian leader 

with his faithful yet stalwart wife are beset in their 

pastoral woodland by iniquitous whites, or those influenced 

by encroaching civilization, who eventually cause the 

hero's death. Visions of promised worlds were sometimes 

interpolated, as were Indian chants—a device Longfellow 

was to exploit. Through Indian verse narrative, such 

poems both provided a glimpse of a vanishing race and 

managed to present native American materials in a fittingly 

heroic cast. 

As we have indicated, the American hope for epic 

literature had sprung undaunted after repeated disappoint

ments in the century's early decades. In 1833 Rufus Choate 

adyocated the epic formula as the only one capable of 
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encompassing America's historical sweep; while the author 

of yet another Columbus epic, America Discovered (1852) 

again equated the coming of Columbus with the coming of 

Christ. Thus while the Great American Epic was not 

actually forthcoming, it was still "momentarily expected" 

(Schramm, Diss., 59). 

It is hardly surprising that Henry Wadsworth 

Longfellow felt constrained to step into the breach. 

Harvard scholar and cosmopolitan traveller, he was an 

exponent of the cultivated literary tradition, turning 

his "ardent interest in American themes" and "eagerness to 

write of New England life" to the Indian verse tradition.^" 

Drawing upon his acknowledged Schoolcraft and other sources, 

he decided to incorporate at least the meter of the 

Finnish epic, Kalevala, for his poem. This precipitated 

a critical battle which has lasted a century, as scholars 

argue over whether Longfellow actually "transferred the 

entire form, spirit, and some of the most striking inci

dents of the old Finnish epic to the North American Indian" 

2 and thus produced "not a creation but an xmitation." As 

late as 1940, the dispute erupted in Michigan newspapers 

"*"H. E. Scudder (ed.), The Complete Poetical Works of Henry 
Wadsworth Longfellow (Boston: Houghton, Mifflin & Co., 
1893}, xviii. IA11 references to Hiawatha are from this 
edition, cited as Works.J 

2 Waino Nyland, "Kalevala as a Reputed Source of Longfellow's 
Song of Hiawatha." American Literature, 22 (March 1950), 1. 
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under titles such as "Hiawatha Stolen?""'' While Longfellow 

seems to have been generally absolved of these charges 

(Moyne, 25), they are peripheral, in any case, to our 

examination of the work as epic. 

There was little question from the date of its 

publication that many Americans felt "their" epic had 

finally appeared. Typical was M. D. Conway's review in 

the Washington National Intelligencer; 

We have in this newest Poem of Mr. Longfellow 
perhaps the real American Epic. We have to thank 
him for the very able accomplishing of a much-
needed work. We are inclined to think it his 
greatest work and for this reason, amongst others, 
that the rescue of our highly prized Indian 
legends, and their interpretation and recogni
tion as the one contribution that our country 
could give to the muse, was a task long clamorous 
for a worker. . . . What the greatest poets have 
done for their lands Longfellow has done for his 
Ccited by Moyne, 10). 

The poem enjoyed immense and immediate popularity— 

four thousand copies were sold on the day of publication, 

with ten thousand more sold to places as far away as 

California by the following month-^in the "exploding 

2 coverage of the poem." Its great popular success could 

not obscure its failure to "make history new," however. 

1Ernest J. Moyne, "The Hiawatha Controversies at Home and 
Abroad." Folklore Fellows Communication, 80 (1963), 23. 

2 Douglas Hardy, "Influence of Fmnxsh Kalevala in the 
Composition of Longfellow's Song of Hiawatha." Brigham 
Young University Studies, 4:2 (1962), 141. 
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Rather than evoking some new synthesis from his materials, 

Longfellow showed "much better selection and a great deal 

of good craftsmanship" in his superior reworking of Indian 

legend, "but the verse narrative of the true Indian 

remains to be written," agrees Schramm ("Predecessors, 343). 

Longfellow's confrontation with Indian myth fails 

to disturb the reader's preconception that the "generous 

Hiawatha" and his people should certainly "Listen to their 

words of wisdom/Listen to the truth they tell you" when the 

"Black-Robe chief" arrives; for, after all, "the Master of 

Life has sent them/From the land of light and morning" 

CXXII, 164).* If only in its perfunctory introduction of 

the white influence in the final two books, the poem fails 

to hew to a consistent theme; nor does the accretion of 

Indian myth seem to exemplify more than Longfellow's 

ability to integrate, to provide a tour-de-force of Indian 

legend,^ 

The poem, however, surely deserves something more 

than relegation to the juvenalia of our literature-—its 

"^Cf. Schramm's comment that this "vision of a new order of 
things ... is tactfully in agreement with the popular 
romantic idea of national expansion" (Schramm, "Predeces
sors," 342). 

2 Ironically, I disagree with one of the few recent studies 
which claims the poem is an epic. L, J. Robinson finds a 
larger design, and a "purposeful mixture of myths" with 
"epic qualities" and "legendary significance in the hero" 
which entitles the work to the epic label, L. J..Robinson, 
"Henry W. Longfellow's Hiawatha: An American Epic." Diss., 
Tulane University, 1968. 



usual present fate. No other poet of Longfellow's stature 

and ability turned his attention to the already dwindling 

supply of central and northeastern Indian lore, and no 

other managed his coherent incorporation of an oral tradi

tion into a written form. "No previous writer had selected 

so well from the legendary material," notes Schramm, and 

"no previous writer had captured so well the nobility of 

the Iroquois tradition" (Schramm, "Predecessors," 342). 

Because of our renewed interest in authentic ethnic tradi

tions alone, these Indian contributions are of particular 

interest. Their recounting by a person of some literary 

judgment and skill makes them even more pertinent to our 

literary heritage, as the raw material of the linguistic 

anthropologist often has little appeal to the non-

specialist. The "Indian Epic" is at least a sub-genre 

whose potential for teaching has been largely overlooked. 

In addition to the literary appeal, Longfellow's 

attempts at accuracy deserve wider scholarly recognition. 

He conscientiously included a glossary of over one-hundred 

forty words from the Iroquois, a lexicon which gave him a 

wider linguistic range than had been possible in any other 

of these attempts."'" Repeatedly, he used the Indian noun 

identification, then described the function in his verse 

syntax: 

The "Vocabulary" is found on pp. 664-665 of the cited 
edition. 
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And the Jossakeeds, the Prophets, 
The Wabenos, the Magicians, 
and the Medicine-men, the Medas, 
Painted upon bark and deer-skin 
Figures for the songs they chanted . , . 
(Works, Hiawatha, XIV, 146). 

One great war-club, Pugamaugun, 
And one slender fish, the Keego, 
Four round pieces, Ozawabeeks, 
And three Sheshebwug or ducklings, 
All were made of bone and painted . . . 
(Works, Hiawatha, XVI, 150). 

His sensitivity to the traditional Indian meter and devices 

such as parallelism also warrant more than a cavalier dis

missal of his "sing-song" tempo. It was precisely his 

careful attention to these similarities which produced his 

alleged debt to the meter of the Kalevala, where such 

chanting repetition is also a characteristic (Hardy, 146). 

A final charge concerning the poem's deficiencies 

is that the heroic chief has been ennobled beyond belief, 

not for personal renown, 

But for profit of the people, 
For advantage of the nations 
(Works, Hiawatha, V, 124). 

True, the original of the legend, the venial Manabozho, was 

transformed into the more palatable Hiawatha. He also was 

provided with a stronger central character to dominate the 

thematic arrangement, rather than with a largely unrelated 

series of picaresque incidents as in the Algonquin legends. 

It seems unlikely that even a contemporary audience would 

readily accept the Manabozho who, in "jesting obscenely 

with his grandmother, strangling the dancing geese, and 
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tricking his friends in every possible way, lacked a cer

tain nobility" (Schramm, "Predecessors," 342). The 

judicious editing of original materials is hardly a charge 

exclusive to Longfellow. 

This tendency to dismiss the work out of hand for 

its sentimentality and derivativeness has overbalanced the 

scale against Longfellow's effort. "We condemn him too 

often for not being what he might have been had he lived in 

this century," concludes Andrew Hillen, and "his extreme 

idealism . . , cannot be appreciated by a world of 
1 

realists." A reappraisal of this aspect of our native 

2 American letters is surely long overdue. 

Walt Whitman: Song of Myself 

Some five months before Hiawatha's publication in 

1855, Walt Whitman had produced the first edition of Leaves 

of Grass. The event failed to cause much stir in the 

literary world, in spite of the author's optimistic 

"'"Andrew Hillen, - Longfellow and Scandinavia (New Haven: 
Yale Univ. Press"^ 1947), 112. 

2 The unwritten Indian epic, "envisaged as nothing less 
than the epic of the New World," concerned no less a writer 
than Thoreau, according to Edwin Fussell, Frontier: 
American Literature and the American West (Princeton: 
Princeton Univ. Press, 1965), 330-340. Longfellow's was 
the best one actually produced, however. 
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assurance that "a thousand copies readily sold."'1' In 

comparison to the acclaim given Longfellow's polished poem, 

the prospect for Whitman's "brawny" new attempt "must have 

seemed at times to be lonely—even desperate" (Blodgett, 

Norton LG, 990).. In fact, one Whitman scholar insists that 

by 1871, Whitman "was acutely aware that America had not 

2 accepted his book as he had planned and hoped." This was 

the first American instance of that "inconvenient habit" of 

the epic poet's functioning at the "growth point" rather 

than in the safer "time lag"; it explains much of the early 

critical response to Whitman's effort, as well. Yet it is 

indisputable today that Whitman's poetry marked a new 

direction for the American epic—and that he was consciously 

attempting the role of the traditional epic poet. "Although 

Whitman does not use the term, it is clear throughout the 

185~5 Preface th^t he believes his book to have the basic 

nature and general scope of the traditional epic" (Miller, 

256L-3 

Harold W. Blodgett, "The Critical Response," in Leaves of 
Grass; A Norton Critical Edition, edited by Sculley Bradley 
and Harold W. Blodgett (New York: New York University Press, 
1965; rpt. in Norton Critical Edition, New York, W. W. 
Norton, 1973}, 733, n. 5. "[Hereafter cited as Norton LG.] 

2 James E. Miller, A Critical Guide to Leaves of Grass 
(Chicago: Uniy, of Chicago Press, 1957), 257. 

3 This is essentially the contention of Ferner Nuhn, "Leaves 
of Grass Viewed as Epic." Arizona Quarterly, 7 (Winter 
1951), 324-338. However he claims that most of Whitman's 
motivation "was unconscious" and "did not consciously 
imitate other epics," p. 327. 
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As his brash "yawp" intruded on the genteel accents 

of the New England School, Whitman's early critical rejec

tion might have been predicted on several grounds."'' Cer

tainly his prefatory remarks, which rejected the 

"descriptive or epic" in favor of the "indirect," the 

"transcendant and new," were jarring enough. But his serene 

assurance was particularly galling in such an upstart: "The 

presence of the greatest poet conquers . . . not parleying 

2 or struggling or any prepared attempts." 

In thus defying or ignoring the cultivated tradi

tion, Whitman was following Emerson's injunctions in "The 

Poet" C1844). For Emerson's poet, like Whitman's, was also 

"representative," embodying characteristics of the com

pletely integrated man, drawn from the possibilities 

3 inherent in every man. Gay Allen insists that "nearly 

everybody" found in Whitman's book "the influence of 

Emerson or transcendentalism, or both." Furthermore, 

Whitman himself admitted that he had been "simmering," but 

'''For discussion of the critical furor, see Jay Hubbell, Who 
Are the Major American Writers? (Durham: Duke Univ. Press, 
1972L, 63-74. 

2 Walt Whitman, Leaves of Grass: The First (1855) Edition, 
edited by Malcolm Cowley (New York: Viking Press, 1959), 
8-9. IAll textual references for "Song of Myself" are from 
this edition, hereafter cited as Whitman.2 

3 William Randel, "What Whitman and American Myths." South 
Atlantic Quarterly, 59 (Winter 1960), 105. 
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that "Emerson brought me to a boil.""'" Whitman echoes 

Emerson in viewing the "great poet" as "the equable man. 

. . . He is the equalizer of his age and land . . . ." But 

Whitman clearly ex/ialts his poet into the epic realm: "If 

he breathes into any thing that was before thought small 

it dilates with the grandeur and life of the universe. 

. . . He is a seer. ... He is the president of regula

tion" (Whitman, Preface, 8, 9). 

However, few would credit Whitman's epic aspirations 

until much later. Theodore Gross recognizes Whitman's 

rejection of the earlier "sentimental tributes to the 

rising Republic in which the new nation becomes the epic 

hero," and his determination to create a "radically differ

ent form," But actually Whitman was rejecting only "the 

abstract tributes to the new nation that blur the epics of 

the Revolutionary writers," Gross continues. "Though he 

abjures the epic form as well as other purely literary 

forms as unsuitable to a democracy, Whitman emerges as the 

democratic version of an epic hero—an extension and 

2 enlargement of the Emersonian hero . . . ." 

Whitman's epic intention is also "unmistakable" to 

other later critics such as C. C. Hansen, who insists that 

"'"Gay Allen, The Solitary Singer (New York: Macmillan Co., 
1955], 173, 242. 

2 . . Theodore L, Gross, The Heroic Ideal in American Literature 
(New York: The Free Press, 1971}, 53-56. 



"the 'myself' and the 'I' of the first line, is the epic 

hero.""'' Speaking of the "poet of the commonplace and of 

the common man," Hansen finds that at least by implication, 

"'Song of Myself' is more than national epic; it is inter

national, or better, human epic" (Hansen, 78). This echoes 

E. F. Carlisle's contention that Whitman's Preface made 

explicit "his awareness of the two-fold demands of the 

epic: the need to convey a strong sense of the realistic 

background and the necessity to get to the primary truth 

2 
symbolized in the externals." 

If the conscious epic dimension is allowed to 

Whitman, there is still some question as to its exact 

focus. The unwary reader finds a welter of criticism 

dealing with various editions of Leaves of Grass, either in 

3 part or whole. Since this paper had earlier stipulated 

that a focused effort, rather than a continuing revision, 

would be one of our criteria for the epic, the 1855 edition 

•*"C. C. Hansen, "Walt Whitman's 'Song of Myself'—Democratic 
Epic," in The American Renaissance (Stuttgart: Verlag 
Moritz Diesterweg, 1962]., 77. 

2 E. F. Carlisle, "Leaves of Grass: Whitman's Epic Drama of 
the Soul and I." Diss., Indiana University, 1963, 67, 

3 Compare, for instance, Carlisle's assertion thgt the whole 
of "Leaves of Grass is an epic, in the conventional tradi
tion and in a new tradition . . ," (53]., with the separate 
consideration of the "Song of Myself" as the epic center 
by Kummings (Chapter IV], "'Song of Myself": The Priest 
Departs, the Vernacular Hero Comes," and Vladimir Barac, 
"'Song of Myself' as Myth and Reality." Diss., TJniv. of 
Texas at Austin, 1971, 45 passim. 
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of Leaves of Grass must, for our purposes, be chosen. For 

although there were various revisions through seven edi

tions until 1881, that portion finally entitled "Song of 

Myself," which comprised more than half of the first 

edition, remained basically unchanged. Bradley notes that 

"the poet never altered the poem fundamentally, restrict

ing himself to changes in diction and rhythm" (Blodgett, 

Norton LG, 28, n. 1). He continues that this section 

remains the fulcrum for the later revisions of the collec

tion, and that "Song of Myself" is "essentially the epitome 

of the poet's 'haughty' song, sure in its intent . . . 

artful and controlled in its reporting of what comes into 

awareness . , . truly a celebration both personal and 

universal" (Blodgett, Norton LG, 29, n. 1), 

This essentially unwavering concentration allows us 

to limit our consideration of the epic to this particular 

section. But in addition, the epic energy, that "seizure 

by an ideal" which was another hallmark of epic composi

tion, dictates such consideration. Gross suggests that 

Whitman's later work does not have "the moral urgency or 

the striking imagery of 'Song of Myself,"1 and that this 

poem is "intrinsically superior to the later work because 

it expresses the tension, on the personal as well as the 

cultural level, that is locked within Whitman and that 

finds its release in the affirmative burst of language 

. . (Gross, 59). 
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This remarkable linguistic energy and originality 

marks a complete break in both form and subject with the 

classical epic tradition. This shift to the vernacular and 

the use of indigenous speech by the omniscient narrative 

voice contradicts every injunction of style and decorum 

from the older order. Whitman's 1855 Preface to leaves of 

nrass was adamant in its rejection of the traditional 

demands of poetic diction: 

The poetic quality is not marshalled in rhyme or 
uniformity or abstract addresses to things nor in 
melancholy complaints or good precepts, but is 
the life of these and much else and is in the soul. 
. . . The rhyme and uniformity of perfect poems 
show the free growth of metrical laws . . . (Whitman, . 
Preface, 10). 

He continues his admonition that "the pleasure of poems is 

not in them that take the handsomest measure and similes 

and sound," but insists that "I will not have in my writing 

any elegance or effect or originality to stand in the way 

between me and the rest like curtains" (Whitman, Preface, 

12-131. He is fully aware of his iconoclasm, encouraging 

those "of the brotherhood of writers savans musicians 

inventors and artists" that "nothing is finer than silent 

defiance advancing from new free forms," for "he is 

greatest « . . who contributes the greatest original 

practical example. The cleanest expression is that which 

finds no sphere worthy of itself and makes one" (Whitman, 

13} . 
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Whitman's intrepidity may be measured by comparing 

his ex^fuberant song to the more cultivated accents of any 

of the leading poets of his day: Longfellow, Lowell, 

Holmes, and the rest were uniform in their disdain (Hubbell, 

67-68). Only Emerson was unstinting in quick admiration 

for the new poet, an enthusiasm he at least partially 

regretted later (Allen, 154). Oliver Wendell Holmes was 

typical in his dismayed reaction to such flaunting of 

poetic tradition: 

If it means dispensing with punctuation, coining 
words at will, self-revelation unrestrained by a 
sense of what is decorous, declamations in which 
everything is glorified without being idealized, 
"poetry" in which the reader must make the rhythms 
which the poet has not made for him, then I think 
we had better continue literary colonists. I 
shrink from a lawless independence to which all the 
virile energy and trampling audacity of Mr. 
Whitman fail to reconcile me (Over the Teacups, 1891, 
cited by Hubbell, 68). 

The failure of the "decorous" is obvious in almost 

any comparison between sections of "Song of Myself" and 

similar subjects as treated by established poets such as 

Longfellow. Leo Marx has contrasted the diction of 

Longfellow's "The Slave in the Dismal Swamp" with lines on 

the escaped slave from Section 10 of "Song of Myself," 

noting that Longfellow's "shopworn literary language" was 

"then still thought to be poetic in America" (Marx, 111). 

Similarly, their respective treatments of other correspond

ing themes yield the same conclusion; here is Longfellow's 

depiction of sea imagery: 
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0 faithful, indefatigable tides, 
That evermore upon God's errands go,— 
Now seaward bearing tidings of the land,— 
Now landward bearing tidings of the sea,— 
And filling every frith and estuary, 
Each arm of the great sea, each little creek . . . 
(Works, "Fragment" (August 18, 1847), 360). 

Contrast this to Whitman's use of the same theme: 

Sea of stretch'd ground-swells, 
Sea breathing broad and convulsive breaths, 
Sea of the brine of life and of unshovell'd yet 
always-ready graves, 

Howler and scooper of storms, capricious and 
dainty sea, 

1 am integral with you. ... I too am of one 
phase and of all phases 

(Whitman, "Song," Section 22, 1. 457-461) . 

Again, compare Longfellow's paeon to the healing property 

of night with Whitman's handling of the same subject: 

Into the darkness and the hush of night 
Slowly the landscape sinks, and fades away, 
And with it fade the phantoms of the day, 
The ghosts of men and things, that haunt 
the light. 

The crowd, the clamor, the pursuit the flight, 
The unprofitable splendor and display, 
The agitations, and the cares that prey 
Upon our hearts, all vanish out of sight ... 
(Works, "Night," 348). 

I am he that walks with the tender and growing 
night, 

I call to the earth and sea half-held by the night. 
Press close barebosomed night! Press close magnetic 
nourishing nighti . , . 

Still nodding night! Mad naked summer night! 
(Whitman, "Song," Section 21, 1. 434-437).. 

Or, lastly, on the theme of indomitability: 

. . .  I  a m  a l o n e  w i t h  t h e e ,  w h o  c o n q u e r e s t  a l l ;  
Yet me thy threatening form doth not appall, 
For thou art but a phantom and a wraith. 

Wounded and weak, sword broken at the hilt, 
with armor shattered, and without a shield, 
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I stand -unmoved; do with me what thou wilt; 
I can resist no more, but will not yield . . . 
(Works, "Victor and Vanquished," 351). 

And as to you death, and you bitter hug of 
mortality . . . it is idle to try to alarm me. 

To his work without flinching the accoucheur comes, 
I see the elderhand pressing receiving supporting, 
X recline by the sills of the exquisite flexible 
doors . . . and mark the outlet, and mark the 
relief and escape. 

I ascend from the moon ... I ascend from the 
night 

And perceive of the ghastly glitter the sunbeams 
reflected, 

And debouch to the steady and central from the 
offspring great or small 

(Whitman, "Song," Section 49, 1. 1281-1286, 1296-1299). 

This fairly extensive comparison attempts to show 

the gulf between Whitman's poetic diction and Longfellow's, 

given comparable subjects. Marx speaks of the "new sort 

of immediacy" and the "immense vitality" conveyed in 

Whitman's vernacular (Marx, 112). Not only are Whitman's 

graphic details far more evocative than Longfellow's 

abstract apostrophisings, but the narrative intensity 

increases with proximity to its subject—the commonplace. 

Here is no "unmoved" poet, "sword broken at the hilt," but 

the conversational, reclining observer: tolerant of the 

offensive; integral, not exceptional. The poet's indiffer

ence to the traditional narrative posture is reflected even 

in the stanza form, where the disjunctions seem dictated by 

normal speech, not metrical patterns. 
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In short, here is emerging a new, accessible epic 

hero, whose central intent differs completely from that of 

his poetic predecessors. Instead of the exemplary man, 

the common man; instead of the grand poetic style, the 

vernacular; instead of illumination through elevation, the 

humanistic recognition of a shared concrete environment. 

It was not so much that Whitman warred with the tradi

tional emphases themselves, but rather that he abhorred the 

concept that "great" poetry must cleave to one hallowed 

pattern. For with his time came a gradual contemporary 

awareness "that a form devised for a particular function 

may have more intrinsic beauty than any traditional form 

that is superimposed" (Randel, 108). 

Whitman became the voice for a growing recognition 

that the older forms had failed the American experience, 

that only a new sort of personalized voice could convey the 

evolving American self-concept. Thus "in the great poems 

of 1855-56," notes Kinnaird, Whitman's instinct led to "that 

descriptive law of our literature that Mark Twain similarly 

confirmed in our fictional prose—the truth, namely, that 

since no 'classic' American tradition exists, there can be 

no significant idiom in our literature . . . that is not an 

individuation of American speech, . . . incessantly dynamic 

for this very reason.""'' 

"'"John Kinnaird, "The Paradox of an American 'Identity.'" 
Partisan Review, 25 CSumraer 1959), 405. 
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Whitman insists that "the English language be

friends the grand American expression" because "it is 

brawny enough and limber and full enough . . . the dialect 

of common sense" (Whitman, Preface, 22). And the subject 

of that "grand expression" will be the commonplace, whose 

poets "shall find their inspiration in real objects today, 

symptoms of the past and future" (Whitman, Preface, 22). 

Here is the form and subject for the "great Poem" of a man 

"who sees an intimate connection between himself and all 

that is not himself. Whitman desires to enlarge his 

reader's awareness of the plenitude and radiance of common 

physical things," notes Kummings C100).. Not only did 

Whitman thereby usher in a new poetic idiom, but almost 

a new poetic world-view—a concern with a specific environ

ment incorporating egregiously unromanticized (and thus, to 

many, unpoetic) physical descriptions. Whitman had 

explicitly stated his determination to incorporate details 

of the whole, not selected details of "poetic ornament." 

Thus his poems would provide "unity, in the same sense that 

the earth is, or that the human body (.senses, soul, head, 

trunk, feet, blood, viscerea, man-root, eyes, hair) . . . 

is." He identified the "great constituent elements of my 

poetry" as "materialism" and "spirituality" with the 

"intellect" as their beautifying medium (Blodgett, 

"Comments," Norton LG, 764).. 
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.This determined eclecticism results in what Hubbell 

calls the "notorious cataloguing device as a central poetic 

technique" (Hubbell, 404). Yet such catalogues have been a 

feature of epic poetry since Homer. The objection to 

Whitman's use stems from his violation of the traditional 

narrative distance. The catalogues in the great tradi

tional epics were invariably made by the omniscient con

trolling epic voice, rather than by what Delasanta calls 

the "restricted" or "delegated" voice of the epic pro

tagonist."'' The reader enjoyed a panoramic scenic view of 

the bloodshed, as it were, while remaining dispassionately 

aloof. Whitman destroyed that detachment through the 

relentless accessibility of his persona—"And what I assume 

you shall assume." He insisted upon a shared response: 

"What I experience or portray shall go from my composition 

without a shred of my composition and you shall stand by my 

side and look in the mirror-with me" (Whitman, Preface, 13).. 

This leaves the reader simply no room for reserva

tion. The most distressingly graphic images—the galled 

slave, the draggled prostitute, the gnawing surgeon's saw-

are used to construct his environment. Willy-nilly, the 

reader is a participant with the poet, not an immaculate 

observer. Whitman's denial of a safe distance to the 

reader, plus his excruciating examination of the banal and 

"''Rodney Delasanta, The Epic Voice (The Haque: Mouton, 1967), 
24-25, 
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repulsive, at once repelled the fastidious. The technique 

of indirect expression was being used to provoke an 

"empathetic interaction" with the reader, urging him to 

"participate directly in 'making' the poem" (Carlisle, 

102-104). It was a. challenge the genteel stoutly resisted. 

Nevertheless, Whitman was determined to provide 

"full-blooded, rich, natural works" containing "natural 

things, indestructibles, idioms, characteristics, rivers, 

states, persons . . , strong, sensual germs." They were to 

exhibit "American things, idioms, materials, persons, 

groups, minerals, vegetables, animals, etc." (Blodgett, 

"Comments," Norton LG, 764}.. Yet the overwhelming impres

sion he hoped to give was not just burgeoning continental 

abundance, but a sense of irresistible spiritual fulness, 

revealed through tangibles. Allen cites the mystical 

intent behind this wish, recognizing Whitman's attempt to 

reconcile intellectuality and spirituality "in visible 

analogies" (Allen, 159)1 This precursor of the objective 

correlative sees that "All truths wait in all things," and 

that "The insignificant is as big to me as any" (Whitman, 

"Song," 30:647, 650). 

Not objecting to special revelations . . . considering 
a curl of smoke 
or a hair on the back of my hand as curious as 
any revelation . . . 

(Whitman, "Song," 41:1032-1033). 

Above all, however, these things were prefaced by 

"American," Whitman's democratic hero exults in his 
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unique role: "American bards shall be marked for generosity 

and affection. . . . They shall be kosmos .... The 

American bard shall delineate no class of persons . . . nor 

love most nor truth most nor the soul most nor the body 

most ..." (Whitman, Preface, 14). Yet this delineation 

"goes through these to much more," for the new "great psalm 

of the republic" is "creative and has vista." Thus the 

"age and wars of other nations" may be "chanted," and 

their "eras and characters be illustrated," but then that 

verse will be finished (Whitman, Preface, 8). For as he 

had said earlier, "The United States themselves are 

essentially the greatest poem." Only their celebration 

would be the epic work of a lifetime: 

Here is not merely a nation but a teeming nation 
of nations. Here is action untied from strings 
necessarily blind to particulars and details 
magnificently moving in vast masses. Here is the 
hospitality which forever indicates heroes. . . . 
Here are the roughs and beards and space and 
ruggedness and nonchalance that the soul loves. 
Here the performance disdaining the trivial un-
approached in the tremendous audacity of its * 
crowds and groupings and the push of its 
perspective spreads with crampless and flowing 
breadth and showers its prolific and splended 
extravagance (Whitman, Preface, 1J_, 

The scope, the pulsating vitality, and an overweening sense 

of unique "perspective," all brand Whitman's implicit 

recognition of an epic subject. 

Yet this epic capaciousness, "a spectacle of 

plenitude and multiplicity, with a procreant urge flowing 

through all things," also contains almost palpable detail 



(Kummings, 109) . He abhorred poetry made "in the spirit 

that comes from the study of pictures of things—and not 

from the spirit that comes from the contact with real 

things themselves," observes F. O. Matthiessen, In 

alluding to Whitman's painterly style, he insists that 

Whitman's imagery is "primarily visual and tactual, for 

his eye was more accurate than his ear," giving him the 

"power to project his landscapes."^ Matthiessen finds 

parallels between Whitman's detailed scenes and the 

development of open-air realistic painting in this 

country CMatthiessen, 599).. For this poet, the teeming 

American landscape needed particularization as well as 

generalization to record faithfully its epic status. Yet 

his affirmative stance precluded his dwelling on more 

limited aspects of local or regional color; the great poet 

could not stoop to "caricature" nor should his countrymen 

ever be made "ridiculous." Thus if "typical qualities of 

the farmer and the mechanic were obscured by emphasis on 

regional peculiarities," Whitman found them false 

CMatthiessen, 603). 

This sense that it is incumbent upon the poet to 

present the panoramic scene, the visually intense environ

ment, is a given in epic composition. Greene reminds us that 

^F. O. Matthiessen, "Whitman's Landscapes," American 
Renaissance (New York: Oxford University Press Paperback, 
1972), 601. 



epic imagery, unlike the fragmentary imagery of tragedy, 

"invites not exegetical expansion but exploration. And 

the characters, rather than remaining outside it, are con

tained by it, help to define it, and indeed to comprise it" 

CGreene, 12).. It has been argued that Whitman's presenta

tion lacks a certain requisite sense of selectivity, that 

since the western expansion was his touch-stone of explora

tion, "nearly any detail drawn from the West might be 

presumed significant" (Hubbell, 407). In Hubbell's view, 

"From 1855 to the end, when Whitman fails as a Western 

poet he fails because he simply shovels Western material 

into his poem, and expects it to do his creative work for 

him" (Hubbell, 408).. 

This view, I think, undervalues Whitman's epic 

stance; in fact, simply labelling him a "Western" poet 

would restrict what this paper insists is his underlying 

purpose. This flourishing multiplicity of detail identi

fies the epic energy of this most ambitious project. The 

fastidious ordering of detail is characteristic of other 

poetries—but not epic. While the western movement un

doubtedly furnishes a great impetus for the poem, there is 

a much wider scope envisioned here: 

What is commonest and cheapest and nearest and 
easiest is Me, 

Me going in for my chances, spending for vast 
returns, 

Adorning myself to bestow myself on the first 
that will take me, 
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Not asking the sky to come down to my goodwill, 
Scattering it freely forever (Whitman, "Song," 
14:252-256). 

His commitment is reiterated again two sections later: 

I am of old and young, of the foolish as much as 
the wise, 

Regardless of others, ever regardful of others, 
Maternal as well as paternal, a child as well as 
a man, 

Stuffed with the stuff that is coarse, and 
stuffed with the stuff that is fine, 

One of the great nations, the nation of many 
nations—the smallest the same and the largest 
the same, 

A southerner soon as a northerner . . . 
(Whitman, "Song," 16:326-331). 

In both cases, the introductory avowal is followed 

by a catalogue of scenic detail; yet their intensity 

differs, as shown by these notorious lines: 

The malformed limbs are tied to the anatomist's 
table, 

What is removed drops horribly in a pail; 
The quadroon girl is sold at the stand. . . . 
the drunkard nods by the barroom stove . . . 

(Whitman, "Song," 15:270-273). 

The effect is that of the cinematic close-up. Yet almost 

at once this oppressive intensity gives way to a more 

generalized sweep of American geographical types: Yankee, 

Kentuckian, Hoosier, Louisianian or Georgian, Californian, 

free northwesterners, "v—comrade of all who shake hands 

and welcome to drink and meat ..." (Whitman, "Song," 

339-340). 

While these groupings have the vitality of a 

Brueghel^ln landscape, this adroit shifting between the 

tangible detail and the panoramic sweep surpasses anything 
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the painter of canvas can do. Whitman's technique of first 

closing, then distancing, manipulates the reader into a 

sense of tremendous fulness and depth. It is not the 

catalogues alone, the plethora of detail, which affect the 

reader; it is the masterful manipulation of poetic perspec

tive, No other poet had attempted so broad an American 

environment, and no other poet had attempted to incorporate 

such historical sweep. 

This is a far cry from the "poetry of praize" so 

characteristic of earlier efforts. Henry Nash Smith cites 

Whitman's "obsession" to "sing the whole continent, East and 

West, North and South," because of his "burning conviction 

that the society and the literature of the United States 

must be adapted to the North American continent.""'' Although 

Smith sees Whitman's theme as dealing with the course of 

empire, rather than as being predominately epic in our 

terms, he does conclude that "one is grateful for the 

intrepid idealism that so triumphantly enabled Whitman to 

see in the march of the pioneer army a prelude to peace and 

the brotherhood of nations" (Smith, 48), 

This necessarily brief attempt to evaluate two of 

Whitman's linguistic and depictive techniques has focused 

exclusively on his relevance to the epic tradition. Other 

crucial questions regarding his purpose and accomplishment 

Henry Nash Smith, Virgin Land (Cambridge: Harvard Univ. 
Press, 1950; rpt. 1975), 44, 
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must be ignored here. Yet we cannot leave this poet with

out some evaluation of his own dictum that "The proof of a 

poet is that his country absorbs him as affectionately as 

he has absorbed it," a reception denied him during his 

lifetime. In a larger sense, however, the Whitman tradi

tion seems bound to gain importance: 

For ultimately we must and do judge poetry as we 
judge character and will; we judge style not as 
an artifice but as a voice; we judge the poet, 
or at least the modern poet, not by his intelli
gence regarded absolutely but by his human breadth 
and depth, by the largeness of the risks he takes 
in his "criticism of life," by his power and his 
luck to make his work a fact of culture—an 
embodiment of the spiritual dialectics of his 
world. . . . lEven his failuresj testify the more 
strongly, therefore, to the constant modern need 
to sustain an ever more substantial balance of the 
human fact with human possibilities . . . 
CKinnaird, 400) . 

Whatever the later failures of his poetic nerve or 

accomplishment, his earliest work remains a pinnacle in 

epic composition. Gross speaks of our continuing search 

for "a quixotic if not more assertive heroic ideal, a 

bridging together of the two halves of America, the dream 

and the reality, the hope and the actual, the promise and 

all that still remains unfulfilled within Americans." He 

concludes that Whitman's legacy of the quest "for the heroic 

ideal" connects him "with our own moment in history" 

(Gross, 6 6 ) .  The sturdy continuation of that vision, as 

it is evidenced in a steady line of American poets, will 

be the subject of Part III. 



PART III 

TEACHING THE AMERICAN EPIC 

The two preceding chapters of this study have dealt 

with the historical roots of the American epic and the past 

century's branching of the indigenous American form. This 

final chapter will describe the modern flowering of our 

native epic poetry and suggest approaches for teaching this 

literature. 

The previous chapters emphasized the surprisingly 

eclectic character of the historical epics, so often 

supposed inflexible and rigid. This more flexible inter

pretation of epic presents a consistent poetic impulse 

which beats steadily through our own day. The American 

embodiment is simply the latest manifestation of the 

affirmative, encompassing attempt to recognize our culture's 

deepest aspirations. While the American epic strain since 

Whitman reveals a new use of poetic idiom, the traditional 

epic focus is still accessible to our society's shaping 

hopes and perceptions. 

True, audience identification is no longer promoted 

by exceptional outward heroic action in a larger-than-life 

setting. Instead, the sense of community is fostered by 

using native idiom in describing the common man and his 

115 
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very recognizable world. The poetic description of this 

world favors the vernacular and the concrete; esoteric 

poetic allusiveness is rare. When poetic creativity does 

demand a sophisticated linguistic environment—as in The 

Bridge and Paterson, for instance—the allusions strengthen 

a sense of place, rather than leading largely to abstract 

speculation, as we shall see. The description of a 

concrete, specific environment increases the audience's 

shared response and sense of identification. Rather than 

supporting Eliot's pronouncement that the modern poet "must 

become more and more comprehensive, more allusive, more 

indirect, in order to force, to dislocate if necessary, 

language into his meaning," poets of the native tradition 

find this approach too often produces "incoherence, dis-

continuousness, and irregularity."^ 

Instead, there is a new demand for what Paul West 

calls "revived epic," for poets whose "prime obsession is 

likely to be not elegance, but that a poet's mastery of his 

medium should not falsify a view of life." Such a view 

demands of the poet that "the keener his sense of man's 

historical predicament, the more rigorous must be his 

ordonnance of fluid phenomena" (West, 55). In short, 

"What the revived epic needs is not only a sensitive 

i 
Paul West, "Revival of the Epic: An Essay on the Arbitrari
ness of Form." Twentieth Century, 162 (July 1957), 53. 
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image-recorder, but also a sense of the moral struggle in 

the soul of a representative figure." And the touchstone 

for the contemporary epic poet is "the desire to show life 

blundering forward; to show it in its chaotic detail and 

staggering extent; to show it trenchantly in a style which 

might be said to have mastered it briefly, without mis

representing it" (West, 61-63}. It is from this broad 

sense of poetic purpose that we shall move toward more 

specific contexts for teaching epic poetry, 

Historicism and the American Epic 

Teaching literature is a tenuous enterprise at 

best; and teaching poetry today—especially narrative 

poetry—makes rigorous demands on the instructor. Most of 

us are all too aware that "unfortunately, most students 
/ 

come to us with a built-in hostility to poetry. It 

connotes to them . . . sentimentality, effeminacy, pre

tentious diction, circumlocution, and obscurity.""'' In the 

face of such obstinacy, the vague commitment to "maintain

ing literature" is insufficient; the teacher must have a 

clear personal answer to the question, "Why teach poetic 

literature?" What follows is my answer to that question, 

couched particularly in terms of teaching American epic 

poetry. 

"^Margaret Ackerman, "Why I Don't Teach Poetry." English 
Journal, 57 (October 1968L, 999. 
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While this chapter is less devoted to criticism 

per se than the two preceding ones, some allusion to the 

instructor's critical stance is obligatory. For without a 

critical framework from which to derive some hierarchy of 

value, the instructor is rudderless, the teaching desultory. 

Critical stance determines pedagogical selection, after all. 

Thus while each of the half-dozen or so major critical 

approaches has much to recommend it, eventually the experi

enced teacher usually finds one mode most philosophically 

congenial to her teaching. Granted that any categorizing 

oversimplifies critical complexity, the student teacher may 

still group critical concerns under two broad headings for 

convenience: the more traditional approaches to modern 

criticism, and the newer analytic criticisms. The first 

category has been described as having the following 

elements in tracing historical development: 

The moral approach: Literature and moral ideals 
The psychological approach: Literature in the \ 
light of psychological theory 

The sociological approach: literature and social 
ideals 

The archetypal approach: literature in the light 
of myth.l 

In the other category, a formalistic approach is 

used, with literature studied in the light of aesthetic 

structure. The new critical terminology for the poetics 

^Wilbur S. Scott, Five Approaches of Literary Criticism 
(New York: Collier Books, 1962)., 1; cf. James Thorpe (ed.J., 
Relations of Literary Study CNew York: MLA Press, 1967), 
which adds musical and biographical approaches. 
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of modern criticism included "holism," "mimeticism," "anti-

mythicism," and "anti-symbolicism.This interest in 

intrinsic textual possibility led to current emphasis on 

structuralism; for instance, a recent issue of College 

English was devoted to the theme, "Structuralism for 

2 Teachers of Literature," While these approaches are not 

mutually exclusive by definition, certain syntheses are 

more congenial than others in approaching epic poetry. 

The synthesis which seems particularly appropriate 

for the study of American epic is the new historical 

emphasis, whose chief spokesman is Roy Harvey Pearce. He 

is perfectly aware of the dangerous poles of antiquarianism 

and reductionism which have often characterized historical 

criticism? yet he feels literature is "a kind of statement" 

which cannot be dissociated "from the time in which it was 

made or the time in which it was known" (Pearce, His-

toricism, 13-17), Heavily influenced by Erich Auerbach's-

mimetic theory of "a historically active dynamism," and 

A. 0. Lovejoy's "philosophic study of cultural ideas," 

^R. S. Crane, Critics and Criticism (Chicago: Univ. of 
Chicago Press, 1970}, iii. 

2 This issue included a particularly useful article by 
Dorothy B. Selz, "Structuralism for the Non-Specialist." 
College English, 37 (October 1975), 160-166. 
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Pearce's "mimetic historicism" manages to "collapse art 

1 into history," according to Wesley Morris, 

His pertinence for this study is Pearce's concern 

with "the Americanist's burden as teacher" (Pearce, 

Historicism, 46). Worried over the traditional ambivalence 

of Americans toward their literature, he asks, "What is the 

nature of this integrally compounded literary history and 

historical criticism which we so badly need? What sort of 

teaching and study would it produce?" (Pearce, Historicism, 

56).. He insists on our realizing "how all that is new 

results from a particular confrontation of his culture made 

by a particular man at a particular time. We must be ready 

to see that . . . criticism is ineluctably a mode of his

torical understanding ..." (Pearce, Historicism, 59). 

He opts, in short, to "combine a Parringtonian sense of the 

informing power of the historical-cultural situation with a 

New Critical sense of the informing power of the creative 

imagination" (Pearce, Historicism, 601. He thus envisions 

the teacher^as-humanitarian (humanitas is his key term), 

whose "overwhelming consideration derives from his vocation 

as teacher." The humanist finds his "subject-matter" in 

1 Wesley Morris, Toward a New Historicism (Princeton: 
Princeton Univ. Press, 1972)., 146, 167. See Rosalie L, 
Colie, "Literature and History," in James Thorpe (ed.J, 
Relations of Literary Study (New York: MLA Press, 19671, 
15-17, for a slightly different interpretation of Lovejoy's 
influence on intellectual history. Colie's concern is 
with the aesthetic implications; Pearce's with the cultural. 
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his students, his field of study furnishing the "object-

matter" (Pearce, Historicism, 65). Pearce thus synthesizes 

a variety of cultural and historical concerns in his 

teaching; his literature speaks "meaningfully to its con

temporary readers and those who come to it many years 

later," for his historicism sees literature "not merely 

reflective of i.ts moment but of the homogeneity of its 

cultural history as well" (Morris, 156). His emphasis is 

on "nationalism, continuity, and the closed field" of the 

artist's perceptions (Morris, 157). Pearce insists that 

the critic must "move from a sense of the individual style 

of a poem ... to that of its culture" (Pearce, Continuity, 

12). 

It is only one step from these concerns to their 

fusion in analyzing American epic poetry. Specifically, 

Pearce sees the attempts "toward an American epic" as 

providing a dialectic and means of assessing the "signifi

cance for the more general history of our aspiration toward 

not only an American epic but an American poetry" (Pearce, 

HE, 362). His analyses of the epic impulse will be central 

to our forthcoming discussion on teaching specific poems 

in this genre. 

Using historicism as the critical approach and 

epic as the teaching matter is not meant to suggest a 

nostrum for teaching poetry, but only to suggest that the 

elements seem particularly congenial. However, the 
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combination does offer a corrective to much recent litera

ture's centrifugal tendency, away from central societal 

concerns. In a recent issue of College English, devoted 

to the theme "Literacy and Basics," William Lutz commented: 

The constant thrashing about for new and changed 
and faddish and popular ways of enticing more of 
less reluctant students has contributed to a 
real loss of belief in the value of reading and 
writing or any consistent values 

Much of our study has dealt with the consistency and per

sistence of epic values; in addition, the historical frame

work of epic draws from the central metaphors of our 

nationalism'—especially the westering movement. It thus 

counteracts something of the often fragmented pluralistic 

approach which reigned in classrooms of the sixties, 

prompting the "back to basics" concern of the present. 

For instance, John Kinnaird sees this "unprecedented 

pluralism" as a "fundamental problem for reform," rather 

than being "mistaken for a solution or accepted as un

alterable circumstance" which can "breed only more rifts 

. . , more confusion, stagnation, and debilitating 

2 compromise." 

The furor of the sixties—the demand for "rele

vance," the new minority demands, the challenge to 
I 

"'"Quoted by Daniel J. Dieterich, "The Decline in Students' 
Writing Skills." College English, 38 (January 1977}, 468. 

2 John Kinnaird, "What's Happening to the English Cur
riculum." College English, 34 (March 1973), 759. 
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traditional middle-class values—invariably percolated down 

Cor up) to the humanities curriculum, including literary 

studies."'" The centrist defenders of the humanities cur

riculum, such as H. S. Broudy, continue to insist that 

schools must more strongly emphasize "the notion of the 

person as the locus and ultimate criterion of value" in the 

face of impersonal scientific and technological pressures. 

The humanist's contribution to "the search for a life

style, for behavioral forms appropriate to the democratic 

values of our time" is as crucial a contribution as the 

scientist's or technologist's in discovering "those 

sources of value expression that cannot be acquired by 

informational means" (Broudy, 144, 147). Broudy concludes, 

"The current protest against science and technology 

betokens an unwillingness to live in an amoral or de

moralized world; human beings . . . have an incurable 

craving for villains and heroes, i.e., the moral cate

gories" (Broudy, 150-151). 

The literature of the humanities furnishes the most 

important and most accessible of these moral and cultural 

models. "Although the search for cultural models is not 

1 H, S. Broudy, "Democratic Values and Educational Goals," 
The Curriculum; Retrospect and prospect. Seventieth Year
book of the National Society for the Study of Education 
(Chicago: Univ. of Chicago Press, 1971), 140. Cf. S. T. 
Kimball, "Culture, Class and Educational Congruency," in 
Educational Requirements for the 1970's, edited by Stanley 
Elam and W. P. McLure (.New York: Frederick Praeger, 1967) , 
45-50. 
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always conscious, there is no question that a variety of 

media bombard [sicj the individual with various examples 

of culturally appropriate as well as inappropriate 

behavior.""'' The protagonist of western epic literature 

is surely among the most distinguished of these models; in 

the various American manifestations which we will examine, 

the epic hero offers the traditional individualistic 

strengths with intimations of new possibility for individual 

definition. 

Thus, in resisting the centrifugal tendency of 

recent societal pressures upon humanistic literature, in 

drawing upon the central metaphors of our national experi

ence, and in providing affective models, American epic 

poetry surely justifies its wider inclusion in the literary 

curriculum. 

Toward an Integrative Literature 

The sense of reader identification promoted through 

linguistic accessibility and through a sense of place makes 

the American epic particularly valuable for teachers of 

upper secondary and undergraduate literature. Admittedly, 

the native poetic tradition, with its sociological and 

historical freighting, has reeled under the blows of the 

New Criticism and its objectifying approach to the work as 

^"Maia P. Mertz, "Popular Culture and the Social Construction 
of Reality: Some Implications for English Education." 
English Education, 8 CFall 1976), 16. 
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artifact-icon. However, a new interest in literary 

historicism seems currently apparent. Many negative 

answers resound to Robert Spiller's question, "Is Literary 

History Obsolete?" After recognizing the validity of 

analytical approaches to a poem, Spiller insists we must 

move outward to its context, avoiding the idea "that a work 

of art can exist outside any context." He concludes, "Man 

cannot long be content with a present in which the only 

reality is in being. Only by an appreciation of the past 

can he set his experience in the dimension of time and 

regain his faith in the reality of becoming" (Spiller, 3511, 

Jan Corstuis flatly states, "The anti-historical attitude 

with respect to the study of literature is indirectly 

2 furthered by new criticism and structuralism." And last, 

that stalwart defender of American historicism, Roy H. 

Pearce, insists that our task as scholars is "not only to 

see literature in history, but to see history in litera

ture; to understand that the art of reading a poem is an 

act of at once appropriating and being appropriated by its 

history . . , . 

"^Robert Spiller, "Is Literary History Obsolete?" College 
English, 24 (February 19631, 377. 

2 Jan B. Corstuis, "Literary History and the Study of Litera
ture." New Literary History, 2 (Autumn 1970}., 6 7 .  

3 Pearce, Historicism, 7. See also Chapter 2, "Literature, 
History, and Humanism," 46-63. 
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The preoccupation with text during the last thirty 

years or so has also allowed teaching literature in a sort 

of vacuum. The "economic, political and social history" 

which might impinge on the work and the "relationship of 

literature and other arts" has been largely ignored, at 

least until recently, in teacher preparation programs.'1' 

However, in the past decade there has been resurgent 

interest in a more cohesive, integrative literary study to 

offset the excesses of the subjective, fragmentary approach 

of much textual criticism. A recent position paper of the 

College English Association flatly asserts, "The nature of 

literary experience and interpretation is falsified if the 

2 work is conceived as an object." Walter Slatoff insists 

even itfbre strongly, 

Insofar as we divorce the study of literature from 
the study of reading and view literary works as 
objects to be analyzed rather than human expres
sions to be reacted to . . . insofar as we favor 
form over content, objectivity over subjectivity, 
detachment over involvement, theoretical over real 
readers ... we reduce the power of literature and 
protect ourselves from it.-* 

^Michael Helfand, "Some Observations on ITTE 'Knowledge of 
Literature: Competency Test C.'" English Education, 1 
(Fall 1975), 33. 

2 Robert Foulke and Joan E. Hartman (eds.), "What Authorizes 
the Study of Literature?" Position Paper of Committee on 
the Undergraduate Curriculum of the College English 
Association, College English, 37 (January 19761r 473. 
IHereafter cited as CEA Paper . J 

3 Walter J. Slatoff, With Respect to Readers Clthaca: 
Cornell Univ. Press, 1970), 167-168. 
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This new direction in teaching literature arises 

partially from a renewed concern with the audience. 

Teachers of literature too often have found themselves 

speaking primarily to each other, the preciousness of their 

critical vocabulary lost on a generation of students who 

could not or would not understand it."'" Although I. A. 

Richards, the doyen of the analytical (i.e., practical) 

critical approach to literary teaching, adapted his dicta 

somewhat between the 1929 publication of Practical 

Criticism and his 1938 publication of Interpretation in 

Teaching, the die had been cast for a generation of 

teachers. In the rarified atmosphere of textual criticism, 

there seemed something a little grubby in rooting about for 

information on the author and his time. 

Then, in addition to lack of a shared critical 

vocabulary, there developed a widening gap in shared 

cultural response, because of the burgeoning college en

rollments of the sixties. The startled instructor, often 

ill-prepared by an exquisite approach to literature, now 

faced an unprecedentedly diverse group of students— 

socially, economically, culturally, and ethnically. There 

was at once a greater need for the traditional integrative 

^Anthony Arthur, "Plus ca change . . .: Practical Criticism 
Revisited." College English, 38 (February 1977), 584, 
587. 
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function of literature, and a lesser chance of shared per

ceptions and responses. 

Yet the teaching of literature has always aimed at 

strengthening cultural bonds; the mushrooming new audiences 

simply presented a new challenge. As one member of the CEA 

committee described the situation: 

We can no longer predict what our students' 
responses to literature are or be sure that 
what we say about it has or has always had 
communal sanction. . . . The legacy of the 
sixties is a need to meet students on their 
own ground instead of taking it for granted 
that they will meet us on ours (CEA Paper, 4691. 

A slightly earlier statement by the NCTE Commission 

on literature had also warned against those teaching 

approaches which stress only "the imposing riches of 'the 

cultural heritage' and have tended to neglect the dis

tinctive transforming effect of literature. Yet the 

Commission also saw danger in the tendency to limit the 

aims of literature to relentless "relevant" skills and 

concerns. This trend to "meet children's needs," or to 

"promote maturity," "effective living," "child development," 

etc. overlooks the creative potential of literature: "Not 

only does literature carry, reinforce, and illustrate 

beliefs, values, and ideas—literature (.the process of 

"'"William Stafford, "Friends to This Ground." A Statement 
of the Commission on Literature (Champaign: NCTE Press, 
1967L, 8, iHereafter cited as "Commission Statement."] 
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making it and reading it) creates those values, beliefs, 

and ideas" ("Commission Statement," 10-11), 

Thus the teacher of literature struggles between 

the Scylla of literature as an appendage of the social 

sciences (including movements toward "accountability" in 

its teaching), and the Charybdis of literature as pro

mulgator of elitist traditional values. Can teaching 

literature still combine the transmission of cultural 

values, the recognition of some degree of scholastic 

rigor, and the affective delight of exploring new personal 

vistas? Obviously most teachers feel it can; in spite of 

present buffetings, they "would maintain literature through 

IthisJ complex interval of trial" ("Commission Statement," 

28).. While their approaches and rationales vary widely, I 

should like to suggest the study of the American epic, 

using the framework of literary historicism, as a fruitful 

possibility for their classrooms. 

Purposes of Response—Curriculum 

No one involved in teaching today can be unaware 

of the controversy generated by the teacher accountability 

argument, involving more precise measurement of overtly 

observed behaviors. Although this study is concerned with 

qualitative content approaches, some mention of the pressure 

toward quantitative measurement of literary response seems 

obligatory, "Response itself," says Alan Purves, "the most 
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vaunted goal of literary education, is unmeasurable 

He insists that we presently lack valid means of 

evaluation to deal with covert response—the whole range of 

affective behaviors. He decries our dependence on "linear" 

measurements, urging us to entertain more open and tenta

tive alternative directions in evaluation (Behavioral 

Objectives, 92-95}. Purves speaks of the increasing 

influence of the "anti-intellectual cost accountant," and 

the threat he poses to literary study: 

Now the payoff of literature is not always mani
fest. We cannot prove that it does any good. 
Oh, it helps the literacy rate somewhat, but we 
don't think it affects our attitudes much. 
. . . However lit} gives the student a chance to 
try different ways of structuring and con
trolling the flux of experience around him 
(Behavioral Objectives, 96). 

Although a catalogue of behavioral objectives was 

presented in 1972 by the Tri-University BOE study, the 

report of the NCTE Task Force for Measurement and Evalua

tion, headed by Purves, prevailed. The NCTE resolved to 

oppose such competency-based objectives for teacher educa

tion, citing "inadequate research to justify commitment to 

competency/performance based teacher education (CBTE) as 

Alan C. Purves, "Measure what men are doing. Plan for what 
man might become," in On Writing Behavioral Objectives for 
English, edited by John Maxwell and Anthony Tovatt 
(Champaign: NCTE Press, 1970), 90. This book provides a 
useful summary of the controversial positions. I.Hereafter 
cited as Behavioral Objectives.3 
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the sole format and approach to teacher education in the 

English Language Arts."''" 

Purposes of Response—Readers 

If we share the view that behavioral measurement 

may not be amenable to describing the affective qualities 

and responses of literary study, what are desirable out

comes of such study? We know that "existing methodologies, 

to the extent that they are rigorous, do not seem adapted 

to the variable processes of reaching literary under

standing; taste and sensibility are not subject to verifi

cation" CCEA Paper, 476).. Again, the CEA Committee 

suggests a cogent direction: "It may be possible to see 

'resymbolization' or 're-enactment' in the reader as the 

basis of the intellectual and affective experience of 

reading and teaching" (CEA Paper, 4 7 6 ) .  

Such redirection involves the sort of transaction 

between reader and work described recently by Louise 

Rosenblatt, and seems a logical extension of her position 

on the affective possibility of personal exploration 

2 through literature. The CEA Committee saw opportunity 

for new directions in teaching through use of this 

"'"Editor NCTE: To the Members, "1974 Resolutions on Issues 
in Teacher Education.". College English, 36 (April 1975), 
957-958. 

2 Louise M. Rosenblatt, "Towards a Transactional Theory of 
Reading." Journal of Reading Behavior, 1 (Winter 1969), 
31-47. 
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approach, where "the first world of literature, our 

psyches, and the second world of literature, historical 

reality, can safely be confused." Teachers will assist 

this "con-fusing" by encouraging it "in the interest of 

formulating shareable interpretations." Thus the objec

tive methodologies so characteristic of much past literary 

study would be recognized "as part of a more inclusive 

process or inter-play between the inner and outer aspects 

of our constantly evolving experience" (CEA Paper, 477). 

A group of psychoanalytic critics have moved 

steadily in this direction during the past decade. At 

least one college has developed a set of materials cate

gorizing systems of reader response in the light of 

"aspects of the text to which readers respond . , . socio

logical, ideological, psychological, ethical, epistemo-

logical, and ontological.George Hillocks praises such 

innovation, noting that few either traditional or "innova

tive" courses "are likely to provide the student with a 

perspective from which he can view the whole of literature, 

a perspective of the utmost importance to secondary school 

English teachers," He concludes that both at secondary and 

college level, most courses have largely ignored the 

"'"George Hillocks, Jr., "Category Systems, Reader Response, 
and Teaching Literature," in Protokollon; Guide to the Film 
Series 'Responding to Literature,' edited by R. W. Lid and 
Philip Handler (Northridge: California State University 
Foundation, 1976), 43. 
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"student response to literature," and that increased under

standing of the "types and levels of responses" would 

allow development of curricula "with the power to encourage 

more meaningful and sophisticated responses to literature" 

(Hillocks, 44). 

Earlier attempts to define the role of teacher and 

student in these responses, such as the seminal Dartmouth 

Seminar of 1966, also stressed the less traditionally 

measurable responses. Said one conferee in speaking of 

more open-ended approaches, "Thus together the questions 

and the responses provide occasion for observation of 

growth. That they lead to no experience of comprehending 

a work of art is of no matter. They demonstrate the fact 

of individual differences; this is enough.""'" 

If some eschewed such "comprehension" altogether, 

others tried to refine "the elements of engagement-

involvement" into schema which would allow certain dis-

2 criminations in describing literary curricula. Others 

focused less on the categorization of response and more on 

"'"Wallace Douglas, "On Historical Influences in English 
Teaching," in Response to Literature, edited by James R. 
Square CChampaign: NCTE Press, 1968), 59. 

2 Alan C. Purves and Victoria Rippere, Elements of Writing 
about a Literary Work: A Study of Responise to Literature 
CChampaign: NCTE Press, 1968) (NCTE Research Report 9), 
10-14, passim. 
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the dynamics of the interaction process.^ Still others 

saw "language, literature, and human psychology" as com

prising a single entity for which subjective criticism 

2 offered great promise for response interpretation. 

That these new analyses of purpose for reader 

response have already provided new teaching approaches is 

heartening; that they show a growing awareness throughout 

the profession of a need for a new rationale for literature 

3 teaching is their real contribution. 

Historicism, American Epic, and Reader Response 

This exceedingly brief discussion of recent 

developments in teaching literature preludes the attempt 

1 Norman N. Holland, The Dynamics of Literary Response (New 
York: Oxford Univ. Press, 1968). An application of these 
ideas is described in Norman N. Holland and Murray 
Schwartz, "The Delphi Seminar." College English, 36 (March 
1975), 789-800. 

2 David Bleich, "Pedagogical Directions in Subjective 
Criticism." College English, 37 (January 1976)., 454-467. 
See also David Bleich, "Subjective Character of Critical 
Interpretation." College English, 36 (March 19751, 739-
755. 

3 
A useful annotated bibliography of subjective criticism 
is found in Bleich, "Pedagogical Directions," 467. The 
most comprehensive bibliography on reader response is by 
Alan C. Purves and Richard Beach, Literature and the 
Reader; Research in Response to Literature, Reading 
Interests and the Teaching of Literature (Urbana: NCTE 
Press, 1972).. This is invaluable to any study of the 
field. Another helpful annotated bibliography is N. S. 
Blount, "Research on Teaching Literature, Language and 
Composition," in Second Handbook of Research on Teaching, 
edited by R, M, Travers (Chicago: Rand, McNally and Co., 
1973), 1072-1097. 
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to integrate historicism as a context, reader interaction 

as an approach, and American epic as content stimulus for 

the reader response. This is consistent with the confluent 

theory of English education which aims at "integrating 

cognitive and affective domains in teaching and learning."'*' 

Although this study is not quantitative, it seeks a means, 

as do all those studies mentioned above, "to meet student 

needs . . . and honor the subject matter of English 

language and Literature" (Yeomans, ix). The profession's 

recognition of new emphasis on student response is indi

cated by the formation of a new Committee on Fostering 

Student Interest in the Reading of Literature in November, 

1976, NCTE President Charlotte Huck observed that "many 

of our teachers do not see the significance of integrating 

the language arts . . . Iwhile concernedj about the skills 

of teaching reading., . . . Little attention is given to 

children's purposes for reading or their desire to read 

2 for meaning . , . ." 

Teaching the American epic should offer opportunity 

for more teachers to .participate in discovery such as this: 

X used to believe . . , that it was most important 
to provide the student with certain skills which 

^"T. R. Yeomans, "Toward a Confluent Theory of the Teaching 
of English," Diss., Univ. of California, Santa Barbara, 
1973, 11. 

2 Editor NCTE, "For the Members." College English, 37 
(January 1976}, 542, 546. 
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he would then proceed to apply. . . . But I 
also have come to appreciate more fully the 
importance of the immediate experience which 
the student has in the artistic or aesthetic 
transaction itself while in the very contact 
with a work of literary art . . . and that this 
is a highly personal experience, not simply a 
preparation for something else, that the read
ing of a poem is not done in order to learn how 
to read poems in the future, but that this 
reading is now and has to be meaningful in the 
instant of time, in the very moment of per
formance. 1 

There would seem to be a built-in predisposition 

toward an effective personal experience in the very 

material of American epic poetry. We have already men

tioned the predeliction for cultural models so apparent 

in adolescence; the epic's hero-model, no matter what his 

status, reaffirms the generally positive, integrative 

aspects of our culture. Whether male or female, the epic 

protagonist displays the characteristics of stalwart 

compassion which have always been central to the American 

psyche. Too, we have mentioned the central metaphor of 

boundless opportunity culturally ingrained from our west

ward experience. If these elements would seem to promote 

affective identifications, the epic also offers evident 

cognitive values in its recreation of historical scene and 

action. 

Haskell M, Block, "Remarks," in Generating Literary 
Appreciation Among High School and College Students, edited 
by R. F. Roeming. University of Wisconsin Seminar Pro
ceedings (Milwaukee: Univ. of Wisconsin Press, June, 1971), 
4. 
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Indeed, it is this recognizable historical context 

and creation of an accessible hero which give the American 

epic primary audience appeal. The westering impulse is so 

familiar in its many guises through other media that the 

narratives will be immediately recognizable. Additionally, 

the use of vernacular idiom in most of them further pro

motes the student's sense of familiarity. The western, no 

matter what its manifestation, "is a genre we will not let 

go of," says one survey of recent student reading."'" By 

using the approach suggested by historical context, the 

teacher can further encourage the identifications. Even 

Bleich endorses the approach as decreasing the distance 

between the reader and the "author's greatness" since 

"Biographical knowledge helps the reader transform an 

author from an authority into a person, and thereby 

reduces the narcissism in reading" (Bleich, "Pedagogical 

Directions," 465).. 

Nor should the instructor quail before the charge 

that much epic or westering literature is "second-rate" 

and somehow unworthy of a pristine literary curriculum of 

"approved" authors. Not only has much recent elective 

literature been offered under only the imprimatur of 

"relevancy," but it has surely lacked most of the positive 

attributes outlined above in regard to its integrative and 

"''John H. Irsfeld, "What Students Read Outside of Class," 
English Education, 2 (Winter 1977}, 90. 
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modeling potential. Furthermore, there is some evidence 

that our exclusiveness has been counter-productive, that the 

dangers of leaving too much out may be as serious as being 

too inclusive. Newton Arvin writes: 

Literary taste can be hospitable and compre
hensive without necessarily losing sight of real 
distinctions, and there is such a thing as a 
wholesome fear of losing something precious as 
well as of being deceived by something second 
rate. A vigorous taste is not inevitably a coarse 
one; an eclectic taste is not inevitably 
promiscuous, and there is now a certain urgency in 
the necessity for restoring some damaged reputa
tions, . . . the canon of acceptable writers has 
grown alarmingly small.1 

The fact that a central cultural experience such as 

our westward movement has not yet been enshrined in the 

definitive epic should not deter us from presenting the 

many attempts to do so. Colie argues: 

Sometimes what is interesting is that great 
events are not worthily represented in the 
arts—the literature of the European Resistance 
is usually technically inept, and concentration-
camp literature and art, although extremely 
moving, is rarely so for its aesthetic success. 
If we take the example of Tolstoy as normative, 
then we can expect to wait a long time before 
the significance of an overwhelming historical 
event . . . can be proportioned into art CColie, 
"Literature," 10). 

Finally, even the Commission on Literature has 

recommended inclusion of "what the more austere would call 

inferior materials," and defends the choice since "reading, 

like other experiences, has levels which open out toward 

"'"Cited by Richard Ruland, "Longfellow and the Modern 
Reader." English Journal, 55 (September 1966), 668. 
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its full potential. The point of the whole effort is to 

help the student upward by attainable degrees" ("Commission 

Statement," 22). The spectrum of narrative complexity 

found in the various epic poems offers the opportunity for 

tailoring curriculum choices to various class levels. The 

American epic offers something for everyone. 

Selected Poems 

Undoubtedly, various poems other than the seven to 

be described below could be chosen for effective classroom 

use. However, these show both the steady poetic impulse of 

American epic poetry over the past half-century and the 

broad dimensions of American epic concerns. They cover 

subjects from the westward movement, the Civil War, the 

Spanish Conquest, and the Puritan repressions, to emerging, 

modern mechanical dynamism. They do not blink at the dark 

strains in our historical experience, particularly re

garding treatment of the Negro and Indian. This magnitude 

of vision, which still allows an underlying affirmation in 

spite of recognizing cultural and personal fallibility, 

distinguishes the epic attempt. Without exception, each 

poet has a sense of the epic vision and has expressed it 

through a complex narration. Again, for our teaching 

approach, the epic motive will be considered less thoroughly 

than the integrative thrust expressed through vernacular 

idiom and potent realistic environment. 
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A note on the chronology also is needed here. In 

Part II, we considered the watershed year of 1855 as both 

the end of Indian romance-epic and the start of the new 

vernacular epic. Yet our first poem for consideration here 

does not appear until 1915; what then of the epic during 

the intervening period? Donald Foerster quotes one critic 

as saying, "In an age of steam it seems almost idle to 

speak of Dante." However, Foerster quickly points out 

that although "the great poets of the past" may have 

appeared "alien to a world that was busily building 

machines, to one that was keenly aware of the almost 

illimitable possibilities of biology, chemistry, and 

physics," there is another side. "In the thirty years from 

1880 to 191Q, in fact, more books and essays and journalis

tic articles were written about epic poetry and poems than 

in any other thirty-year span of time" (Foerster, Fortunes, 

160). Spencer also remarks the "renascent interest in 

national history" as diverting attention from regional 

writers toward "a homogeneous and distinctive New World 

character" which would be "impregnated by the confident 

vigor of the whole national development" (Spencer, 242-

243). The advent of World War I further intensified our 

nationalistic sense, leading to what Edith Stone calls "the 

twentieth century rediscovery of the frontier." In short, 

"*"Edith Stone, "Democratic Values in Modern Narrative Poems." 
Diss., Univ. of Michigan, 1960, 1. 
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after another relatively brief hiatus, epic composition 

burst forth with renewed vigor in the second decade of this 

century. 

We will consider these poems in the order in which 

they were composed, rather than by subject matter chron

ology. This will emphasize the persistence of the effort 

toward epic poetry in American letters. However, as 

critical literature concerning each of these poems is 

readily available, relatively few critical references will 

be included in this section unless they pertain precisely 

to some aspect of teaching that poem. Instead, I will 

suggest various illustrations from each work which seem 

particularly likely to promote the reader interaction 

described earlier. 

The Mountain Men—1915-1941 

Himself a teacher and student of epic literature, 

John G. Neihardt was determined to compose an epic narra

tive celebrating the conquest of the West. The result was 

a five-part effort eventually entitled A Cycle of the West, 

composed over twenty^-nine years. The three "Songs" 

depicting the white trappers and explorers concern us 

here, gathered under the title, The Mountain Men; they 

include "The Song of Hugh Glass" C1915J, "The Song of Three 



Friends" (1919)_, and "The Song of Jed Smith" (1941)."'" The 

two remaining works deal with the White and Indian con-

2 flicts, and were published under separate cover. 

The drama inherent in the legendary ordeal of Hugh 

Glass, only lately immortalized by both movies and TV, 

gives the instructor an edge in presenting the admittedly 

embroidered adventures of members of the Ashley-Henry 

expedition of 1822. This earliest of Neihardt's songs 

shows the uncomfortable accommodation of his epic purpose 

to his narrative materials in a generally uneven pattern 

of diction; lines like these abound: 

For 'twas a month ere honking geese would fly 
Southward before the Great White Hunter's face 
(p. 129] . 

. . . where no fruits 
of herb or vine or shrub might brave the land 
Spread rooflike ' twixt the Moreau and the Grand 
Cp- 169) . 

In addition to his awkward attempt at elevated 

description, Neihard also showed less innovation in 

narrative than in the two other "Songs"-^almost the whole 

poem is told from the omniscient point of view. The few 

essays into dialogue are not successful: 

^"John G. Neihardt, The Mountain Men, Vol. I of A Cycle of 
the West (Lincoln: Univ. of Nebraska Press, 1971). IA11 
page references are from this edition.J 

2 John G. Neihardt,* Twilight of the Sioux, Vol. II of A 
Gycle of the West (Lincoln: Univ. of Nebraska Press, 
1971L. 



"I can not rest; for I am but the ghost 
Of someone murdered by a friend," he said, 
"So long as yonder traitor thinks me dead, 
Aye, buried in the bellies of the crows 
And kiotes!" 

Whereupon said one of those 
Who heard him, noting how the old man shook 
As with a chill: "God fend that one should look 
With such a blizzard of a face for me!" 
(p. 222) . 

Yet even such unwieldiness cannot disguise the 

gripping heroism; furthermore, there are evocations of 

scenes of undoubted authority with almost mystical power 

Three Indian horsemen riding at a jog 
Their ponies, wading belly-deep in fog, 
That clung along the valley, seemed to swim, 
And through a thinner vapor moving dim, 
The men were ghost-like. 

Could they be the Sioux? 
(p. 200). 

His indirect conversation is more skillful: 

And was the friendlike fire a Jamie too? 
Across the twilit consciousness of Hugh 
The old obsession like a wounded bird 
Fluttered. 

He got upon his knees and stirred 
The feathery ash; but not a spark was there 
Cp. 217) . 

His authentic detail striking: 

But see! a lodge-flap swings; a squaw appears 
Hunched with the sudden cold. Her footsteps creak 
Shrill in the hush. She stares upon the bleak, 
White skyline for a moment, then goes in. 
We follow her, push back the flap of skin, 
Enter the lodge, inhale the smoke-tanged air 
And blink upon the little faggot-flare 
That blossoms in the center of the room. 

While there are powerful localizations of scene, particu

larly where the agonized Glass crawls across the alkali 

desert, the gripping sense of personal heroism itself is 
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perhaps the strongest recommendation for teaching this work. 

Neihardt was not yet sure of his voice here. 

"The Song of Three Friends," published four years 

later, still betrays lack of tone control, but it is far 

more ambitious in terms of dialogue and flexible narrative 

stance. The authority of Neihardt's scenic detail is again 

one of the poem's strongpoints. However, the epic preten

sions are still paramount in the Iliad-like theme of 

vengeance over a woman and in the Greek epigraph. The 

determinedly steady iambic pentamenter still inhibits the 

flexibility the poet would achieve in the "Smith" song. 

Although there are the same attempts to fit traditional 

"poetic" diction patterns to descriptions of the Rocky 

Mountains: 

But hark! What murmuring of far-flung cries 
From yonder pocket in the folded rise 
That flanks the draw? The herders also hear 
And with a start glance upward to the rear 
(p. 22). 

And some unfortunate attempts at dialect: 

Says I, and shure me language was plite, 
•And did ye year me little joke?' says I, 
*1 did,' says he. 'And can't ye laugh, me b'y?' 
'I can't' says he, the sassy little chap 
Cp. 16). 

There are, nevertheless, intimations of the vividly 

authentic pictu^ation which would characterize the later 

work; 

And, Mike, that fracas in the Vide Poche dive! 
Can you forget it long as you're alive?— 
A merry time! Us strollin' arm-in-arm 
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From drink to drink, not calculatin' harm, 
But curious, because St. Louis town 
Fair boiled with greasy mountain men, come down 
All brag and beaver, howlin' for a spree! 
(p. 54). 

And now the riders mount and breast the fogs 
Flung down as wool upon the flat. They dip 
And rise and float, submerging to the hip, 
Turn slowly into shadow men, and fade 
Cp. 91). 

Here, fanged and famished, crawled the prickly pear; 
Malevolent with thirst, the soap weed thrust 
Its barbed stilettos from the arid dust, 
Defiant of the rain-withholding blue: 
And in the midst a lonely scrub oak grew, 
A crooked dwarf that, in the pictured bog 
Of its own shadow, squatted like a frog 
Cp. 116). 

These passages carry the Whitmanesque connotations 

of the radiance of particularized "things," for Neihardt 

was aware that this particular vestige of the West was 

fast-disappearing. He wrote from a peculiar vantage point 

at the dusk of an era; its fading during his own lifetime 

gave him that sense of urgency which characterizes epic 

composers. While insight and proximity do not assure 

effective poetry, they do give his work a sense of 

immediacy and depth beyond his early technical skill. 

The skill was much more pronounced with the 

publication of "The Song of Jed Smith" in 1941, the last 

work in the Cycle. Again, recent depictions on movies and 

TV should make the instructor's work easier, as the students 

may be aware of the story. Somewhat shorter than the other 

two, this song shows, nevertheless, a great advance in 
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narrative control. Using a sophisticated technique of the 

frame dialogue with a flashback, Neihardt handles greatly 

improved characterization through dialogue, showing his 

self-confidence in tones ranging from banter to pensive-

ness: 

. . . "Hitch and make yourself at home," 
One bantered: "Hang your hat upon a star 
The house is yours. Whatever else you are, 
it's not a horsethief by the nag you've got!" 
(p. 3) . 

. . .  I t  w a s  o n  t h e  S n a k e  o n e  d a y .  
Alone and far from home, we sat there glum, 
Remembering how many friends had come 
To crow meat since we crossed the Great Divide; 
And, after long, he looked at me and sighed 
And said: "I wish I knew where Evans went. 
The man's a scholar. Only accident 
Has made him less than poet." Who but he 
Was like to know?" (p. 8) . 

In addition to these more sophisticated devices of charac

terization and tone, this section also gives some of the 

strongest evocations of the spirit of these westering men: 

"Yes," said Evans, "it was hell; 
But there was heaven too. I want to tell 
About the lives we lived, the deaths we died 
Together. I've been telling it inside 
These empty years alone"(p. 58). 

There we stayed 
A couple days to let the critters eat, 
And jerk the leavings of the pony meat 
Against the chance there'd not be game enough. 
For we were down to traps and trading stuff— 
Red bolted goods and blankets, fufaraws, 
Like beads and looking glasses, for the squaws, 
And knives and arrow metal for the men, 
So be it we should ever see again 
A human face but ours Cp. 35). 
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Again, the veracity of detail gives an extra dimension to 

even the simplest incident: 

Greasewood throve 
Along the valley, and a stunted grove, 
That huddled yonder by the river, made 
The only promise of a little shade 
In all that bowl of glare. Two yapping dogs 
Came bristling; and we saw a house of logs 
Squat-roofed with 'dobe in among the trees 
Cp. 44). 

There was a rocky hill 
Beyond a soda flat. It seemed to float 
Upon a bright white water. Creosote 
And greasewood grew and gaudy cactus bloomed. 
All over it. Beyond, the mountains loomed 
Not very far away. And when we neared 
The gray-green hill, there suddenly appeared 
A man and woman, standing to the waist 
In brush . . . Cp. 89) . 

His use of the pathetic fallacy in describing Smith's 

scene also reveals his mastery of technique; the rattle

snake imagery is used as a triggering device in another 

poem we sh^ll consider, Brother to Dragons. Here, toof the 

ageless curse is evoked: 

Once it was a rattlesnake 
That brought it back! The very devil's land 
It was—all tumbled rock and shale and s^nd 
Where squatty cactus starved and no sage grew. 
It was the time the moon was starving too 
And came up late and feeble, withering 
Because there was a curse on everything 
In all the world (p. 93). 

The effective description has evolved into a narrative 

component instead of extraneous detail; the tone, narrative, 

and environmental arch-image have finally been combined 

into a gripping poem. 
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Offering as they do such a clear progression in 

technique, the poems could be studied at one level in those 

terms. But in addition, the careful chronology and locale 

followed by the author make these works amenable to a core 

class study or to project work with maps, dramatic presenta

tions, or perhaps investigation of community origins here 

in the West. The three works can accommodate a variety of 

skills and interests, but their overriding sense of adven

ture and heroism should hardly fail to grip the adolescent 

—:-or older—imagination. 

John Brown's Body—1928 

Like Neihardt, Stephen Vincent Benet also saw the 

epic potential in several varieties of American experience. 

„ His projected sweeping narrative, Western Star, if finished, 

might well have been the definitive poetic account of our 

westward expansion. As it was, however, he finished only 

his epic account of the Civil War, giving us John Brown's 

Body as his prime accomplishment."'' 

Elsewhere in a discussion of teaching American 

epic literature, I have outlined several "particularly 

dramatic and provocative" suggestions for teaching this 

^Stephen Vincent Benet, John Brown's Body (New York: 
Rinehart & Co., 1928}. lAll citatxons are from this 
edition.J 
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poem."'" In this abbreviated discussion, therefore, I shall 

emphasize Benet's masterly dramatic diction and evocative 

use of locale, rather than concentrating on his dramatic 

structure, per se. The variety of the diction patterns 

is paramount, however, as the piece readily lends itself 

to dramatic presentation or a readers' theater adaptation. 

Benet juggles blank verse, lyric quatrain, and even prose 

to obtain the desired effect; his own editor remarked that 

"it is too fluent for a classic taste, bursting out at 

corners. . . . But this poem could have been done success-

2 fully only this way now . . . ." It is a tour de force of 

poetic meter; yet each form is accessible, most are 

powerful, some are delightful. 

Benet's invocation to the "American muse" antici

pates the vision of Crane's Bridge; 

And now to see you is more difficult yet 
Except as an immensity of wheel 
Made up of wheels, oiled with inhuman sweat 
And glittering with the heat of ladled steel 
Cp. 5] . 

He recognizes his paradoxical task as epic artist and 

American singer: 

Art has no nations--but the mortal sky 
Lingers like gold in immortality. 

1 "Epics in America: John Brown's Body," in Teaching the 
Epic, edited by Margaret Fleming (Urbana: NCTE Press, 
1974), 60-61. 

2 Henry Seidel Canby, in Benet, xv. 
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This flesh was seeded from no foreign grain 
But Pennsylvania and Kentucky wheat, 

And it has soaked in California rain 
And five years tempered in New England sleet 
Cp. 7). 

Benet's incomparable ability to evoke atmosphere is 

evident in the prelude, "The Slaver": 

The dark sobbing ebbed away. 
The captain was still talking. "Yes," he said, 
"And yet we treat 'em well enough. There's no one 
From Salem to the Guinea Coast can say 
They lose as few as I do." He stopped. 

"Well, Mister?" 
The mate arose. "Good night sir and—" 

"Good night" 
Cp. 13). 

Another sort of atmosphere is created before a battle: 

The congressmen came out to see Bull Run, 
The congressmen who like free shows and spectacles. 
They brought their wives and carriages along, 
They brought their speeches and their picnic-lunch, 
Their black constituent-hats and their devotion; 
Some even brought a little whiskey, too, 
CA little whiskey is a comforting thing 
For congressmen in the sun, in the heat of the 
sun.) (p. 79). 

His omniscience is ironic, the exterior and interior detail 

smoothly melded whenever indirect comment is intended. He 

uses vivid dialogue or exterior detail to reveal character: 

"What about Little Mac?" 
"Well, Gawd knows what's happened to him," 

Said Bailey, flatly, "Maybe he's captured, too, 
Maybe they captured Old Abe and everyone else. 
I don't know-—you can't tell from those lyin * Rebs," 

There was a silence. Ellyat lay on his back 
And watched the flies on the wall for quite a long 
time (p. 182) . 
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His greatest narrative distance is reserved for actual 

prose comments of record, which he presents without 

intrusion—as in John Brown's address to the court: 

I have, may it please the Court, a few words to 
say. 

In the first place I deny everything but what I 
have 

all along admitted: of a design on my part to free 
slaves . . • Cp. 48). 

The teaching potential in such passages is un

limited. The poetic materials might be contrasted with 

any of the well-known Civil War prose biographies in terms 

of actual people or events. This should help the students 

recognize both the comprehensiveness of Benet's vision, and 

the disparate nuances that are possible in different 

writers' approaches to "objective" historical incidents. 

The ballads interspersed tliroughout the narrative also offer 

oblique commentaries of a different sort than prose and 

might stimulate same students into comparison or per

formance. 

This is perhaps the place to meet any charges of 

stereotyping in Benet's portrayal of the negro characters. 

Given a hypersensitivity now current in our classroom 

materials to racial slurs, the teacher still need not feel 

any apology is needed for this poem. Only a superficial 

reader could object to the characterizations of Cudjo, the 

family retainer, Spade, the fieldhand, or Aunt Bess, the 

nurse. These characters must be taken with the equally 
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typed white individuals, and seen against the pattern of 

the whole poem. The previous allusion to the slave-ship 

indicates Benet's concern with the earliest slavery 

rationalizations. "They were arguments which had been 

largely forgotten . . . but Benet believed they were worth 

reviewing for a generation that thought of slavery of any 

kind as something safely in the past and not worth worrying 

about" CStone, 99). 

Benet1s description of Aunt Bess gives his poet's 

recognition of the tragic irony of the slave situation: 

—Curious blossom from bitter ground, 
Master of masters who left you bound, 
Who shall unravel the mingled strands 
Or read the anomaly of your hands? 
They have made you a shrine and a humorous fable, 
But they kept you a slave while they were able, 
And yet, there was something between the two 
That you shared with them and they shared with you, 
Brittle and dim, but a streak of gold, 
A genuine kindness, unbought, unsold, 
Graciousness founded on helpless wrong 
But queerly living and queerly strong . « . 
Cp. 139}. 

His metaphor in the "Prelude" of the "tree of shadow/A 

black-leaved tree whose trunk and roots were shadow" (p. 

12) is consistent in the "curious blossom" which appears a 

hundred years later from the "bitter ground." The point is 

not whether the character is stereotyped and thus objec

tionable by definition, but whether the trait is consistent 

with the theme and other character portrayals. In fact, 

of the "three stout pillars that held up all/The weight and 

tradition of Wingate Hall," the southern pride, two were 
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negro (p. 139). And "as they looked at each other, black 

and white/For a slow-paced moment across the light," Cudjo 

and his mistress recognize more than family silver has 

been buried: 

What he buried was Wingate Hall, 
Himself and the moon and the toddy-sippers .... 
And every bit of the world he knew, 
Master and lady and house and slave, 
All smoothed down in a single grave (p. 309). 

The epic poet seeks to portray the spirit of an age; 

as long as he does not distort his generalized figures, it 

would be as unfair to encourage a revisionist attitude in 

our students as an insensitive one. Benet's larger design 

is fully consistent with our increased concern for minority 

contributions today, and the student should not be exposed 

only to literature chosen on the basis of hindsight. 

The Bridge—1930 

Benet's reference to the "immensity of wheel . . . 

glittering with the heat of ladled steel" echoes Hart 

1 Crane's great technological metaphor in The Bridge.. 

Crane's controversial effort to give a bridge epic dimension 

contains clear references to his intent: 

Like hails, farewells—up planet-sequined heights 
Some trillion whispering hammers glimmer Tyre; 
Serenely, sharply up the long anvil cry 
Of inchling aeons silence rivets Troy. 
And you, aloft there—Jason! hesting Shout! 
("Atlantis," p. 74). 

^"Hart Crane, The Bridge (New York: Liveright, 1933; rpt. , 
1970). IAll references are to this edition.j 
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Perhaps the strongest indication of his epic design is his 

invocation and reverence to Walt Whitman in the "Cape 

Hatteras" section: 

But who has held the heights more sure than thou, 
0 Walti—Ascensions of thee hover in me now 
As thou at junctions elegiac, there, of speed 
With vast eternity, dost wield the rebound seed! 
The competent loam, the probably grass,—travail 
Of tides awash the pedestal of Everest, fail. 
Not less than thou in pure impulse inbred 
To answer deepest soundings! 0, upward from the dead 
Thou bringest tally, and a pact, new bound 
Of living brotherhood! Cpp. 44-45). 

Whitman thus provides the impetus to "answer deepest 

soundings," while Brooklyn Bridge provides the arch-image. 

Throughout this section Crane's allusions reveal this 

duality: 

Our Meistersinger, thou set breath in steel; 
And it was thou who on the boldest heel 
Stood up and flung the span on even wing 
Of that great Bridge, our Myth, whereof I sing! 

To course that span of consciousness thou'st named 
The Open Road—thy vision is reclaimed! . . . 

yes, Walt, 
Afoot again, and onward without halt,— 
Not soon, nor suddenly,—no, never to let go 

my hand 
in yours, 

Walt Whitman-— 
so— 

Cp. 47). 

Crane pushed the boundary of the epic environment 

farther than had been done; his subject merged with his 

object, to sing "that great Bridge, our Myth." The invoca

tion by Columbus in the "Ave Maria" section also forces 

recognition of the westering theme in much of our epic 
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poetry. The stanzas entitled "Powhatan's Daughter" further 

stress the reach back toward mythic roots, "a tide of 

voices—/They meet you listening midway in your dream" 

bridged by sleep: "400 years and more . . . or is it from 

the soundless shore of sleep that time/recalls you to your 

love ..." (pp. 11-12). The next stanzas provide a 

kaleidoscopic impression of naturalistic and mythic images: 

But some men take their liquor slow—and count 
—Though they'll confess no rosary nor clue— 
The river's minute By the far brook's year. 
Under a world of whistles, wires and steam 
Caboose-like they go ruminating through 
Ohio, Indiana—blind baggage— 
To Cheyenne tagging . . . Maybe Kalamazoo 
Cp. 17). 

His sense of locale in this section is conditioned by the 

past: 

Over De Soto's bones the freighted floors 
Throb past the City storied of three thrones . . . 
(p. 21). 

The modern and mythic images are completely merged in the 

closing verses of the section in language which is 

reminiscent of Longfellow's attempts to recreate the 

peculiar blend of desperation and invocation found in Indian 

songs: 

Dance, MaquokeetaJ snake that lives before, 
That casts his pelt, and lives beyond! Sprout, horn! 
Spark, tooth! Medicine-man, relent, restore— 
Lie to us,--dance us back the tribal morn! 
Cp. 2 4 1 .  
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The poetic idiom shifts then from the sense of a 

mythic past to nostalgic personal past, and the mother's 

adieu in "Indiana": 

Come back to Indiana—not too latei 
(Or will you be a ranger to the end?) 

Good-bye . . . good-bye . . . Oh, I shall always wait 
You, Larry, traveller— 

stranger, 
son, 

—my friend— 
Cp. 29). 

These two sections, "Powhatan's Daughter" and "Cape 

Hatteras," are among the most straightforward in the poem, 

and hence most useful for the instructor. Crane's multi-

faceted diction has been called "Elizabethan," and his 

stylistic dexterity might be an interesting point to 

pursue. We have mentioned the echo of Longfellow; here is 

a passage that seems Prufrockian: 

"what do you want? getting weak on the links? 
fandaddle daddy don't ask for change—IS THIS 
FOURTEENTH? it's half past six she said—if 
you don't like my gate why did you 
swing on it, why didja 
swing on it 
anyhow—" Cp. 67}. 

Or this, which evokes Jarrell's airplanes: 

Lead-perforated fuselage, escutcheoned wings 
Lift agonized quittance, tilting from the invisible 
brink 

Now eagle-bright, now 
quarry-hid, twist

ing, sink with 
Enormous repercussive list

ings down (p. 44). 

This wildly eclectic compendium of styles and the 

sensate quality of much of the diction makes The Bridge, 
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along with Paterson, one of the poems "on the leading edge" 

of the audience's consciousness. It is certainly not a 

poem for every classroom; but as one of the most daring 

essays into the limits of language—and especially epic 

language—it deserves consideration by the instructor. The 

same arguments for bowdlerizing Shakespeare—or omitting 

him altogether from the secondary classroom—lie behind 

insistence that poems like The Bridge and Paterson are "too 

difficult" or "too sensual" for the older adolescent 

reader. While the language of certain portions may not 

be as accessible as in the other epics, surely the rich

ness of word patterns, the oral pleasure of scansion is 

important. Like some of our great prose works, these 

pieces may be enjoyed on several levels; their introduction 

at the advanced secondary level may anticipate more mature 

returns by the student with increasing consequence and 

pleasure. 

Conquistador—1932 

In a two^-line dedication, Archibald IlacLeish 

establishes his epic affiliation, the camaraderie, and the 

westering theme: 

"Oh Brothers," I said, "who through one-hundred 
thousand ^ 

Perils have reached the west" 

~*"The Divine Comedy, Inferno, Canto XXVI, 1. 112-113. 
Archibald MacLeish,^Conquistador, in The Collected Poems 
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1963), 259. IA11 textual 
citations are from this edition.H 
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This economy, a condensation of allusion and imagery, 

characterizes the whole poem. His epic allusions and 

sensual images are as evocative as Crane's, but suffused 

with an underlying irony: 

Of that world's conquest and the fortunate wars: 
Of the great report and expectation of honor: 
How in their youth they stretched sail: how fared 
they 

How they destroyed that city: and the gourds were 

Bitter with blood: and they made their roofs with the 
gun stocks: 

Of that world's conquest and the fortunate wars . . . 
("Argument," 274). 

The determinedly un-heroic posture of the ostensible 

narrator—Bernal Diaz, one of Cortez' lieutenants—promotes 

both the bitterly ironic moments of recollection, and the 

lyrical images of the magnificent land: 

We saw that city on the inland sea: 
Towers between: and the green-crowned Montezuma 
Working the gardens of shade: and the staggering 
bees: 

And the girls bearing the woven baskets of bloom 
on their 

Black hair: their breasts alive: and the hunters 
Shouldering dangling herons with their ruffled 
plumes: ("Preface," p. 267). 

. . . How there were tall men 
And the wading lake to their wrists and their 
wet thighs 

Dabbled with sunlight: and they drew the nets 
In the green sedge of the shore and they came 
singing: 

The sea-film silvered in the lifting web: 
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Ah how the land was a good landI and the king of it 
Rich and with young wives and with gold and his 
gardens 

Sounding with water . . . (Bk. 10, p. 329). 

Yet a sinister undercurrent pervades the idyllic descrip

tion: 

. . .  w e  h e a r d  t h e  t r o w e l s  
Strike on the brick of the roofs like silver coins: 
We heard the whistle of tamed birds: to our tongues 
Our mouths were sweetened with the scented ointment: 

we cried aloud of the 
Great sky; of the salt rock; of the land .... 

And nevertheless it was not so: for the ground was 
Silent against us . . . (Bk. 10, pp. 330-31). 

One other type of description echoes Neihardt's sparseness— 

that of the cruel marching landscape over which the men 

inched: 

Knees of mountain on the naked land: 
Great wall it was on the west: and at daybreak 
Climbing: and had the rain up the barrancas: 

And had a pass and a town and the troops lay there 
Stewing the thin drizzle on green- wood; 
CAnd the smell of the smoke is sour in such places) 
(Bk. 6, p. 306) . 

Even more than in the Neihardt and Williams poems, the 

looming presence of the land provides the central metaphors 

—its strangeness, its delight, its horror. 

As if it were not enough to convey such varied 

descriptions in terza rima, MacLeish also manages to 

integrate quotation economically and powerfully—as in 

Cortez' letter to the Court: 
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And he lined the ink on the page: and he cried— 
"Remember your 

"Deeds Castilians!" 
and the sand was strewn— 

"Holy Caesarean and Catholic Emperor! 

"We the least of Your Majesty's subjects: used 
"Long to the wave-lift: wind-led: sea-suffered: 
"Beached now on this last land: we salute you! 
(Bk. 4, p. 295) . 

or dialogue, as in this devastating answer to his mutinous 

troops: 

They stood in the streets at night like a French mob 
Scaring the Indian girls with their words and their 

strutting-— 
"Did he think he was Jesus Christ? Did he think by God 

"He could bring them out like a levy of goats to be 
gutted 

"And fed to the idols and burn their ships and their 
steel was 

"Yellow with rain and their guns worse .... 

And he there in the dark of the huts hearing it: 
And all at once was their breath gone: and he spoke: 
They turned as at the stick crack the scared deer— 

"Your Honors are eloquent men but your good-will 
chokes you: 

"The husk of your love is brittle to your teeth: 
"You will eat more softly when the shell is broken:" 
(Bk. 5, p. 303). 

The narrative thrust is particularly strong in this 

poem as it presumably follows the chronological development 

of the actual conquest. This gives the structure a unified 

core which the students may easily follow. Furthermore, 

the narrative persona is himself the hero, not the scheming 

Cortez; this epic, like Neihardt's and Benet's, celebrates 
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the qualities of endurance and determination in the common 

man, rather than in his superiors. 

Lastly, in addition to the graphic, concrete 

imagery, and the dramatic integration of quotation, the 

historical and placenames promote interesting associations. 

The founding of "the town of the True Cross" in Book Four, 

for instance, should prompt a history student to discover 

the origins of VeraCruz, of the comparative literature 

student to read the original Spanish journals of Diaz 

himself. The cross-cultural implications for this poem 

should provide interesting points for discussion. For, 

like Benet, MacLeish's ironic, if poetic, realization of 

the tragedy inherent in the "victory" should promote the 

humanistic awareness literature hopes to achieve. 

Scarlet Anne—1938 

Not surprisingly, most of our long poems feature a 

male protagonist; for the term epic suggests a hero, almost 

by definition. However, there are various American long 

poems dealing with heroines—Robinson Jeffers' Tamar and 

Winfield Scott's Dark Sister, for example. Yet most of 

these poems fail of the affirmative, regenerative thrust we 

have defined as epic; they tend to show their women pro

tagonists as threats to an established order, whose 

inevitable tragedies contain no ameliorating potential for 

their societies. Nevertheless, one poem does meet our 
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criteria of accessibility, visionary magnitude, and epic 

motive: Theda Kenyon's Scarlet Anne, the story of Anne 

1 Hutchinson. 

Kenyon shares Benet's and Neihardt's preference for 

a strong narrative, based clearly on historical materials. 

There is neither the metric complexity of MacLeish nor the 

poetic leap of Crane; the verse patterns lack Benet's 

virtuosity. Instead, Kenyon's accomplishment lies in 

magnifying the Hutchinson case into a metaphor of her time 

for a deep strain of belief whose ramifications extend far 

beyond her death. Thus Anne becomes far more than simply a 

woman persecuted by an authoritarian theocracy, all male— 

although there is plenty of that. 

If the portraits of Anne's accusers are etched in 

black, there is at least an attempt to show her own early 

vacillation and vulnerability: 

Then Anne said, "Why, Will—you're back," and he 
saw her standing 

In the frozen dawn, with a hamper on each arm. 
She clung to him, almost like a frightened child . . . 

Anne looked up suddenly now. "Will—please believe 
me"-

I had to do it—I buried a woman last night-r-" 

Cp. 11-12). 

But the fear and need for self-justification are obliterated 

after her experience of the "inner light": 

"'"Theda Kenyon, Scarlet Anne (New York: Doubleday, Dor an 
& Co., Inc., 1939). JA11 citations in the text are from 
this edition.J 
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Then it struck down— 
A column of living light, joining earth and heaven. 
The burning glow smote on her lidded eyes: 
The Light that had banished darkness, before man was 
(p. 18). 

From that moment, her determination not to accept 

instruction from authority, but only from her own immediate 

personal perception of divinity, makes her a threat to the 

Puritan order. Yet this theme of disorder is set against 

the blunting of the new country's promise: Kenyon evokes 

doctrinal rigidity as the initial threat to freedom. 

Using the "bitter flower" motif to designate religious 

conformity as bearing a continued threat, she recalls 

Benet's similar use of the slavery motif as also productive 

of dissension: 

This was the year and this the hour 
Of insidious root and bitter flower, 
When the child sucked fear from the breast of 
his mother, 

And no man met the eyes of his brother. 
This was the year when Satan stood 
In cassock and surplice, stole and hood, 
When jealousy guarded Heaven's gate, 
And the way of the Cross was the way of hate: . . . 
(p. 25). 

The demand for conformity runs contrary to what she feels 

the New World should envision: 

She glanced at Cotton, telling a Bible story 
To the children; his voice seemed lichened with 
old conventions. 

What is this land? she thought. Has this been 
happening 

In all the cabins between the spit and the forest? 
(p. 55). 
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She sees the thwarted promise as particularly baneful to 

women: 

"Look at this land—it is crying to be taken— 
But where is the vision or courage? We are living 
By the same puny rules we knew in England— 
While our women go mad, and our children sicken and 
die. 

I tell you, we shall never mate this land 
Until we strike off the manacles of custom— 
It is too vast for small imaginations. 
Freedom! We crossed the ocean to be free— 
And look at our women: candlemaking, weaving, 
Bearing children, tilling fields—and always 
Listening to the voices of the land—" 
(p. 67-68). 

This is the quality which gives the poem its epic dimension, 

opposing the rigidity which would inhibit the free expres

sion of thought and inquiry far beyond her immediate 

society. The major and minor implications are neatly 

catalogued in the introduction to Chapter X: 

WHEREAS CALAMITY HAS TOUCHED OUR LAND 
What greater calamity than an unruly woman? 

WHEREAS THE BISHOPS ARE TREADING DOWN OUR MINISTERS 
And a woman cries aloud that they are not sealed 

WHEREAS THE PLAGUE HAS RAGED EXCEEDINGLY 
But a woman's tongue is a scurvy of the soul— 

WHEREAS THE RAT OF FAMINE GNAWS AT THE BELLY 
Yet there has been no lack of female pranking 

WHEREAS THE INDIANS HOLD US ALL IN DANGER 
And a woman turns every man against his brother 

WE, THE COUNCIL, DO DECLARE A FAST 
Cp. 142). 

The portrayals of Anne's opponents are perhaps 

overdone—little is imputed to them but sheer lust for power 

or else cowardice; here is a scene with the ministers Dudley 

and Cotton: 
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. . . Dudley demanded 
Cotton be called to witness; his pointed finger 
Skewered Anne's opinions, toasting them 
Roundly before the fire of disapproval: 
"Did this gentlewoman say the ministers 
Were unsealed, and so unfit to teach God_J s Word?" 
Anne turned her head, and saw the change in Cotton 
Was finally complete. The flame that had kindled 
Her faith in English Boston had been extinguished. 
The Established Church had been unable to dim it— 
But the damp complacent fixity of New England 
Had quenched it, at its core (p. 214-215}. 

Yet here, as elsewhere throughout the poem, Kenyon's gift 

for integration of dramatic dialogue and projection is 

apparent. She does not rely so heavily on natural images 

as do some of the other poets, her interactions relying 

primarily on persons. But she is perfectly capable of the 

stark descriptive image: 

Ann thought: "I will lift mine eyes unto the hills—" 
And gathering her poor strength, began to climb. 
But on the hill, she found 
Nothing of peace: this was New England March— 
This patched and leprous ground 
Beneath her feet; 
The bony earth— 
Winter raped of all its green profusion, 
Echoing, with her steps, her own confusion: . . . 
(p. 247). 

Focusing as it does on early New England, Scarlet 

Anne might well be taught in conjunction with Benet's 

Western Star as two epic approaches to this stern era and 

area. In both, the dramatic diction and evocation of 

atmosphere are particularly vivid, so that students should 

be immersed easily in the strong narrative sweep. In 

addition to the dramatic potential, the same historical 
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and biographical approaches could be combined to study the 

people, the land, and the cultural milieu. 

Moreover, this long poem offers one other rare 

thing in epic poetry: a strong feminine protagonist. The 

authorship, too, might be a useful point in courses 

stressing women authors or women in literature. As our 

schools increasingly attempt to stress minority contribu

tions, both this poem and its subject offer affirmative 

models. 
i 

Paterson—1946-1951 

Essentially the same arguments are raised against 

including William Carlos Williams < Paterson in the advanced 

secondary or undergraduate curriculum as were used against 

teaching The Bridge—the narrative intricacy and linguistic 

complexity. Yet no study of the American epic can ignore a 

poet of "a local pride," who defines his purpose thusly: 

To make a poem, fulfilling the requirements of 
the art, and yet new, in the sense that in the 
very lay of the syllables Paterson as Paterson 
would be discovered, perfect, perfect in the 
special sense of the poem, to have it—if it 
rose to flutter into life awhile—it would be as 
itself, locally, and'so like every other place 
in the world. For it is in that, that it be 
particular to its own idiom, that it lives.^ 

In his concern with "no ideas but in things" (1:1, p. 6) 

and his quest for "a common language to unravel" (1:1, 

William Carlos Williams, Paterson (New York: New Direc
tions, 1963), Preface. I All citations in the text are 
from this edition.J 
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p. 7) he is more occupied with the problem of commonality 

than any American poet since Whitman. This is his "reply 

to Greek and Latin with the bare hands" (Epigraph, p. 2), 

his affirmation of the deepest wellsprings of the American 

consciousness as rooted in the American scene. He rejects 

the erudition and sterility of the other poetic tradition, 

while forging a new, necessary language for our tongue: 

a few go 
to the Coast without gain— 
The language is missing them 

they die also 
incommunicado. 

The language, the language 
fails them 

They do not know the words 
or have not 

the courage to use them 
(1:1, p. 11). 

He searches for a new language by pushing both 

prose and verse to new extremes; the poem is larded with 

prose excerpts which act as a concrete report of scene and 

action, with a contrapuntal poetic commentary immediately 

subsequent. The effect is to draw a metaphor, a symbol 

from the basic fact by transmuting it through "Paterson1s" 

consciousness. Here, a stiff nineteenth-century account of 

a wife's drowning acts as foil to poetic commentary on art 

surmounting death, preventing that final "misinterpreta

tion" : 

A false language. A true. A false language 
pouring—a 
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Language (misunderstood) pouring (misinterpreted) 
without 

dignity, without minister, crashing upon a stone 
ear (1:1, p. 15). 

Here is a prose comment on the lucid power of great 

original ideas, contrasted to the poet's failure "untaught 

but listening" to discover his own authentic language: 

. . . that the poet, 
in disgrace, should borrow from erudition Cto 
unslave the mind): railing at the vocabulary 
(borrowing from those he hates, to his own 
disfranchisement) .... 

The language . . . words 
without style! whose scholars (there are none) 

or dangling, about whom 
the water weaves its strands. . . . 

Caught (.in mind) 
beside the water he looks down, listens! 
But discovers, still, no syllable in the confused 
uproar: missing the sense (though he tries) 
untaught but listening, shakes with the intensity 
of his listening . . . 
(II:iii, pp. 80, 81). 

Always there is this tension of the natural image— 

particularly of the Paterson waterfall—against the 

paterson-poet*s anxious search for an authentic but 

natural voice. He often despairs of finding it, "Ha!/—the 

language is worn out!" (Il:iii, p. 84). Yet this quest 

for a new language to describe the whole flow of symbolic 

accretions for a specific American locale is surely an 

epic quest in itself. 

This aspect of the poem is perhaps the most helpful 

to the teacher, although other excellent critical approaches 
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are also available.''* Emphasizing language allows us to 

encourage the student to read the poem as a series of 

possible attempts to metamorphosize historical experience 

into a language and symbol with consistency and portent 

for his society. The poem is a masterly compendium of 

style and mood, any one thread of which might be traced 

from book to book to show the poet wrestling with problems 

of substance and technique—but always returning to his 

historical metaphor-mentor, Paterson. 

Williams sums up the importance of his quest—and 

perhaps our need for an imaginative engagement with such 

poetry—in the final book: 

The flower dies down 
and rots away • 
But there is a hole 
in the bottom of the bag. 

It is the imagination 
which cannot be fathomed. 
It is through this hole 
we escape CV:1, p. 212). 

Brother to Dragons—1953 

"Historical sense and poetic sense should not, in 

the end, be contradictory, for if poetry is the little 

myth we make, history is the big myth we live, and in our 

1 Walter Scott Peterson, An Approach to Paterson (New Haven: 
Yale Univ. Press, 19671, suggests studying the poem in 
terms of the epic quest. 
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living, constantly remake.Thus Robert Penn Warren 

announces his epic intent in the foreward to his long poem, 

Brother to Dragons. This poem claims its epic title also 

from something beyond the immediate story of personal 

tragedy; family stories, no matter how genuinely moving, 

are rarely the stuff of epic. But Warren's epic technique 

involves the dark strain of slavery as it impinges on one 

of our country's brightest, most virtuous personages, 

Thomas Jefferson. Jefferson is, in fact, a sort of alter-

protagonist; the narrative gains its epic dimension in 

terms of his reaction to the central incident. Unlike 

Benet's resolution of the slavery problem—ror at least its 

restatement—through the externalized action of war, 

Warren's characters are working out an internalized solu

tion. The actual murder of the slave by Jefferson's own 

nephew ostensibly has nothing to do with the President. . 

Yet Warren's very title, from the Book of Job (xxx:29)., "I 

am a brother to dragons and a companion to owls," implies 

an inescapable aspect of the human condition. 

The recognition of the dark subconscious and its 

ineluctable effect on human affairs is- the theme—"the 

issue that the characters here discuss is, in my view at 

least, a human constant," announces Warren (xiii).. In the 

1 Robert Penn Warren, Brother to Dragons CNew Yorkr Random 
- House, 1953], ;xii. I All textual citations are from this 
edition .J 
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guise of narrator, R.P.W., he underscores this: 

. . . the action here is not explained 
By anything in the action. It is explained, 
If explainable at all, by our most murderous 
Complicities and our sad virtue, too. 

No, the action is not self-contained, but contains 
Us too, and is contained by us, and is 
Only an image of the issue of our most distressful 
self-definition (p. 43) . 

The thrust of the poem is the painful recognition 

by Jefferson of our "universal complicity," a realization 

he had rejected in terms of his family pride. He speaks 

of "the absolute dream and joy/That I once had" for 

America, until "that fiend" betrays his highest hope (pp. 

47-48). R.P.W. rejoins, "There had been other/And equal 

fiends, and you, not being a child, Had known the acts of 

evil." To which Jefferson replies, "Not in my blood,/For 

he was my blood. Listen—it is always/The dearest that 

betrays—" Cp. 48). The sin of familial, intellectual, and 

even national pride is explored through dialogue with the 

characters from the incident, counter-pointed with the 

comments of R.P.W., who transcends the temporal boundary 

to give retrospective balance to the whole account. 

Jefferson's realization that his "hope of human good" is 

impossible without recognition of human evil leads to his 

reconciliation as he speaks to the murdered slave: 

Now I should hope to find the courage to say 
That the dream of the future is not 
Better than the fact of the past, no matter how 
terrible. 
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For without the fact of the past we cannot dream 
the future. 

We are condemned to some hope. And there may be yet 
A reason that your anguish, and my own vanity, 
Can hope, at last, to find. . . . 

We must strike the steel of wrath on the stone of 
guilt, 

And hope to provoke, thus, in the midst of our 
coiling darkness 

The incandescence of the heart's great flare. 
And in that illumination I should hope to see 
How all creation validates itself, 
For whatever you create, you create yourself by it, 
And in creating yourself you will create 
The whole wide world and gleaming West anew 
(pp. 194-195) . 

Jefferson's last speech is the evocation used by Longfellow, 

by Crane, and by other American poets trying to draw upon 

one of our great national dreams: 

Dance back the buffalo, the shining land! 
Our grander Ghost Dance dance now, and shake 
the feather. 

Dance back the morning and the eagle's cry. 
Dance back the Shining Mountains, let them shine! 
Cp. 195) . 

There are other parallels, too between this poem 

and the substance of several of the others we have con

sidered; here is a passage reminiscent of Benet's earlier 

assessment of the racial balance between the black nurse 

and her white masters: 

The rival had the armament and power: 
The natural mother, warm and kind—and white. 
The rival whose most effective armament 
Is the bland assumption that there is no struggle*— 
Nor can be—between the white love and the black. 
It is a struggle, dark, ferocious, in the dark, 
For power-—for power empty and abstract, 
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But still, in the last analysis, the only 
Thing worth the struggle. 

This much Aunt Cat knows. .... 
Cp. 92). 

As R.P.W., Warren's mastery of such intrusive narration 

gives a sort of stage management to the action; his 

comments both focus and provide impetus for the character's 

self-justifications. Through it, we see their limitations— 

and, occasionally, their transcendance, as when the mother 

begs Jefferson's compassion: 

Oh, no, not tone, not gesture, but 
The heart, a difference in the heart, and all 
Might have been changed— Cp- 93) . 

Against this active narration, Warren places some 

of the most vivid natural images we have encountered. Like 

Neihardt, he uses the snake as the symbol of the sub

conscious. Neihardt's rattler here becomes "the Mountain 

Blacksnake, Hog-snout or Chicken Snake" (p. 34), but in 

both cases the accursed serpent has been thoroughly 

Americanized: 

. . . and he reared 
TJp high, and scared me, for a fact. But then 
The bloat head sagged an inch, the tongue withdrew, 
And on the top of that strong stalk the head 
Wagged slow, benevolent and sad and sage, 
As though it understood our human pitifulness 
And forgave all, and asked forgiveness, too 
Cp. 35). 

Another naturalistic image is used to describe the forces 

"but part of the unleashed and unhouseled force of Nature,/ 

Mindless, irreconcilable, absolute" which drive the 

protagonist to murder Cp. 94).. Here his erratic madness 
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The big channel-cat sleeps with eye lidless, and 
the brute face 

Is the face of the last torturer, and the white 
belly 

Brushes the delicious and icy blackness of mud. 
But there is no sensation. How can there be 
Sensation when there is perfect adjustment? The 
blood 

Of the creature is but the temperature of the 
sustaining flow: 

The catfish is in the Mississippi and 
The Mississippi is in the catfish and 
Under the ice both are at one with God. 
Would that we were! (p. 94}. 

And Warren has few peers when he describes the sensory 

landscape of desolation, relatively frequent in our epic 

poems: 

Southward, the deep intimacy of thicket not yet 
shudders. 

In the icy and abstract stillness, the last burr 
that clung 

On the chestnut bough, surrenders, the last 
haw-fruit, 

In the silence, falls, and what berry of dogwood 
the possum spared 

Falls now, in the hour, past pain, of the relaxed 
tendon (p. 97} . 

With Warren, we come almost full circle from 

Whitman's song of the self; Warren, too, finds his drama 

in the human psyche. The splendid descriptions of land

scape and image reinforce the interior image; this align

ment is characteristic of passages in all of the poems we 

have considered, and marks the epic proportion. 

For the instructor, ending with this poem may be 

especially wise; there is a wealth of critical material 

available, and the biographical, historical, and dramatic 
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classroom possibilities all lie open. The incident has 

been dramatized on TV; a prose account has also been 

recently published. In addition to providing a con

temporary focus to one of the country's enduring problems, 

this poem also indicates the new direction that many of 

our narrative poets will follow. The tendency toward 

incorporation of native materials to illuminate the poet's 

subjective concern has been evident since Whitman. Even 

brief consideration of the poems by John Berryman, Charles 

Olson, Dan Jaffe, Edward Dorn, and others writing in the 

narrative mode show that the frontiers of American epic are 

still being explored. Far from being exhausted, American 

epic poetry as we have defined it seems more vital than 

ever. 

In this era of fragmented response and desultory 

approaches to elective literature, the study of American 

epic poetry offers a consistent focus that little else in 

our literary heritage can match. It has an appealing sense 

of immediacy because of the recognition of locale implicit 

in each of the strong delineations, whether of outward or 

inward heroism. Teaching the American epic to advanced 

secondary and undergraduate students is a rewarding enter

prise which I hope more instructors will undertake. 

"^Boynton Merrill, Jr., Jefferson's Nephews (Princeton: 
Princeton Univ. Press, 1976). 
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